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The Morehead State University Eagle Football Team wi ll visit the Shriners Hospital For Children-
Tampa on Nov. 20, 1998, during its trip to Tampa to take on the University of South Florida. The 
visit is tentatively slated for approximately 3 p.m. EST. Apparently, having a college or professional 
team visit the hospital is rare, and we believe this will be a great opportunity for our student-athletes 
and for the patients at the hospital. 
We believe this visit will have tremendous human interest value for both print and broadcast media, 
and we urge you to consider this visit when malung your assignments for that day. We will be happy 
to assist you in any way possible. Also, the media contact at the hospital is Alicia Argiz, Director 
of Public Relations and Volunteers. Her telephone number is 8 13-975-7 115. 
The football game between the Eagles and the Bulls will kick off at 7 p.m. EST on Nov. 2 1 in 
Raymond James Stadium. Both teams are having successful seasons. South Florida, 6-2, is ranked 
2 1st in the latest ESPN/USA Today Poll. Morehead State, 7- 1, is ranked 32nd in the same poll. In 
the Football Gazette rankings of Division I-AA Non-Scholarship programs, MSU is ranked second. 
South Florida will play host to Cumberland on Nov. 7 and will travel to top-ranked Georgia Southern 
on Nov. 14. Morehead State will travel to Charleston Southern on Nov. 7, then will close out the 
home portion of its schedule on Nov. 14 against Kentucky Wesleyan. 
Enclosed you will find a 1998 Morehead State Football Media Guide and a copy of our game notes 
package for our Charleston Southern game. If we can be of any help, please give us a call at 606-
783-2500. Also, please feel free to contact Alicia at the hospital. 
Our team road headquarters in Tampa for Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights (Nov. 20-22) will be 
the Embassy Suites on N. Westshore Blvd., 813-875- 1555. We will arrive on Friday. 
~\~(( 
Randy Stacy 
Sports Information Director 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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Morehead State Men's Tennis To Travel to ITA Region Ill Championships 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Coach Nik DeVore's Morehead State men's tennis team will compete 
in its last event of the fall season, the ITA Region Ill Championships, Thursday through Sunday. 
Competition will take place at the Dan Magill Tennis Complex on the University of Georgia 
campus in Athens, Ga. 
The event, which will include 96 singles and 100 doubles players from 34 schools within 
the District comprised of programs in the Southeast, is a single-elimination tournament for 
singles and doubles that is one of the primary tools to rank players for the spring season. 
MSU will send only two entrants to this year's competition, juniors Christoph Poehler 
(Frankfurt, Germany) and Robert McKay (Sussex, England). Poehler will compete in the singles 
draw, while McKay and Poehler will team for doubles action. 
The opening round of singles play begins at 9 a.m. on Thursday, with second-round 
competition taking place later that day. Friday will be the next two rounds, with Saturday and 
Sunday concluding the event with the final three rounds. For doubles, play will begin Thursday 
with the first round, with two rounds taking place Friday, then two rounds on Saturday and the 
finals on Sunday. 
Poehler will take to the courts first for his opening singles match on Thursday at 9 a.m., to 
face Nick Brochu of Georgia State. If he is victorious, he would play 17-32 seeded Anthony 
Parun of UAB at 12:30 p.m. The doubles duo will open on Thursday versus Juen Ros and Daniel 
Dauber of Florida Atlantic and then face Tennessee's 9-16 seeded Peter Handoyo and Paul 
Podbury on Friday. Times for the doubles matches have not yet been determined. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
11-4-98 
Morehead State Women's Tennis To Travel to ITA Southeast Regional Championships 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Coach Nik DeVore's Morehead State women's tennis team competes 
in the last event of the fall season, the ITA Southeast Regional Championships, Thursday 
through Monday. Competition will take place at the Indoor Tennis Center on the Wake Forest 
University campus in Winston-Salem, N.C. 
The event, which will include 48 singles and 32 doubles players from approximately 25 
schools within the Region comprised of programs in the Southeast, is a single-elimination 
tournament for singles and doubles that is one of the primary tools to rank players for the spring 
season. Also part of the event will be a 32-player singles qualifying draw, which will take place 
on Thursday. Eight berths to the main draw will be awarded to winners of the qualifying round. 
MSU will send only two entrants to this year's competition, sophomore Tendai Chingoka 
(Harare, Zimbabwe) and junior Robyn Adams (Paris, Ky.). Chingoka will participate in the 
singles main draw, while Adams will attempt to earn a spot in the main draw through the 
qualifying rounds. The duo will also team together for doubles play. 
The qualifying round opens the tournament at noon on Thursday, with the first round of 
the main singles draw beginning Friday morning. The second and third rounds will take place on 
Saturday, with the quarterfinals and semifinals on Sunday. The championship match takes place 
on Monday. The first round of doubles will be on Friday, with the next two rounds on Saturday 
and the semifinals on Sunday. The championship match will also be on Monday. 
Adams will play her qualifying match against Kentucky's Jackie Spicijaric on Thursday at 
noon. If she is victorious, she could face Janelle Watson of UNC Asheville or Katy McLaughlin of 
Louisville at 2:30 p.m. that day. If she qualified for the main draw, she would open Friday at 1 
p.m. with 16th-seeded Nadia Karpel of Louisville. 
Chingoka will open her first match with a conference opponent, Jennifer Bryans of Middle 
Tennessee State, on Friday at 2 p.m. A first-round victory would pit her against either 
Tennessee's Emily Woodside or second-seeded Mariel Verban of Wake Forest on Saturday at 
an undetermined time. 
The doubles team of Chingoka and Adams will play the Caroline Trawick-Beth Quigley 
combination from UNC Charlotte, Friday at 2:30 p.m. If they win, Chingoka and Adams could 
face either Western Kentucky's duo of lnese Zverge and Theresa Johansson or Duke's seventh-
seeded tandem of Erica Biro and Kristin Sanderson on Saturday at an undetermined time. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational lnstlMion. 
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11-4-98 
Lady Eagle Basketball to Open Season With Exhibition on Friday 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Coach Laura Litter will begin her second year of directing the 
Morehead State women's basketball team when it takes the court on Friday night to open its 
season. MSU will face Sports Reach in an exhibition contest at 8 p.m. in the Ellis T. Johnson 
Arena. The Lady Eagles are coming off a 7-19 season (3-15 in the Ohio Valley Conference) 
during Litter's inaugural campaign. 
Morehead State will return six players, including sophomore wing Megan Kellough 
(Chillicothe, Ohio/Paint Valley HS), junior guard Domonique Mitchell {Louisville, Ky./Pleasure 
Ridge Park HS) and junior forward Cisha Brazley (Memphis, Tenn./Ft. Campbell (Ky.) HS, each 
starters during the 1997-98 campaign. The squad's other returnees are junior forward Vette 
Robinson (Louisville, Ky./Pleasure Ridge Park HS), sophomore guard Kim Elliott (Portsmouth, 
Va./Churchland HS) and sophomore guard Kim Brown (College Grove, Tenn./Page HS). 
Nine newcomers dot the roster, including two who were redshirted last year. Among 
those expected to make an early impact are four freshmen: 5-5 guard Heidi Daulton 
(Georgetown, Ohio/Georgetown HS}, and three forwards, 6-3 Jodi Dempsey (Galena, Ohio/Big 
Walnut HS}, 5-11 Laurie Vincent (Greenville, Ky./Muhlenberg South HS) and 6-2 Diana Vardijan 
(Glenview, 111./Glenbrook South HS). 
After the Sports Reach contest, the Lady Eagles will host one other exhibition game 
(Tuesday at 7 p.m. versus Supreme Court), before opening the regular season in Morehead with 
Division II Davis & Elkins on Saturday, Nov. 14 at 7 p.m. Saturday's game will be broadcast on 
WMKY-FM Radio 90.3. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
11-4-98 
Morehead State Rifle Competes at Walsh Invitational 
MOREHEAD, KY - The Morehead State men's and women's rifle teams joined forces to 
compete in one the of nation's largest and most prestigious rifle tournaments last Sunday, the 
42nd Annual Walsh Rifle Match hosted by Xavier University in Cincinnati. Although the Eagles 
were one of 23 intercollegiate teams participating in the competition, they were among five of the 
first squads to participate in the match which will span a three-week period at the Armory 
Fieldhouse. 
The Eagles changed lineups for the smallbore and air rifle events. Leading MSU's 
smallbore contingent senior Kevin Cook (Eubank, Ky./Pulaski County HS) who shot a 391-362-
387=1140, hitting a total of 53 centers. Right behind Cook was senior teammate Aaron Reed 
(Shelbyville, Ky./Shelby County HS), who posted a 398-360-379=1137, and hit 57 centers. 
Reed's first round included scores of 99-100-100-99. 
After setting two individual and two team school records earlier this season, sophomore 
Jenny Waller (Washington, Pa./lCS International Correspondence) returned to notch a 390-359-
382=1131 , while senior Mary Hafey (Maloneton, Ky./Greenup County HS) collected a 387-328-
354=1069. The foursome combined to total a 4477. 
In the air rifle competition, Cook, Reed and Waller each participated in the team event, 
with freshman Brooke Mccann (Onalaska, Wis.) joining the threesome. Cook again paced the 
Eagles with a 92-95-95-93=375, hitting on a team-high 14 centers. Right on his heels, Reed 
followed with a 94-93-91-92=370, with Mccann at 89-91-91-94=365 and Waller at 91-97-90-
85=363. The quartet totaled a 1473, hitting 49 centers. 
Three other Eagles competed as independent entries. Freshman Allutia Miller (Mt. 
View, Mo.) posted a 94-92-92-90=368, while sophomore Meg Gill (Coshocton, Ohio) notched a 
91-94-89-91=365 and Hafey collected a 91-88-91-88=358. 
Nine more teams are expected to shoot this weekend, with another five set for next 
weekend and six more set to shoot on the weekend of Nov. 20-22. Among those still to shoot 
are host Xavier and eight of the nine qualifiers for the last season's NCAA Championships. 
The Eagles will host their first match of the year on Saturday, Nov. 7, when they take on 
Murray State at 8 a.m., at the Button Auditorium. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational instlMion. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
11-4-98 
Morehead State Rifle To Battle OVC Foe Murray State in First Home Match of Year 
MOREHEAD, KY - Coach Walt Rybka's Morehead State men's and women's rifle teams 
will entertain Murray State on Saturday at Button Auditorium in their first home match of the year. 
Competition is slated to begin between the two Ohio Valley Conference opponents at 8 a.m. 
In addition, Saturday's match will be the first head-to-head competition the Eagles have 
participated in this year. Both air rifle and smallbore will be contested. 
The Eagles are coming off a solid performance at the 42nd Annual Walsh Rifle Match, 
one of the nation's largest and most competitive tournaments, which Murray State is scheduled 
to participate in on Sunday. 
Blue and Gold senior Kevin Cook (Eubank, Ky./Pulaski County HS) led the MSU 
contingent at the Walsh Match, eking out team-high honors over classmate Aaron Reed 
(Shelbyville, Ky./Shelby County HS) in both the smallbore and air rifle events. 
Among those expected to compete for the Racers is former Eagle, Martin Wheeldon, who 
transferred to Murray State during the summer. Wheeldon was the Blue and Gold's top 
performer last year when the Racers came to Morehead for a dual match. Murray, the reigning 
OVC champion, bettered the Eagles last Nov. 15 by a slim 6147-6023 score. 
The Eagles will participate in two competitions next weekend. On Friday, Nov. 13, MSU 
will travel to the Kentucky Invitational, then two days later, MSU will head north for the Ohio State 
Invitational on Sunday. The squad will be back at home for a dual with another OVC foe, Austin 
Peay on Dec. 5, its only competition of the month. The event is scheduled for 9 a.m., at the 
Button Auditorium. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educattonal Institution. 
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11-4-98 
Lady Eagle Basketball Opens With 89-76 Exhibition Win 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 
MOREHEAD, KY - The Morehead State women's basketball team began its 1998-99 
campaign on an up note. On Friday night in the Ellis T. Johnson Arena in Morehead, the Lady 
Eagles captured an 89-76 victory over Sports Reach in the opening exhibition contest of the 
season. MSU was led by the trio of junior forward Vette Robinson (Louisville, Ky./Pleasure 
Ridge Park HS), sophomore forward Megan Kellough (Chillicothe, Ohio/Paint Valley HS) and 
freshman guard Heidi Daulton (Georgetown, Ohio/Georgetown HS). 
"We have been waiting to play for a while now and we came away with a win tonight," 
said MSU head coach Laura Litter. "The kids came out a little nervous and uptight, but they 
settled down a little bit once the first half got underway. We executed our offense well in the first 
half, but our defense needs some work. Once we get a few wins under our belt, I think we will 
gain some confidence in our game." 
MSU grabbed an early lead and held on throughout the first half, eventually posting a 50-
29 advantage at the intermission. Sports Reach was able to close the margin late in the game 
and actually outscored Morehead State in the second half, 47-39. However, the fast-break 
offense of the Lady Eagles prevailed in the end. 
Robinson led all scorers with 26 points, hitting 10-of-14 free throws, and collecting six 
rebounds. Kellough followed with 22 points, finishing 7-of-8 from the line, while adding 11 
boards. Daulton had a game-high five three-pointers to finish with 21 points, to go along with five 
rebounds. Junior forward Cisha Brazley (Memphis, Tenn./Ft. Campbell (Ky.) HS) notched a 
team-high 12 rebounds, including eight on the offensive end, and added nine points and four 
assists. 
Sports Reach was led by Tammy Akin with 16 points. She also collected game-best 
totals in rebounds with 13 and steals with four. Two others reached in double figures in scoring, 
including Tracey Kindred with 13 and former Lady Eagle Sondi Eden with 11 . 
Next up for the Lady Eagles is their second and final exhibition contest, Tuesday at home 
at 7 p.m. versus Supreme Court, before opening the regular season in Morehead with NCAA 
Division II foe Davis & Elkins on Saturday, Nov. 14 at 7 p.m. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
Sports Information 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 
College Basketbal l Exhibition Played 11-5-98 in Morehead, Ky. 
Morehead State 94, Vahostav Zilina-Slovakia 82 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- A balanced scoring attack that saw six players reach double figures 
propelled Morehead State to a 94-82 exhibition win over Vahostav Zilina of Slovakia Thursday 
evening. 
Freshman Erik Brown led the Eagles with 16 points. Junior college transfers Scott Charity, 
Brad Cleaver and Brett Bohannan scored 15 points each. Freshman Kyle Umberger scored 12 points 
and sophomore Dewayne Krom added IO points. Charity pulled down nine rebounds. Senior point 
guard Ted Docks handed out 13 assists and made five steals. 
The Slovakian national team was led by Dusan Balaz who scored a game-high 26 points. Ivo 
Stefek scored 14 points and pulled down a game-high 11 rebounds. 
"It was good to come away with a victory," said MSU Coach Kyle Macy. "This game was 
a measuring stick for us to see where we are and what we need to work on. Our overall effort was 
good. 
"Our guys were a little tight. They have been playing against each other in practice, and they 
had some first-game jitters." 
The Eagles led by 11 , 45-34, at halftime and built the lead to as many as 22 points in the 
second half. MSU scored 27 points off of 22 Slovakian turnovers. While shooting only 44 percent 
(33 of 75) overall from the field, the Eagles were red-hot from three-point range, hitting 13 of 24 for 
54.2 percent. Bohannan hit five of seven from behind the arc. 
MSU will close out its exhibition season next Wednesday against the Sports Reach Crusaders 
and will open the regular season on Nov. 16 against Huntington College. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Morris, Tenholder, Sandfoss, lwu Named To AII-OVC Soccer Second Team 
MOREHEAD, KY -- For the second year in a row, six members of the Morehead State women's soccer 
side were placed on the All-Ohio Valley Conference Teams, the league office announced this morning. 
Highlighting the selections were the quartet of sophomore stopper Brandy Morris (Hamersville, Ohio/Bethel 
Tate HS), freshman midfielder Tracy Tenholder (St. Charles, Mo./Francis Howell North HS), freshman forward 
Stephanie Sandfoss (Ft. Thomas, Ky./Highlands HS) and sophomore forward Theresa lwu (Morehead, 
Ky./Rowan County HS}, who were each named to the league's second team. 
The Eagles' final two honorees were senior goalkeeper Jennifer Gordon (Webster, Texas/Clearbrook 
HS) and freshman midfielder Sarah Haynes (St. Peters, Mo./Fort Zumwalt South HS), who were each named 
honorable mention all-conference. The six selections tied Eastern Illinois for the OVC high. 
In total , 29 athletes from the league's six schools were named either to the first team, second team or as 
honorable mention choices by the OVC head coaches. Eastern Illinois junior forward Ida Hakansson was 
selected as the Player of the Year, while teammate and midfielder Cara LeMaster was tabbed as the Freshman 
of the Year. Defensive Player of the Year honors went to Tennessee Tech sophomore defender Kelli McCoy, 
while Coach of the Year accolades were bestowed upon Southeast Missouri State's Heather Nelson. 
As the team's sweeper, Morris has been called upon to shut down the opponents' attack, cutting last 
year's goal and shot totals by 70 and 20, respectively. On offense, she has helped push the play forward and 
has helped create much of the Eagles' scoring opportunities, tying with Sandfoss and Tenholder for the team 
lead in assists with three, placing the trio ninth in the conference. 
Tenholder, who is eighth in the OVC in points and ninth in goals, has come on strong at the end of the 
year and finished tied for second on the team in goals (five) and second outright in points (13), while also 
leading the squad in goals and points in conference play. All five of her goals have come in the final seven 
games of the year. Additionally, she led the team and set a school record with two game-winning goals and 
was named as the Player of the Week after scoring twice in the 3-1 victory over Middle Tennessee State. 
This season, Sandfoss has been the most dominant offensive player in the school's history, setting 
single-season records in shots taken (51), goals (seven) and points (17). Her totals place her fifth in the league 
in both scoring and goals. In conference games, she tied Tenholder and Haynes in points with six and finished 
second in goals with two. 
lwu is the only Eagle to follow up last year's second-team all-conference selection with the same honor 
this season. For the second year in a row, she has been second on the team in goals scored (five), and this fall 
sits third in points (12) and fourth in shots (26). The all-time Morehead State scoring leader with eight goals and 
20 points, she is the only Eagle to be named as OVC Player of the Week twice. 
Gordon finished the regular season 20th nationally in saves per game with eight, while adding a 2.62 
goals against average. Haynes finished fourth on the team in goals with four and points w ith 10, and was third 
in shots with 29. She also passed off for two assists. 
The six Eagles selected on last season's inaugural all-conference teams, included current sophomore 
midfielder Jessica McAnnar (Paducah, Ky./St. Mary's HS) to the first team, with lwu, Gordon and former Eagle 
Amber Burley named to the second team, and current sophomores, forward Christy Herring (Bowling Green, 
Ky./Greenwood HS) and defender Mary Claire Collins (Beaumont, Texas/Monsignor Kelly HS) chosen 
honorable mention. 
Selected to this year's OVC First Team were senior defender Shanna Hozman, Hakansson and 
LeMaster from Eastern Illinois; sophomore midfielder Angela Freund and McCoy from Tennessee Tech; 
freshman defender Sarah Schulz and sophomore forward Hailee Walsh from Middle Tennessee State; and 
freshman defender Stephanie Bleau, freshman midfielder Jenny Hamilton, junior forward Nichole Thiele and 
junior goalkeeper Beth Guccione from Southeast Missouri State. 
The Eagles (4-14/2-3) conclude their season this weekend with the inaugural OVC Tournament, hosted 
by regular season champion Eastern Illinois. Fifth-seeded MSU opens up first-round play this afternoon with 
fourth-seeded Southeast Missouri State at 2 p.m. ET. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportuntty educational Institution. 
Jports Information 
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Eagles Close Out Men's Tennis Season Winless at ITA Region Ill Championships 
MOREHEAD, KY - The Morehead State men's tennis team came home empty handed at 
the highly-competitive season-ending lTA Region Ill Championships on Thursday at the Dan 
Magill Tennis Complex on the University of Georgia campus in Athens, Ga. The competition 
included the top players from 34 schools throughout the Southeast and is used as one of the 
primary tools to rank players for the spring season. 
Juniors Christoph Poehler (Frankfurt, Germany) and Robert McKay (Sussex, England) 
joined for play in the 48-team doubles draw, failing to Juen Ros and Daniel Dauber of Florida 
Atlantic in the first round, 8-3. 
Poehler also participated in the 96-player singles draw, where he also lost his first-round 
match, dropping a 6-4, 7-5, decision to Nick Brochu of Georgia State. 
The results conclude Coach Nik DeVore's inaugural fall season in Morehead. The Eagles 
will return to action in their regular season, when they open the spring with Wright State in 
Richmond, Ky., on Jan. 29 at 5 p.m. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equa l opportuntty educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
11-5-98 
Eagle Soccer To Play Arkansas-Little Rock in Schedule Addition 
MOREHEAD, KY - After having its schedule cut short with the cancellation of the Ohio 
Valley Conference Invitational Tournament, the Morehead State women's soccer team added a road 
contest for this Saturday at 1 p.m., against Arkansas-Little Rock at the Riverdale Soccer Complex. 
The Eagles needed the game to meet minimum scheduling requirements. It will be their fifth 
consecutive road game and the final contest of their inaugural season. 
MSU enters the tilt with a 2-15 overall record and an 0-4 mark in the first-ever OVC 
campaign. The Eagles have lost each of their last four games during a six-day stretch and have 
been outscored 22-1 since beating Georgetown College, 2-0, at home on Oct. 20. 
Junior goalkeeper Jennifer Gordon (Webster, Texas/Clearbrook HS) continues to be the 
team's defensive stalwart. She has fallen to ninth nationally in saves per game at 9.35, but 
continues to lead the conference. Gordon enters the final contest of the year with a 3.97 goals 
against average. 
On offense, four players have generated most of the team's production. Sophomore 
midfielder Jessica McAnnar (Paducah, Ky./St. Mary's) leads the way with team highs in goals 
(five) and points (11). Freshman midfielder Theresa lwu (Morehead, Ky./Rowan County HS) follows 
with three goals, two assists and eight points. Freshman midfielder Christy Herring (Bowling 
Green, Ky./Greenwood HS) is next with one goal and a team-high three assists for five points. 
Tying Herring in assists is freshman defender Amber Burley, a Little Rock native, who will be 
playing in front of her hometown fans for the first time in her collegiate career. Burley, a Mount St. 
Mary High School graduate, has three assists for three points. 
Arkansas-Little Rock (4-14) is hosting its third straight game and is coming off a 2-0 win over 
OVC champion Tennessee Tech on Monday. Tech beat MSU, 1-0 and 3-0, this season. The latter 
score came during the Eagles most recent outing. 
Junior forward Leslie Hawkins has nearly half of the team's 52 points with 22 on eight goals 
and six assists. Freshman midfielder Kelli Johnson adds six goals and 12 points. In goal, 
sophomore Courtnie Prather has made 93 saves for the Trojans and owns a 2.4 goals against 
average. 
MSU is the last of the OVC schools to complete its season and the conference will 
announce its post-season honors tomorrow evening. 
MSU is on affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
11-5-98 
Eagles Travel North For Volleyball Tournament 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Coach Mike Swan's Morehead State women's volleyball team enters 
the home stretch of its season with the final six matches on the road. MSU begins that span with 
a tournament this weekend in Ithaca, N.Y. The Eagles open the two-day, three-team Cornell 
Invitational with Niagara on Friday at 4 p.m. They will then face host Cornell on Saturday at 
noon, before concluding the tournament later that day at 3 p.m. versus Canisius. All matches will 
take place in the Newman Arena. 
MSU will be treading in new territory this weekend. The Eagles have never played 
Niagara or Canisius and are 1-0 all-time against Cornell. 
The Eagles (11-15/8-8 in the Ohio Valley Conference) are in the hunt for one of six berths 
in the OVC Tournament and are coming off a 15-5, 15-3, 15-3, victory last Sunday on Senior 
Day, their home finale, against Tennessee State. MSU hit a team season-high .373 in the win, 
led by senior outside hitter Lauren Mackey (Louisville, Ky./Sacred Heart Academy) , who posted 
a squad season-best and career-high . 786, the second-best mark in school history. She finished 
with a match-high 11 kills with no errors and 14 attempts. Junior outside hitter Amy Adams 
(Crestwood, Ky./South Oldham HS) added a .714 hitting percentage, while sophomore middle 
blocker Carla Imperatore (Newport Richey, Fla./River Ridge HS) hit .546. 
Mackey is chasing the record books. With 2,152 career kills, she moved into 14th all-time 
in NCAA Division I history last weekend and now trails Krystal Osborne in 13th, who concluded 
her career at Arkansas last year with 2,185 kills. Just ahead are Dylann Duncan of Brigham 
Young in 12th from 1985-88 with 2,188, and Nina Foster in 11th most recently from Florida 
between 1994-97 with 2,194. 
Niagara (8-17/2-6 MAAC) won its last outing, a 3-0 victory over Robert Morris, to snap a 
nine-match losing streak. The Purple Eagles are led by junior middle hitter Bree Feist, who tops 
the squad in kills (2.94 per game) and blocks (0. 77 per game). Senior outside hitter Tracy 
Johnson is second in kills at 2.53 per game, while leading the squad in digs at 2.79 per game. 
Host Cornell (6-16/1-6 Ivy League) has also seen better days. The Big Red have won 
just once in their last 11 matches and will conclude their regular season this weekend. 
Freshman outside hitter Laura Snow has been the team's top performer with CU highs in service 
aces (23) and digs (171), while also collecting 2.53 kills per game and a .199 hitting percentage. 
Sophomore middle blocker Robin Moore leads the Big Red in kills per game at 2.68 and blocks 
per game at 0.59. 
In contrast to the other weekend opponents, Canisius (10-15/3-5 MAAC) has won its last 
three outings, including two by 3-2 scores. The Golden Griffins feature a powerful attack from 
junior outside hitter Erin Oveis, who has team-high 432 kills and 355 digs, while senior middle 
hitter Kelly Schrantz has a squad-best .482 hitting percentage. Senior setter Shannon Jordan 
has a Canisius-high 947 assists. 
Next weekend, the Eagles travel to play at Middle Tennessee State on Friday at 8 p.m. 
ET, and Tennessee Tech on Saturday at 3 p.m. ET, before concluding the regular season on 
Tuesday, Nov. 17 at Marshall. The OVC Tournament will take place Nov. 20-22 at the home of 
the highest-seeded team. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
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Eagles Close Out Men's Tennis Season Winless at ITA Region Ill Championships 
MOREHEAD, KY -- The Morehead State men's tennis team came home empty handed at 
the highly-competitive season-ending ITA Region Ill Championships on Thursday at the Dan 
Magill Tennis Complex on the University of Georgia campus in Athens, Ga. The competition 
included the top players from 34 schools throughout the Southeast and is used as one of the 
primary tools to rank players for the spring season. 
Juniors Christoph Poehler (Frankfurt, Germany) and Robert McKay (Sussex, England) 
joined for play in the 48-team doubles draw, falling to Juen Ros and Daniel Dauber of Florida 
Atlantic in the first round, 8-3. 
Poehler also participated in the 96-player singles draw, where he also lost his first-round 
match, dropping a 6-4, 7-5, decision to Nick Brochu of Georgia State. 
The results conclude Coach Nik DeVore's inaugural fall season in Morehead. The Eagles 
will return to action in their regular season, when they open the spring with Wright State in 
Richmond, Ky., on Jan. 29 at 5 p.m. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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11-6-98 
Eagles Open Tournament with Victory, Dispatching Niagara in One Hour 
MOREHEAD, KY - Coach Mike Swan's Morehead State women's volleyball team took it 
to Niagara early and often in the first match of the two-day, three-team Cornell Invitational on 
Friday afternoon at the Newman Arena in Ithaca, N. Y. The Eagles, playing the first of their final 
six matches on the road, dominated Niagara, in winning the match, 15-7, 15-12, 15-3, in only one 
hour. It was the first-ever meeting between the two teams. MSU moved to 12-15 (8-8 in the 
Ohio Valley Conference) with the victory, while Niagara fell to 10-18 overall. 
Senior outside hitter Lauren Mackey (Louisville, Ky./Sacred Heart Academy) led the 
Eagles with a match-high 18 kills, the only player on either team in double figures. Her total 
moved her up the NCAA all-time career kills ladder. Although she remains in 14th, she now only 
trails Krystal Osborne in 13th, who concluded her career at Arkansas last year, by 15, Dylann 
Duncan of Brigham Young in 12th by 18 and Nina Foster in 11th from Alabama/Florida by 24. 
Mackey helped MSU to a .292 team hitting percentage by posting a .500 average. 
Joining her outstanding performance was sophomore middle blocker Carla Imperatore (Newport 
Richey, Fla./River Ridge HS) who had her second straight outing of hitting .500 or better with a 
team-best .538 total. All together, four Eagle athletes hit at least .400. As a team, MSU held the 
Purple Eagles to a .095 hitting percentage. 
Imperatore was second to Mackey with eight kills, while adding seven digs and a team-
high two blocks. Senior outside hitter Kristin Humpert (Ft. Mitchell, Ky./Notre Dame Academy) 
led all players with nine digs, while freshman setter Kristin Bailey (Indianapolis, lnd./Cathedral 
HS) posted a match-high 27 assists and added seven digs. 
Niagara's top performer was senior outside hitter Tracy Johnson with six kills, while 
freshman outside hitter Vanessa Gerbetz added five kills and a team-high eight digs. 
MSU will continue play at the tournament with two matches tomorrow, beginning with 
host Cornell at noon. The Eagles will conclude play at 3 p.m. versus Canisius. 
Next weekend, the Blue and Gold will attempt to earn a bid to the OVC Tournament in 
their final weekend of league play. The Eagles begin their quest in Murfreesboro, Tenn., with 
Middle Tennessee State on Friday at 8 p.m. ET, and then face Tennessee Tech in Cookeville, 
Tenn. , on Saturday at 3 p.m. ET. MSU will conclude the regular season on Tuesday, Nov. 17 at 
Marshall. The six-team OVC Tournament will take place Nov. 20-22 at the home of the highest 
seed. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Six Eagles Earn Recognition on Inaugural All-Conference Soccer Teams 
MOREHEAD, KY -- With only one game remaining in its debut season, the Morehead 
State women's soccer team learned that six of its members were recognized by the Ohio Valley 
Conference for post-season awards in an announcement this afternoon by the conference office. 
Among those selected, four were named to the inaugural first or second AII-OVC team. In total 
29 athletes, representing each of the league's five teams, were recognized. 
Heading the lineup was Morehead State's only first-team selection, sophomore midfielder 
Jessica McAnnar (Paducah, Ky./St. Mary's HS). McAnnar, who has paced the team in scoring 
all season and currently has five goals and 11 points, is seventh in the league in goals per game 
and 10th in points per game. During one stretch, she scored four goals in six games taking only 
six shots. In total, she has taken 14 shots, scoring on an incredible 36 percent of the time she 
shoots on goal. 
On the second team were freshman midfielder Theresa lwu (Morehead, Ky./Rowan 
County HS), freshman defender Amber Burley (Little Rock, Ark./Mount St. Mary HS) and junior 
goalkeeper Jennifer Gordon (Webster, Texas/Clearbrook HS). 
lwu is second on the Eagles in scoring (eight points) and goals (three), and leads the 
squad in shots (20). She also was the first and only MSU player to score twice in a single game, 
a 2-0 home victory over Georgetown College, and is the only Eagle to be honored as OVC Player 
of the Week. 
Burley is tied for the team lead in assists with three. The offensive-oriented defender has 
taken three shots and has three points. 
Gordon, ninth nationally in saves per game, has sat atop the conference in saves all 
season. With two shutouts and a 3.97 goals against average to her credit, she has recorded 159 
saves for a 9.35 per game average. In addition, she has faced 396 shots, playing all but 12 
minutes and 13 seconds in goal this season. 
Two MSU players were also named to the honorable mention list, freshman midfielder 
Christy Herring (Bowling Green, Ky./Greenwood HS) and freshman defender Mary Claire 
Collins (Beaumont, Texas/Monsignor Kelly HS). Herring is third on the team with five points and 
is tied for the MSU lead in assists with three, including registering two assists in the same game, 
the only Eagle to accomplish that feat. Collins, an aggressive defender, has a squad-high three 
yellow cards as the team's marking back who has shut down many of the opponent's top scorers. 
Earning the league's top awards were sophomore midfielder Heather Ory of Eastern 
Illinois as Player of the Year, senior goalkeeper Holly Wildman of Tennessee Tech as the 
Defensive Player of the Year, freshman midfielder Angela Freund of Tennessee Tech as the 
Freshman of the Year and Qasim Sheikh of the inaugural conference champions, Tennessee 
Tech, as the Coach of the Year. 
MSU concludes its inaugural season this Saturday with a road match against Arkansas-
Little Rock. The Eagles enter with a 2-15 overall record and an 0-4 mark in conference play. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Eagle Volleyball Sweeps Through Cornell Invitational Taking Title, Mackey Named MVP 
MOREHEAD, KY -- After easily handing Niagara (15-7, 15-12, 15-3) in one hour in Friday's 
opening-round action, the Morehead State women's volleyball team dispatched Cornell and Canisius on 
Saturday to claim the title at the Cornell Invitational in the Newman Arena at Ithaca, N.Y. The three 
victories raised MSU's winning streak to a season-high four matches and moved its record to 14-15 
overall and 8-8 in the Ohio Valley Conference. It was the second tournament the team has won this fall. 
The Eagles placed three athletes on the all-tournament list, headed by senior outside hitter Lauren 
Mackey (Louisville, Ky./Sacred Heart Academy), who was named the MVP. Joining Mackey as all-
tournament selections were MSU sophomore middle blocker Carla Imperatore (Newport Richey, 
Fla./River Ridge HS) and junior outside hitter Kambi Meyer (Muncie, lnd./Burris HS), as well as Cornell's 
senior outside hitter Leesa Gotko and junior setter Vanessa Richlin , and Canisius' senior setter Shannon 
Jordan. 
MSU opened Saturday's play with a 14-16, 15-8, 15-12, 15-12, victory over host Cornell to move to 
2-0 all-time against the Big Red. The Eagles fell in the first game of the match, the only one they lost the 
entire tournament. Mackey led the way for the Eagles, as she did throughout the tournament, with match 
highs in kills (18) and digs (22), while adding a .326 hitting percentage and four blocks. Imperatore tallied 
a match-best .346 hitting percentage and added 13 digs and 1 O kills, while senior right side hitter Rachel 
Smith (Fort Wayne, lnd./Bishop Luers HS) posted 12 kills and .320 hitting percentage. Senior middle 
blocker Sarah Brown (North Vernon, lnd./Jennings County HS) had a match-best five blocks. 
Five Cornell players reached double figures in digs, with four notching 11 or more kills. Gotko had 
14 kills and 11 digs, while freshman outside hitter Lauren Wilson had 14 kills and 12 digs. Senior outside 
hitter Laura Snow had a team-best 16 kills, along with 11 kills for the Big Red (7-17). 
The Eagles came back later that day and defeated Canisius, 15-12, 15-10, 15-10, in the first 
contest between the two teams. Mackey again posted a match-best total in kills with 27, while hitting .467 
and adding 10 digs. Junior outside hitter Kambi Meyer (Muncie, lnd./Burris HS) had 16 kills, 11 digs and 
three blocks. Sophomore setter Rachell Messmer (Newport, Ky./Newport Central Catholic HS) collected 
27 assists and 10 digs and Brown posted a match-best and season-high seven blocks, including a career-
high six block assists. 
Canisius (10-16) was led by junior outside hitter Erin Oveis with team highs in kills and digs with 
14 apiece. Junior middle hitter Amy Allan hit .600 and had 12 kills with no errors. Jordan finished with a 
match-best 40 assists and 11 digs. 
Mackey moved farther up the NCAA Division I all-time career kills list with her weekend 
performances and now sits 11th with 2,215. She trails Nia Kiggundu of Southwestern Louisiana, who 
collected 2,241 from 1993-96. Mackey is 86 kills short of moving into the top five all time. In addition, her 
45 attacks against Canisius pushed her into fourth on the all-time NCAA list in that category with 5,711 . 
She needs 296 to post the highest total in NCAA Division I history. 
Next weekend, the Blue and Gold will attempt to earn a bid to the OVC Tournament in its final 
weekend of league play. The sixth-place Eagles begin their quest in Murfreesboro, Tenn., with Middle 
Tennessee State on Friday at 8 p.m. ET, and then face Tennessee Tech in Cookeville, Tenn., on 
Saturday at 3 p.m. ET. MSU will conclude the regular season on Tuesday, Nov. 17 at Marshall. The six-
team OVC Tournament will take place Nov. 20-22 in Charleston, Ill. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Murray State Gets Best of Morehead State in Rifle Match 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Coach Walt Rybka's Morehead State men's and women's rifle teams had a 
tough task on Saturday in both their first home match and first head-to-head contest of the season. 
The visiting Murray State Racers proved too much for the Eagles, with the Murray Gold team walking 
away with the victory after totaling 6,099 points at Button Auditorium. 
The Murray Blue squad placed second with 5,965 points, followed by the Morehead State men 
(mixed team) with 5,823 and the women with 5,799. Murray, who won the Ohio Valley Conference title 
last year before finishing fourth at the NCAA Championships, put a little more distance in the final score 
than last year's 6, 147-6,023 match with the Eagles in Morehead. 
Leading the way for Coach Rybka's squad were the senior duo of Kevin Cook (Eubank, 
Ky./Pulaski County HS) and Aaron Reed (Shelbyville, Ky./Shelby County HS). Cook had the fourth-
best overall score among the 18 combatants with a 1,517 total. He recorded the second-highest score 
on the day in the air rifle with a 386, adding an 1,131 in the smallbore. Reed finished just two points 
behind Cook, notching a 372-1143=1 ,515, for fifth overall. 
Other Eagle mixed team scores included, freshman Allutia Miller (Mt. View, Mo./Winona HS) at 
353-1 ,055=1 ,408, and freshman Eric Terhune (Lexington, Ky./Wheaton Christian HS), who hit a 
perfect score of 100 in the third-round of the prone position in the smallbore event, ending at 324-
1059=1,383. 
Among the Morehead State women, the team's early-season record-setting performer, 
sophomore Jenny Waller (Washington, Pa./lCS International Correspondence), collected a 376-
1, 125=1,501 , for the day's seventh-best total. Freshman Brooke Mccann (Onalaska, Wis./Holmen 
HS) was next on the team with 368-1 ,080=1 ,448, followed by sophomore Mary Ellen Gill (Coshocton, 
Ohio/Coshocton HS) at 341-1 ,098=1,439, and senior Mary Hafey (Maloneton, Ky./Greenup County HS) 
at 349-1 ,062=1 ,411. Freshman Chad Hayes (Louisville, Ky./Atherton HS) competed as an 
independent and recorded a 335-985=1 ,320 total. 
Murray State was led by the trio of senior Ken Hicks (384-1, 159=1 ,543), junior Marra Hastings 
(390-1 ,150=1,540) and sophomore Crystal Kern (379-1 ,159=1 ,538). Hicks, who hit three perfect 
scores in his prone rounds, t ied with Kern for match-high honors in smallbore, while Hastings had the 
best air score. Junior Martin Wheeldon, a former Eagle shooter who transferred to Murray State during 
the summer, switched places with Hicks on the Gold team for the air rifle portion of the team event and 
registered a 386. Wheeldon finished with a total combined score of 1,513. 
The Eagles will participate in two competitions next weekend. On Friday, MSU will travel to the 
Kentucky Invitational, then two days later on Sunday, MSU will head north for the Ohio State 
Invitational. The squad will be back at home for a dual with another OVC foe, Austin Peay State, on 
Dec. 5, its only competition of the month. The event is scheduled for 9 a.m., at the Button Auditorium. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunl1y educational institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Chingoka/Adams' Run Ends in Sweet Sixteen of IT A Southeast Regional Championships 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Morehead State women's tennis players, sophomore Tendai 
Chingoka (Harare, Zimbabwe) and junior Robyn Adams (Paris, Ky.) ended their 1998 fall 
seasons on Saturday evening in the "Sweet Sixteen' of doubles play at the IT A Southeast 
Regional Championships at the Indoor Tennis Center on the campus of Wake Forest University 
in Winston-Salem, N.C. 
Chingoka and Adams were the only MSU representatives competing in the last event of 
the fall season, which included 48 singles and 32 doubles players from approximately 25 schools 
throughout the Southeast. The single-elimination tournament is used as one of the primary tools 
to rank players for the spring season. 
The duo began the tournament on Friday with an 8-6 victory over Caroline Trawick-Beth 
Quigley of UNC Charlotte in the first round. Then, on Saturday in the second round, Chingoka 
and Adams were awarded an 0-1 victory when Duke's seventh-seeded tandem of Erica Biro and 
Kristin Sanderson were forced to retire. However, their road came to an end later that evening, 
as second-seeded Celine Regnier and Leigh Eichelberger of South Carolina, decisively defeated 
the Eagles' duo, 8-0. 
In singles play, Adams was unable to escape the qualifying draw, falling in her only 
contest to Kentucky's Jackie Spicijaric on Thursday, 6-0, 6-0. 
Chingoka, who was entered into the main draw, also lost her only match, dropping a 
Friday afternoon first-round contest to Jennifer Bryans of Middle Tennessee State, 6-2, 6-0. 
The Lady Eagles will return to the courts in the spring when the team opens with a match 
against Walsh University on Feb. 5. The contest will take place in Akron, Ohio, on the University 
of Akron campus. MSU will play its first home match a month later, versus Lindenwood College 
on Mar. 7. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educottonal inst!Mion. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Eagles Close Out Season With Road Loss 
MOREHEAD, KY -- The Morehead State women's soccer team completed its inaugural 
season on Saturday afternoon at the Riverdale Soccer Complex in Little Rock, Ark. Arkansas-Little 
Rock got best of the visiting Eagles, 3-1 , to drop MSU's record to 2-16 overall and 0-4 in the first-
ever year of Ohio Valley Conference play. It was the Eagles' fifth consecutive road game. 
MSU got on the board first on a goal by junior forward Sarah Vosmeire (Florence, Ky./St. 
Henry HS), who scored her second of the year. Vosmeire registered her tally at the 27-minute mark 
on an unassisted play, collecting the ball in a scrum in front of the goal mouth before putting it to the 
back of the net. 
From there, it was all UALR. Freshman Abbey Sutter came into the game to play midfield at 
the 35-minute mark and went right to work taking over the Trojans' offense. Sutter recorded the 
tying goal at 44:01 off a pass from junior forward Leslie Hawkins, the team's leading point producer. 
The score was tied at one coming into the second half, but it did not take long for Arkansas-
Little Rock to add another tally to the scoreboard. Junior midfielder Jennifer Charron took a pass 
from freshman midfielder Leia Friedman at 51 :23 and scored to put the Trojans up 2-1. Sutter then 
returned to score her second of the day and the game's final goal at 61 :44 off an assist from 
sophomore midfielder Colleen Martin. 
Statistically, the contest was relatively even. UALR led the breakdown of shots, 15-10, 
comer kicks, 5-3, and fouls, 14-10. However, MSU held the edge in saves, 7-2, behind the play of 
junior goalkeeper Jennifer Gordon (Webster, Texas/Clearbrook HS), a second-team AII-OVC 
choice. The Eagles' defensive stopper was ninth in the nation in saves per game entering the 
contest with a 9.35 per game mark. She played all but 12 minutes and 13 seconds in goal this year. 
MSU's top two offensive players all season, AII-OVC first-team selection sophomore 
midfielder Jessica McAnnar (Paducah, Ky./St. Mary's HS) and AII-OVC second-team selection 
freshman midfielder Theresa lwu (Morehead, Ky./Rowan County HS), tied Vosmeire in shots, with 
each of the three taking two apiece to lead the Eagle attack. The other four shots were spread out 
among four players, including OVC honorable mention selection freshman midfielder Christy 
Herring (Bowling Green, Ky./Greenwood HS), freshman defender Adrienne Raible (Louisville, 
Ky./Assumption HS), freshman defender Brandy Morris (Hamersville, Ohio/Bethel Tate HS) and 
freshman forward Brandy Gifford (Paducah, Ky.Ilene Oak HS). It was the first career shot for 
Morris. 
After victories over Tennessee Tech and Morehead State this week, Arkansas-Little Rock 
finished its season at 5-14. MSU was the last of the five OVC schools to complete its season. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institut ion. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Chingoka/Adams' Run Ends in Sweet Sixteen of ITA Southeast Regional Championships 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Morehead State women's tennis players, sophomore Tendai 
Chingoka (Harare, Zimbabwe) and junior Robyn Adams (Paris, Ky.) ended their 1998 fall 
seasons on Saturday evening in the "Sweet Sixteen' of doubles play at the IT A Southeast 
Regional Championships at the Indoor Tennis Center on the campus of Wake Forest University 
in Winston-Salem, N.C. 
Chingoka and Adams were the only MSU representatives competing in the last event of 
the fall season, which included 48 singles and 32 doubles players from approximately 25 schools 
throughout the Southeast. The single-elimination tournament is used as one of the primary tools 
to rank players for the spring season. 
The duo began the tournament on Friday with an 8-6 victory over Caroline Trawick-Beth 
Quigley of UNC Charlotte in the first round. Then, on Saturday in the second round, Chingoka 
and Adams were awarded an 0-1 victory when Duke's seventh-seeded tandem of Erica Biro and 
Kristin Sanderson were forced to retire. However, their road came to an end later that evening, 
as second-seeded Celine Regnier and Leigh Eichelberger of South Carolina, decisively defeated 
the Eagles' duo, 8-0. 
In singles play, Adams was unable to escape the qualifying draw, falling in her only 
contest to Kentucky's Jackie Spicijaric on Thursday, 6-0, 6-0. 
Chingoka, who was entered into the main draw, also lost her only match, dropping a 
Friday afternoon first-round contest to Jennifer Bryans of Middle Tennessee State, 6-2, 6-0. 
The Lady Eagles will return to the courts in the spring when the team opens with a match 
against Walsh University on Feb. 5. The contest will take place in Akron, Ohio, on the University 
of Akron campus. MSU will play its first home match a month later, versus Lindenwood College 
on Mar. 7. 
MSU Is on affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institut ion. 
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MSU Looking for Second Exhibition Win on Tuesday 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Coach Laura Litter and her Morehead State Lady Eagle basketball 
team will close out the 1998-99 exhibition season on Tuesday looking for its second victory. The 
Lady Eagles, fresh off an impressive 89-76 victory over Sports Reach on Friday night, will take on 
Supreme Court Tuesday evening at 7 p.m., in the Ellis T. Johnson Arena. 
The fast-paced and up-tempo play of the Lady Eagles enabled the team to put 50 points 
on the board by intermission of the Sports Reach win. The trio of junior forward Vette Robinson 
(Louisville, Ky./Pleasure Ridge Park HS), sophomore forward Megan Kellough (Chillicothe, 
Ohio/Paint Valley HS) and freshman guard Heidi Daulton (Georgetown, Ohio/Georgetown HS) 
paced MSU in the high-scoring affair. 
Robinson led all scorers with 26 points, while Kellough followed with 22 and added 11 
rebounds. Daulton had a game-high five three-pointers to finish with 21 points, while junior 
forward Cisha Brazley (Memphis, Tenn./Ft. Campbell (Ky.) HS) notched a team-high 12 
rebounds and had nine points. 
The Lady Eagles will open the regular season in Morehead with Division II Davis & Elkins 
next Saturday at 7 p.m. The game will be broadcast on WMKY-FM Radio 90.3. 
MSU Is on affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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For Immediate Release 
EAGLES GO FOR ANOTHER UPSET AGAINST OVC CO-LEADER YOUNGSTOWN STATE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Morehead State University ' s Football Eagles will 
again try to play the role of spoiler Saturday (Nov . 14) when they 
travel to Youngstown State for a 4 : 30 p.m. EST contest against the 
Ohio Valley Conference co-leaders . 
Last Saturday, the Eagles put a severe damper on Middle Tennessee's 
title hopes with a 7 - 3 wi n on Jacobs Field. This week ' s opponent, 
the Penguins of Youngstown State, are 6-3 overall, 4-1 in the 
conference and tied with Eastern Kentucky for the league lead. 
MSU and YSU are meeting for the 14th time since 1965 with the 
Eagles holding a 7-6-0 advantage in the series. Last season, MSU 
quarterback Adrian Breen threw a seven-yard touchdown pass to Metry 
McGaughy with 29 seconds remaining in the game to give the Eagles a 
27-24 home-fie l d victory . In all , Breen hit 21 of 27 passes for 255 
yards. On the other side of the football, YSU quarterback Trenton 
Lykes hit 26 of 43 passes for 311 yards. 
Lykes also leads the 1987 edition of the Penguins , and he recently 
passed MSU great Phil Simms to become the OVC's all-time leading passer 
(based on total yardage ). In 1987, Lykes has hit 175 of 297 for 1,926 
yards and 12 touchdowns. He now totals 5 , 865 yards passing in his 
YSU career . About the only prob l em Lykes has faced this year is the 
opposition ' s pass rush. He has been sacked 27 times. His leading 
receiver is the OVC ' s leader , wide receiver Maury Bibent who has caught 
41 passes for 546 yards and three touchdowns. 
The Penguin defense is led by the conference ' s leading tackler , 
Paul Soltis. The sophomore linebacker has made 150 defensive plays, 
including 94 solo tackles. 
Morehead State ' s defense, as healthy as it has been since the 
opening game of the season, limited Middle Tennessee to only 153 yards 
in total offense , aftering entering the game with a 433.1 yards per 
game average. 
-more-
EAGLES TRAVEL TO YOUNGSTOWN 
2- 2-2- 2- 2 
"Our defense didn't get down in spite of al l the injuries ," said 
MSU Head Coach Bill Baldri dge . "We told them that if they would stay 
together, ever ything would work out . We didn't practice in pads last 
week to give them even more of a chance to heal, and they gave us a 
great effort . 
"Our offense also helped out by controlling the football. We 
mixed our passi ng and running and kept their defense off balance. 
We must do the same thing thi s week because Youngstown has a great 
offense , led by Lykes ." 
Senior safety Mike Metcalf of Franklin , Ky ., earned OVC defensive 
player of the week honors for his play against Middle Tennessee. Metcalf 
was credited with two unassisted tackl es , two pass interceptions and 
a fumble recovery. 
Freshman quarterback Chris Swartz earned OVC rookie of the week 
honors for the fourth time this season . Swartz hit 15 of 30 passes 
for 157 yards and passed for the game's only touchdown . 
The Eag l es are now 2- 6 overall and 1-3 in t he OVC. 
# # # 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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MSU Loses Close Exhibition Contest To Supreme Court 
MOREHEAD, KY - A 22-point performance from freshman guard Heidi Daulton 
(Georgetown, Ohio/Georgetown HS) was not enough to lead the Morehead State women's 
basketball team to a victory on Tuesday night in the Ellis T. Johnson Arena in its final exhibition 
game. Supreme Court got the best of the Lady Eagles, 82-81 , scoring the winning point on 
Cathy Williams' free throw with 23 seconds remaining. After beating Sports Reach, 89-76, on 
Friday, MSU split its exhibition contests and will open the regular season at home on Friday. 
"We played like freshmen tonight," said Morehead State head coach Laura Litter. "We 
had a bright spot in Heidi Daulton. We could not be more impressed with her taking on a 
challenging role as the team's point guard with great confidence. Vette Robinson also had 
another consistent game. It was an excellent learning experience for our young players." 
The game was close throughout. Supreme Court held a 40-38 halftime edge, but let 
MSU gain the advantage late in the second half. The score was tied at 81 with 50 seconds 
remaining when the Lady Eagles called a timeout. However, Klee's pass was stolen on the next 
play and Williams was fouled on the ensuing trip down court. Williams hit the front-end of two 
shots at the line, necessitating MSU to call timeout with seven ticks left on the clock. Yet, 
sophomore guard Kim Elliott (Portsmouth, Va./Churchland HS) was unable to convert a 10-
footer and Supreme Court gained the win. 
The larger visitors held the rebouding advantage, 46-34, but gained their truest edge from 
the free throw line, where they hit on 89 percent (31-of-35) of their attempts. 
Daulton led all scorers, hitting 7-of-14 from the field and six-of-10 from three-point land. 
She also finished as the Lady Eagles' top rebounder with six, while also pacing the squad with 
five assists. Junior forward Vette Robinson (Louisville, Ky./Pleasure Ridge Park HS) also had a 
strong outing, collecting 14 points and five rebounds. Freshman guard Margaret Klee (Mayslick, 
Ky./St. Patrick HS) added 12 points, while junior guard Domonique Mitchell (Louisville, 
Ky./Pleasure Ridge Park HS) tied Daulton with six rebounds. 
Connie Hamburg led Supreme Court with 19 points, while adding eight rebounds. Carol 
Madsen-Miller chipped in 16 points and Cindy Lamping notched 14. Cathy Williams led all 
rebounders with 11 boards. 
The Lady Eagles will open the regular season in Morehead with Division II Davis & Elkins 
next Saturday at 7 p.m. The game will be broadcast on WMKY-FM Radio 90.3. MSU will then 
go on the road for two games, before returning home on Dec. 5 for its first Ohio Valley 
Conference tilt. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational lnstiMion. 
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Fern Creek's Cornell Signs With Morehead State 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Justin Cornell , a 6-5 guard from Louisville Fem Creek High School, 
has igned a national letter-of-intent to play basketbal l at Morehead State Univer ity. 
A "Straight A" student at Fem Creek and a two-time All-Seventh Region selection, Cornell 
was mentioned on most all-state teams in 1997-98 and on most preseason all-state teams for 1998-
99. As a junior, he averaged 21.5 points and 6.5 rebounds for Coach Brent Roberts' quad that 
fini hed the season at 19- 10. Cornell scored a season-high 39 points against eventual state champion 
Scott County. 
"We believe that Ju tin will be one of the top players, not only in the Louisville area, but al o 
in the entire state," said Eagle Coach Kyle Macy. "He is a quality individual and one of the top 
students at his school. He wi ll provide us with an outside coring threat. 
"We got to know Ju tin well at our team camp last summer, and we expect him to continue 
to develop as a high school senior and throughout his college career." 
MSU expect to announce at least one additional signee during the November signing period. 
MSU Is on affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
iports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Cross Country to Close Out Season at NCAA Southeast Region Championships 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Two weeks after two top-four finishes at the Ohio Valley Conference 
Championships, the Morehead State men's and women's cross country teams will attempt to 
continue their successes at the NCAA Southeast Region Championships on the Furman 
University Golf Course in Greenville, S.C. The women's 5,000m race will begin at Saturday at 10 
a.m., with the men's 10,000m event to follow at 11 a.m. 
In total, 35 men's and 38 women's teams from four states (North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Virginia and Kentucky) will participate, with the top two squads on each side advancing 
to the NCAA Championship meet Nov. 23 in Lawrence, Kan. In addition, the top four individuals 
(if they are in the top 25 overall) from teams not already earning a bid, will also qualify for the 
field. The NCAA may also invite additional teams and individuals to the increased 31-team, 255-
runner field. 
The MSU women took third at the OVC meet in Cookeville, while the men placed fourth. 
Leading the way for the Eagles was junior Amy Beatty's (Beaver Creek, Ohio/Beaver Creek HS), 
who finished fourth on the women's side, while junior Blake Price (Ripley, Ohio/Ft. Campbell HS) 
was 12th for the men. 
Morehead State cross country coach Dan Lindsey will send Price and seven women, 
including Beatty, to compete at the regional championship. Joining Beatty will be junior 
Gretchen Folck (Beaver Creek, Ohio}, freshman Stacey Ritz (Hamilton, Ohio}, sophomore 
Susie Anderson, senior Ilene Kelly (Erlanger, Ky./Lloyd HS}, senior Cara Goetz (Villa Hills, 
Ky./Dixie Heights HS) and senior Jennifer Darr (Springfield, Ohio). 
If the Eagles do not qualify for the NCAA Championships, the regional meet will conclude 
MSU's season. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
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Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 4035 1-1689 
Lady Eagles to Open Regular Season on Saturday versus Davis & Elkins 
MOREHEAD, KY -- After completing its exhibition campaign on Tuesday, Coach Laura 
Litter and her Morehead State Lady Eagle basketball team is prepared to open its 1998-99 
regular season with a home game on Saturday, when the squad takes on Davis & Elkins at 7 
p.m., at the Ellis T. Johnson Arena in Morehead. 
The contest will match the Lady Eagles (7-19 in 1997-98) and the Senators (6-21 last 
year), a NCAA Division II program, in their first-ever meeting. It will also be the first Division II 
opponent for MSU since a 48-4 7 win over Northern Kentucky early in the 1994-95 campaign. 
The up-tempo Lady Eagles finished their exhibition season having split their two matches. 
Last Friday, the Blue and Gold defeated Sports Reach, 89-76, but fell to Supreme Court, 82-81 , 
on Tuesday. 
MSU received strong play in the two exhibition contests from freshman guard Heidi 
Daulton (Georgetown, Ohio/Georgetown HS), who tallied 21 and 22 points, respectively, and hit 
11-of-20 three-pointers in the two outings. Another who contributed mightily to the Lady Eagles' 
effort, junior forward Vette Robinson (Louisville, Ky./Pleasure Ridge Park HS) posted 26 and 14 
points herself in the two games. 
Coach Litter also returns three starters from last season, sophomore forward Megan 
Kellough (Chillicothe, Ohio/Paint Valley HS), junior forward Cisha Brazley (Memphis, Tenn./Ft. 
Campbell (Ky.) HS) and junior guard Domonique Mitchell (Louisville, Ky./Pleasure Ridge Park 
HS), each of whom started at least once during the two exhibition tilts. 
The Senators, who open their season with Saturday's game, return five players from the 
1997-98 campaign, including three who were significant contributors, senior guards Shelley 
Bolyard (12.8 points per game and 5.6 rebounds per game) and Kristin Kammer (8. 7 ppg and 3.6 
rpg) and senior forward Addie Greenway (5.6 ppg and 5.8 rpg). 
Following Saturday's contest, MSU will go on the road for two games, beginning with first-
year Division I opponent Oakland University on Nov. 24, then Marshall on Dec. 1. The Lady 
Eagles will open the OVC season on Dec. 5 versus Tennessee-Martin at 5:45 p.m. 
MSU is on affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
'Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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MSU Rifle Team to Compete In Two Weekend Tournaments 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Coach Walt Rybka will send his Morehead State men's and women's 
rifle teams to compete in two events this weekend, beginning on Friday with the UK Invitational 
Tournament in Lexington, Ky. MSU is slated to shoot at 3 p.m., before heading north to 
Columbus, Ohio, for the Buckeye International Rifle Match on Sunday at 2 p.m. (smallbore) and 6 
p.m. (air rifle). 
Friday's competition will be held at the Buell Armory on the campus of the University of 
Kentucky. The meet will last a total of three weeks, stretching from Nov. 6-21 , but the Eagles will 
only shoot on Friday. Sixteen teams will compose the entire field, which will shoot both air rifle 
and smallbore. In the 1997 competition, the Morehead State men were ninth and the women 
12th. 
On Sunday, MSU will participate in another extended competition. Like the UK 
Invitational, the Buckeye International Rifle Match spans three weeks, from Nov. 6-22, with the 
Eagles shooting only on Sunday. Nine teams make up the field. The tournament will take place 
at Converse Hall on the campus of Ohio State University. Last year, MSU finished second in the 
smallbore event and third in the air rifle. 
The Eagles will send their entire squad to compete in the two events. The Blue and Gold 
are coming off a home match with Murray State. The powerful Racers won the contest, behind 
the shooting of their Gold team, which posted a 6,099 total. The Murray Blue squad placed 
second with 5,965 points, followed by the Morehead State men (mixed team) with 5,823 and the 
women with 5,799. 
Leading the way for Coach Rybka's squad were the senior duo of Kevin Cook (Eubank, 
Ky./Pulaski County HS) and Aaron Reed (Shelbyville, Ky./Shelby County HS). Cook had the 
fourth-best overall score among the 18 combatants with a 1,517 total. He recorded the second-
highest score on the day in the air rifle with a 386, adding an 1,131 in the smallbore. Reed 
finished just two points behind Cook, notching a 372-1143=1,515, for fifth overall . 
The squad will be back at home for a dual with another OVC foe, Austin Peay State, on 
Dec. 5, its only competition of the month. The event is scheduled for 9 a.m., at the Button 
Auditorium. 
MSU is on affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
iports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Morehead State Women's Basketball Inks State Scoring Leader Jody Sizemore 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Morehead State University announced the signing of two-time all-state 
selection Jody Sizemore to a letter-of-intent to compete as a member of the women's basketball 
team. The 6-0 standout forward from Leslie County High School will be a freshman for the Lady 
Eagles in 1999-2000. 
"I liked the coaches and players," said Sizemore speaking of her college choice. "I liked 
everything about the University and I fell that it presents me with an opportunity to get a good 
education and contribute to a basketball program on the rise." 
Having played on her high school's varsity since the eighth grade, the Hyden, Ky., native 
enters her senior season after having led the state last year in both scoring at 32.6 points per game 
and field goal percentage at 68.5 percent, and earning first-team all-state accolades. As a 
sophomore, she was second in the Commonwealth with 29.0 ppg, collecting second-team all-state 
honors. So far during her career, she has averaged 23.3 points and 10.6 rebounds per game. 
"We are delighted that Jody Sizemore has chosen to attend Morehead State," MSU head 
coach Laura Litter stated. "Jody may be the best senior in Kentucky and is a legitimate Miss 
Basketball candidate. She is a versatile player with good size and athleticism. In addition, Jody is 
sound fundamentally and has been well coached at Leslie County by Wendell Wilson, one of the top 
high school coaches in the state. She will fit into our transition style of basketball well and should 
make a major contribution to the program right away." 
Sizemore's accomplishments are well documented in the LCHS record book. She is the 
Lady Eagles' all-time leading scorer with a current total of 2,121 career points. She also owns 
single-game marks in scoring with 58 points and blocked shots with 14. 
An all-district choice the last three years, Sizemore was selected to the regional all-
tournament team during the 1996-97 campaign, in which the squad posted a 15-14 record and lost 
in the regional semifinals. 
"Jody has been to our girl's high school basketball program what Tim Couch (LCHS '96) was 
to our football team when he was here," said Leslie County head coach Wendell Wilson. "She can 
do it aI1.· 
Coach Litter is expected to add at least one more signee during the fall period. 
The Lady Eagles will open the regular season in Morehead with Division II Davis & Elkins on 
Saturday at 7 p.m. The game will be broadcast on WMKY-FM Radio 90.3. MSU will then go on the 
road for two games, before returning home on Dec. 5 for a 5:45 p.m., contest with UT-Martin in its 
first Ohio Valley Conference tilt. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
lports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Eagles Look To Earn OVC Tournament Bid with Weekend Swing Through Tennessee 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Coach Mike Swan's Morehead State women's volleyball team's chances at 
making the Ohio Valley Conference tournament have come down to the last weekend of the regular 
season. MSU sits in sixth in the league standings and can earn a berth to the six-team tournament as 
long as they remain one victory ahead of seventh-place Tennessee-Martin in conference play. The 
Skyhawks (15-13/8-8), with road matches at league-leader Eastern Illinois and third-place Southeast 
Missouri State, have the tiebreaker over the Eagles. 
Morehead State's (14-15/8-8) quest for a spot in the tournament will hinge on its results against 
weekend foes, eighth-place Middle Tennessee State (5-20/3-13) and second-place Tennessee Tech 
(20-5/13-3). The Eagles will face MTSU at the Murphy Center in Murfreesboro, Tenn., on Friday at 8 
p.m. ET and then TTU at the Eblen Center in Cookeville, Tenn., on Saturday at 3 p.m. ET. MSU split 
with the two teams in earlier meetings this season, losing to the Golden Eagles, 15-9, 8-15, 15-8, 15-
11, on Oct. 9, and defeating the Lady Raiders, 15-13, 15-2, 15-1 , on Oct. 1 O. Morehead State now 
owns a 39-10 series edge over TTU and a 29-5 advantage over MTSU. 
The Eagles are on a season-best four-match winning streak and are coming off their second 
tournament title this year-last weekend's Cornell Invitational. MSU swept through the affair defeating 
Niagara, 3-0, host Cornell, 3-1, and Canisius, 3-0. The Blue and Gold placed three players on the all-
tournament team, including sophomore middle blocker Carla Imperatore (Newport Richey, Fla./River 
Ridge HS}, junior outside hitter Kambi Meyer (Muncie, lnd./Burris HS) and the MVP, senior outside 
hitter Lauren Mackey (Louisville, Ky./Sacred Heart Academy). 
Mackey continues to make her assault on the NCAA record books. She sits 11th with 2,215 
career kills and with a couple strong outings in her final few matches has a chance to crack the top 
five. She currently trails Nia Kiggundu of Southwestern Louisiana, who collected 2,241 from 1993-96. 
In addition, she is challenging the NCAA career attacks mark of 6,006, held by Priscilla Pacheco of 
Georgia from 1991-94. Mackey currently has 5,711 . 
The Lady Raiders have struggled this year, including losing their last four matches. However, 
in spite of the team's play, senior outside hitter Carrie Kapfenberg, has been impressive, tallying a 
match-high 27 kills against UTM last weekend. Kapfenberg leads the team in kills with 306, hitting 
percentage at .247 and service aces with 32. On defense, junior middle blocker Kelly Smith averages 
1. 18 blocks per game. 
Tennessee Tech is looking to make the NCAA Tournament for the second year in a row. The 
1998 OVC Tournament champions are currently ranked ninth in District 6. The Golden Eagles have 
won five in a row and 14 of 15. TTU boasts the nation's dig leader, senior outside hitter Meredith 
Ferlic, with 496 and a 5.22 per game average. Offensively, the squad is led by junior outside hitter Lisa 
Dissel with 3.77 kills per game and a .245 average. She also digs 4.28 balls a game, helping Tech to 
third in the nation with a mark of 19.96. The Eagles lead the NCAA in that category at 21 .02 per outing. 
MSU will conclude the regular season next Tuesday at Marshall. The OVC Tournament will 
take place Nov. 20-21 in Charleston, Ill, the home of regular-season champion Eastern Illinois. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
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Lewis County's Billy Howell Signs With Morehead State 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Bill Howell, a 6-10, 230-pound center from Garrison, Ky. , and Lewis 
County High School has igned a national letter-of-intent to play basketball at Morehead State 
University. 
Howell averaged 19 points, IO rebounds and five blocked shots per game as a junior last 
season for Coach Merle Kidwell 's Lewis County squad. He was named all-area, all-district and all-
conference. 
"We' re excited that Billy is a player from our local area that has excellent size and natural 
ability," said Eagle Head Coach Kyle Macy. "He has made outstanding progress during his high 
school career, and we expect him to continue to improve in this, hi senior season, and in his future 
career as an Eagle." 
Howell is MSU' s econd signee of the early signing period. Louisville Fem Creek guard 
Justin Cornell inked a national letter with the Eagles on Wednesday. 
Eagles Play Host to Huntington College to Open the 1998-99 Regular Season 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Morehead State University' s Basketball Eagles enter their second 
season under Head Coach Kyle Macy Monday evening when they play host to Huntington College. 
Tipoff time in Johnson Arena will be 7:30 p.m. EST. 
The Eagles won both their exhibition games, 94-82 over Vahostaz Zilina-Slovakia and 12 1-
95 over the Sports Reach Crusaders. Freshman Erik Brown (Lexington Bryan Station High School) 
led MSU in scoring in both exhibitions. He had 16 points again t Slovakia and 36 points against 
Sports Reach. 
MSU will play host to Asbury College next Wednesday (Nov. 18). Tipoff for the Asbury 
game will also be 7:30 p.m. EST. 
MSU Is on affirmative action equal opportunity educotlonol Institution. 
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Eagles Lose Crucial Match At Middle Tennessee State 
MOREHEAD, KY - Morehead State's primary task this weekend was to remain in sixth place in 
the Ohio Valley Conference volleyball standings. On Friday night in Murfreesboro, Tenn., the Eagles 
jeopardized that position with a 15-7, 8-15, 15-4, 17-15, loss to Middle Tennessee State at the Murphy 
Center. The result, coupled with a Tennessee-Martin loss tonight to Eastern Illinois, kept the Eagles in 
a tight race for a berth in the six-team OVC Tournament. MSU and UTM (15-14 overall) are both tied 
with 8-9 conference records and the tiebreaker weighs in the Skyhawks' favor. 
MSU defeated the Lady Raiders earlier this season, 15-13, 15-2, 15-1, on Oct. 10, and now 
owns a 29-6 series advantage over MTSU. Saturday's result drops Morehead State's overall record to 
14-16. The squad will continue its bid to extend its season against Tennessee Tech tomorrow night in 
the final conference match of the season. 
As she has done in all but one match this season, senior outside hitter Lauren Mackey 
(Louisville, Ky./Sacred Heart Academy) led the team with 17 kills and 13 digs. Her kills total raised her 
career mark to 2,232, and moved her into 10th all-time in NCAA Division I history, surpassing Nia 
Kiggundu of Southwestern Louisiana. She needed 47 attacks to acquire her kills total, extending her 
figure in that category to 5,758. She sits fourth on the NCAA list and trails the all-time leader, Priscilla 
Pacheco of Georgia, who recorded 6,006, from 1991-94. 
Junior outside hitter Kambi Meyer (Muncie, lnd./Burris HS) added 14 kills and 12 digs for the 
Eagles, while senior right side hitter Rachel Smith (Fort Wayne, lnd./Bishop Luers HS) posted nine 
kills and 12 digs to help the cause. 
MTSU (6-20/4-13) snapped a four-match losing streak with the victory. The Lady Raiders 
received a productive outing from senior outside hitter Carrie Kapfenberg, who collected match highs in 
kills with 21 and hitting percentage at .415. She helped give the hosts a .247 to .127 edge in hitting 
percentage. Kapfenberg also added 1 O digs and two service aces. 
On defense, the Lady Raiders tallied 16 team blocks, including seven each by junior middle 
blocker Kelly Smith (four solos, three assists) and sophomore middle blocker Lindsay Pritchard (five 
solos, two assists). Smith also had 15 kills. 
Aiding MTSU's defensive cause was freshman outside hitter Alicia Scott with 21 digs and 
sophomore outside hitter Abby Hartup with 16 digs and five blocks. 
MSU will have a tough road to the OVC Tournament, with its sole chance coming via a victory 
tomorrow afternoon against Tennessee Tech (20-5/13-3), currently second in the conference race, at 
the Eblen Center in Cookeville, Tenn., at 3 p.m. ET. MSU lost to the Golden Eagles in Morehead, 15-
9, 8-15, 15-8, 15-11 , on Oct. 9, but owns a 39-10 series edge over TTU. 
MSU will conclude the regular season next Tuesday at Marshall . The OVC Tournament will 
take place Nov. 20-21 in Charleston, Ill, at the home of regular-season champion Eastern Illinois. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Eagles Capture Road Win, Earn Berth to OVC Tournament, Mackey Breaks Season Kill Record 
MOREHEAD, KY - Morehead State needed to do the improbable on Saturday afternoon to earn a spot 
in the six-team Ohio Valley Conference Tournament. However, battling against the conference's No. 2 team 
and the District's ninth-ranked squad on its home floor, where it had not lost all season, Morehead State rallied 
down two-games-to-one to gain a crucial 5-15, 15-12, 13-15, 15-10, 15-10, victory at Tennessee Tech's Eblen 
Center in Cookeville, Tenn., and slide into the OVC Tournament field as the No. 6 seed. 
After its 3-1 loss last night, the outlook looked glum for the Eagles, but behind the gutsy play of senior 
outside hitter Lauren Mackey (Louisville, Ky./Sacred Heart Academy), sophomore middle blocker Carla 
Imperatore (Newport Richey, Fla./River Ridge HS), junior outside hitter Kambi Meyer (Muncie, lnd./Burris HS) 
and senior middle blocker Sarah Brown (North Vernon, lnd./Jennings County HS), not only did MSU win the 
match, but halted the Golden Eagles' string of 14 victories in their last 15 matches and tarnish their 8-0 home 
record. MSU redeemed an earlier, 15-9, 8-15, 15-8, 15-11 , loss to the Golden Eagles in Morehead, on Oct. 9 
and now holds a 40-1 O series lead between the two teams. 
The Blue and Gold (15-16/9-9) will face Southeast Missouri State, who defeated seventh-place 
Tennessee-Martin on Saturday to secure Morehead State's place in the tournament, in the first round on Friday. 
UTM and MSU were tied going into Saturday's match, with the Skyhawks owning the edge in the tiebreaker. 
"It was a huge win - a do or die match for us," said Eagles' head coach Mike Swan on his team's upset 
victory and berth into the OVC Tournament. "We got a huge performance from Emily Bell and Carla Imperatore. 
However, it was a total team effort, we used everyone and each player played with heart and desire and we got 
the win when we needed it." 
In her history-making bid to chase for the top NCAA career kills marks, Mackey paced the Eagles' cause 
and by doing so, reached another milestone by collecting a school-record 600 kills for the season. With a team-
high 27 in the contest, she sits ninth on the NCAA list with a career total of 2,259. With at least two matches 
remaining in the season, she needs 42 kills to move into fifth on the all-time kills list and 173 attacks to become 
the all-time NCAA leader. Besides her 27 kills, Mackey added 19 digs and four blocks. 
Meyer was second on the team with 21 kills and had 16 digs, while Imperatore had a career night with 
14 kills and a .407 average. Senior middle blocker Elizabeth Gabriele (Kettering, Ohio/Chaminade-Julienne 
HS) added 11 kills and a .333 hitting percentage, while sophomore setter Rachell Messmer (Newport, 
Ky./Newport Central Catholic) collected 60 assists, a .429 hitting percentage on offense and 15 digs and two 
blocks on defense. 
Brown was the team's defensive stalwart with 17 digs and seven blocks, while junior outside hitter Amy 
Adams (Crestwood, Ky./South Oldham HS) dug 21 balls. One day after not even getting into the match, junior 
outside hitter Emily Bell (Santa Fe, N.M., Santa Fe HS) responded by putting up 15 digs. 
Tennessee Tech led the match in four of the six major categories. TTU won the battle of kills (87-86), 
assists (74-68), digs (121-112) and blocks (13-11), but came up short in hitting percentage (.210-.171) and 
service aces (6-3). 
MSU was able to overcome junior outside hitter Lisa Dissel's 28-kill and 23-dig outing, as well as the 
triple-double performance of sophomore middle blocker Stephanie Busch (20 kills, 1 O digs, 1 O blocks). Junior 
setter Sarah Hagovsky added 70 assists and 24 digs, while senior outside hitter Mandi Miller posted 23 digs, 13 
kills and five blocks, and sophomore middle blocker Diane Seng notched 15 kills and 13 digs. 
Six of Tech's eight players who saw action reached double figures in digs, led by the nation's leader, 
senior outside hitter Meredith Ferlic. She also finished with four blocks. None of TTU's superb performances 
were good enough to push the Golden Eagles into the win column. 
MSU will conclude the regular season Tuesday at Marshall, before facing the third-seeded and sixth-
ranked team in District 6, SEMO (21-11/13-5) in the first round of the OVC Tournament on Friday at noon. The 
tournament will take place Friday and Saturday in Charleston, Ill., at the home of regular-season champion 
Eastern Illinois. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
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Women's Team Places 15th, Beatty 15th At Cross Country Southeast Regional Meet 
MOREHEAD, KY -- In their final competition of the season, the Morehead State men's 
and women's cross country teams had good results Saturday afternoon at the Southeast Region 
Championships on the Furman University Golf Course in Greenville, S.C. Led by the 
performance of junior Amy Beatty's (Beaver Creek, Ohio/Beaver Creek HS), the women placed 
15th in the standings of the 29-team, 203-athlete meet. 
Beatty, who finished 15th overall, fell just short of her bid to earn an individual berth to the 
NCAA Championships, clocking a time of 17:53. She needed to finish among the top four 
individuals who were not on teams which qualified for the NCAA meet. Her bid fell short by a 
mere 20 seconds. 
Joining Beatty among the Eagles in the women's 5,000m race were junior Gretchen 
Folck (Beaver Creek, Ohio) in 53rd in 18:38, sophomore Susie Anderson in 76th in 19:00, 
senior Ilene Kelly (Erlanger, Ky./Lloyd HS) in 121 st in 19:36, senior Cara Goetz (Villa Hills, 
Ky./Dixie Heights HS) in 159th in 20:12 and senior Jennifer Darr (Springfield, Ohio) in 179th in 
20:52. 
North Carolina State (47 points) and Wake Forest (73) were the top two finishers in the 
team standings and earned the automatic berths into the NCAA Championships which takes 
place in Lawrence, Kan., in two weeks. North Carolina (108), William & Mary (117) and Eastern 
Kentucky (165) rounded out the top five. MSU finished with 403 total points. 
Earning the four individual bids were Virginia Commonwealth's Maria-Elena Calle 
(second-17:23), Appalachian State's Mary Harrelson {fourth-17:32), William & Mary's Kathy 
Newberry (fifth--17:33) and North Carolina's Trish Nervo (sixth--17:33). Four other individuals 
notched times better than Beatty's to squeeze her out of a likely at-large bid. Wake Forest's 
Janelle Kraus won the race in 17:04. 
Morehead State also sent one member of its men's team to compete, junior Blake Price 
(Ripley, Ohio/Ft. Campbell HS), in the 21-team, 168-athlete, 10K men's race. Price finished 
82nd in 32:19. 
James Madison won the men's team event with 50 points, followed by North Carolina 
State (73), with each earning automatic bids to the NCAA Championships. The Dukes' Russ 
Coleman was the overall individual winner in 30:06. He edged William & Mary's Matthew Lane 
(second-same time), Liberty's Stephen Githuka (fourth-30:14), Virginia's Bob Thiele (fifth--
30:15) and Clemson's Joe Gibson (seventh--30:21), who each earned individual bids to the 
NCAAs. 
Morehead State's squads will open the indoor track and field season on December 12 in 
a meet at the University of Kentucky. 
MSU Is on affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
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Lady Eagles Run Away With Victory In Regular-Season Opener 
MOREHEAD, KY -- The Morehead State Lady Eagle basketball team used a stingy 
defense and an up-tempo offense to collect a lopsided victory in its opener on Saturday night at 
the Ellis T. Johnson Arena in Morehead. MSU jumped out to a 15-0 lead out of the gate and held 
as much as a 35-point edge late in the game, en route to a 92-61 victory over Davis & Elkins. 
The Lady Eagles did much of their damage on defense, forcing the Senators to a 30.9 
shooting percentage and 32 turnovers for the game. However, the Blue and Gold's offensive 
output was also impressive, scoring the most points since a 98-95 overtime home victory over 
Southeast Missouri State last January 3. 
The victory gave the Lady Eagles their first 1-0 start since a 69-54 win over Coastal 
Carolina to begin the 1995-96 season. The meeting was the first-ever between MSU and D&E, a 
Division II program, and the first contest for the Lady Eagles against a non-Division I opponent 
since a 48-47 win over Northern Kentucky early in the 1994-95 campaign. Saturday's game was 
also the season-opener for the Senators, who fell to 0-1 with the loss. 
"They (Davis & Elkins) were not adjusting defensively to what we were doing, so we 
switched our defenses up which helped us to an early 15-0 lead," said MSU head coach Laura 
Litter. "It is very important for us to get off to a good start early with such as young team. We 
are trying to teach them to win early, so they can build some confidence." 
Litter was able to empty her bench in the contest with all 15 players suiting up seeing 
action. Junior forward Vette Robinson (Louisville, Ky./Pleasure Ridge Park HS) led the way with 
game highs in points (19) and rebounds (12), adding three steals. Two freshmen forwards 
responded to their collegiate debuts with impressive performances. Jodi Dempsey (Galena, 
Ohio/Big Walnut HS) was a perfect 7-for-7 from the field collecting 14 points, while Laurie 
Vincent (Greenville, Ky./Muhlenberg South HS) had 10 points and six rebounds. 
Davis & Elkins was paced by the trio of freshman forward Whitney Grove with 13 points 
and five rebounds, freshman guard Gail Rasor with 11 points and with rebounds, and sophomore 
guard Mary Walters with 1 O points, six rebounds and three assists. 
MSU will go on the road for its next two games, beginning with first-year Division I 
opponent Oakland University on Nov. 24, then Marshall on Dec. 1. The Lady Eagles will return 
home to open the OVC season on Dec. 5 versus Tennessee-Martin at 5:45 p.m. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
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Morehead State's David Dinkins, Austin Peay's Taylon Jenkins and Hofstra's Robert 
Thomas Selected I-AA Independent Players of the Week 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Morehead State quarterback David Dinkins, Austin Peay cornerback 
Taylon Jenkins and Hofstra kickoff/punt returner Robert Thomas have been selected NCAA Division 
I-AA Independent Players of the Week for the week of Nov. 14. 
Dinkins was named Offensive Player of the Week after leading the Eagles to a 63-34 win 
over Kentucky Wesleyan. The Morehead State sophomore from Pittsburgh, Pa. , rushed for 129 
yards on 12 carries and scored two touchdowns and hit 12 of 27 passes for 232 yards and three 
touchdowns. By accounting fo r 361 yards in total offense, he became MSU's single season total 
offensive yardage leader. Dinkins went over the 1,000-yard rushing mark and became only the third 
Division I-AA player to both pass for 1,000 yards and rush for 1,000 yards in a season. 
Jenkins, a senior from San Diego, Calif. , was named Defensive Player of the Week after 
intercepting a school-record four passes in Austin Peay's 17-10 loss at Georgetown (D.C.). He 
returned the four interceptions for 8 1 yards, with a long return of 5 1 yards. He also had four pass 
break ups and four total tackles, all main hits. 
Thomas, a freshman from Port St. Lucie, Fla., earned Special Teams Player of the Week 
honors for his efforts in Hofstra's 38-24 home win over Liberty. He returned two kickoffs for 120 
yards, including one for 97 yards and a touchdown. He returned five punts for 48 yards and also 
have six total tackles as a cornerback for the Hofstra defense. 
Receiving honorable mention honors on offense were Western Kentucky quarterback Willie 
Taggart and Hofstra wide receiver Wayne Yearwood. Taggart set the Division I-AA record for 
rushing yards by a quarterback in a season by gaining 128 yards on 26 carries to give him 1,254 yards 
so far this season. He also passed for 52 yards. Yearwood caught 10 passes for 174 yards. 
Receiving honorable mention honors on defense were Western Kentucky linebacker Trae Hackett 
and Hofstra cornerback Jonathan Hayes. Hackett had 10 total tackles and one forced fumble. Hayes 
had 10 total tackles and two interceptions. Receiving honorable mention honors for special teams 
play were Morehead State kicker/punter Todd Dinkel and Western Kentucky kick returner Bryan 
Daniel. Dinkel set a school record with nine extra point kicks and had all five of his punts downed 
inside the 20-yard line. Daniel had two kickoff returns for 102 yards. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Morehead State Volleyball Closes Out Regular Season With Rival Marshall 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Only two schools in the history of Morehead State volleyball have the Eagles played 
more often than rival Marshall. On Tuesday afternoon, MSU will make the 60-minute trek down I 64 East for a 5 
p.m., match with the Thundering Herd at the Henderson Center in Huntington, W.Va. The two teams have 
tangled 45 times in the past with MSU holding a 38-7 edge. The Eagles, who have won seven of nine matches, 
enter with a 15-16 overall mark and have completed the Ohio Valley Conference season with a 9-9 record. 
Morehead State is coming off a come-from-behind 5-15, 15-12, 13-15, 15-10, 15-10, road victory over 
Tennessee Tech, which propelled the Eagles into the OVC Championships to take place this weekend. After 
losing on Friday night at Middle Tennessee State, MSU needed the win in order to qualify for the tournament. 
The Eagles captured the improbable win by beating the conference's No. 2 team and the District's ninth-ranked 
squad on its home floor, where it had not lost all season, while snapping a streak of 14 wins in its last 15 
contests. 
On Tuesday, senior outside hitter Lauren Mackey (Louisville, Ky./Sacred Heart Academy) will look to 
make things happen in her quest to chase for the top NCAA career kills marks. After a 27-kill effort on Saturday, 
she reached another milestone by collecting a school-record 600 kills for the season. Three players sit within 23 
kills of Mackey (Lisa Pikalek--2,270, Sarah-Jane Mungo--2,281 , and Lori Barberich--2,282), who is ninth on the 
NCAA list with a career total of 2,259. With at least two matches remaining in the season, she needs 42 kills to 
move into fifth on the all-time kills list and 173 attacks to become the NCAA's all-time leader. 
Besides Mackey, several players have keyed the team's surging play down the home stretch of the 
season for the Eagles, who are playing their last six matches on the road. Junior outside hitter Kambi Meyer 
(Muncie, lnd./Burris HS) and senior middle blocker Elizabeth Gabriele (Kettering, Ohio/Chaminade-Julienne 
HS) have become ideal offensive compliments to Mackey, who between the two of them, sit second and third in 
kills and hitting percentage. 
MSU continues to lead the nation in digs per game at 20.94, as it has for much of the latter half of the 
campaign. Eight players average two or more digs per game, headed by Mackey, senior right side hitter Rachel 
Smith (Fort Wayne, lnd./Bishop Luers HS) and junior outside hitter Emily Bell (Santa Fe, N.M., Santa Fe HS). 
Marshall (19-12/11-6 in the Mid-America Conference) has come on strong of late, having won 10 of its 
last 13 matches. With a well-balanced offense, the Thundering Herd have five players averaging two or more 
kills a game. Leading the way this season has been sophomore outside hitter Wendy Williams, who has team 
highs in digs (4.02) and kills (3.0). Junior outside hitter Jessica Downs adds squad-best averages in hitting 
percentage (.300) and service aces (0.41), while junior setter Nicole Frizzo and senior middle blocker Juanita 
Venable lead the Thundering Herd in assists (12.18 per game) and blocks (0.99 per game), respectively. 
After Tuesday's match, MSU will travel to the OVC Championships hosted by Eastern Illinois in the Lantz 
Gym in Charleston, S.C., Friday and Saturday. The Eagles will face the third-seeded and 10th-ranked team in 
District 6, Southeast Missouri State (21-11 /13-5) in the first round on Friday at noon. If MSU is victorious, the 
squad will play second-seeded Tennessee Tech later that evening at 8 p.m. The championship game is 
Saturday at 2 p.m., with the tournament winner earning the league's automatic berth to the NCAA 
Championships, slated to start two weeks later. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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Morehead State 97, Huntington (Ind.) College 79 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 -1689 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Freshman Erik Brown scored 21 points and junior Brett Bohannan 
came off the bench to score 18 points to lead Morehead State to a 97-79 season-opening victory over 
Huntington College. 
Juniors Brad Cleaver and Scott Charity added 16 and 12 points, respectively, for the winners. 
Huntington, now 3-2 on the season, got 20 points from freshman David Porter and 17 points 
from senior Jeff Shepherd. 
The Eagles led by 10, 41-31, at halftime and led by as many as 20 points in the second half. 
The Foresters could get no closer than eight points after intermission. 
"In the second half, we picked up the intensity in our press, and it gave us the opportunity 
to make some runs," said MSU Coach Kyle Macy. "Huntington had played four games coming into 
tonight, and it showed. They are a scrappy team that played hard to the end. 
"We didn' t play that well, but we accomplished what we wanted to get out of the game. A 
win is a win. Overall, it was a total team effort, everybody played a part in it." 
Both teams shot well. MSU was 38 of 60 from the field for 63.3 percent, including 10 of 18 
for 55.6 percent from three point range. Huntington was 20 of 53 from the field for 54.7 percent. 
Neither team handled the ball particularly well, and they combined for 56 turnovers 
(Huntington-29, MSU-27). MSU scored 36 points off turnovers and Huntington had 33 points off 
turnovers. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
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MSU Football Eagle Adam Stegeman Named to the GTE Academic All-District Team 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Adam Stegeman, the starting fullback on the Morehead State 
University football team, has been named to the 1998 GTE Academic All-District team for District 
IV as selected by the College Sports Information Directors of America (CoSIDA). He will appear 
on the national ballot with a chance to become MSU's fourth Academic All-American in the sport 
of football. 
The junior from Cold Spring, Ky., has a 3.4 grade point average in Business and Marketing 
Education. He is also the second leading rusher for the 9-1 Eagles. 
MSU is on affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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MSU Closes Out Regular Season With Five-Game Road Loss at Marshall 
MOREHEAD, KY -- The Morehead State women's volleyball team stepped out of conference to 
play one of its most heated rivals and came away with a disappointing loss, 9-15, 11-15, 15-12, 16-14, 15-
8, at the hands of Marshall on Tuesday evening in the Gullickson Gymnasium in Huntington, W.Va. , in its 
regular-season finale. It was the Eagles' fourth five-game loss this season and the third time they have 
fallen with a two-games-to-none lead. 
Marshall's victory dropped MSU's series lead.to 38-8, and lowered its record during the 1998 
campaign to 15-17 overall and 9-9 in the Ohio Valley Conference. It also moved Morehead State's record 
in the last 1 O games to 7-3, part of which came during a season-ending six-match road stretch. 
Conversely, it was Marshall's fourth straight victory. 
The erratic Eagles were led by senior outside hitter Lauren Mackey (Louisville, Ky./Sacred Heart 
Academy), who added to her school season (624) and career (2,383) kills totals with 28 in the match. 
She continues to move up the NCAA ladder, surpassing three players, Lisa Pikalek (2,270), Sarah-Jane 
Mungo (2,281) and Lori Barberich (2,282), to move into sixth on the all-time list. Eighteen more kills will 
place her fifth in the NCAA record book. In addition, she needed 63 attacks to obtain Tuesday's kill total 
and now has 5,897 for her career, remaining in fourth all-time, but only 11 O shy of the top spot. 
Mackey was one of five Eagles in double figures in kills, followed by senior middle blocker 
Elizabeth Gabriele (Kettering, Ohio/Chaminade-Julienne HS) with 18 and a .351 hitting percentage. 
Junior outside hitter Kambi Meyer (Muncie, lnd./Burris HS) and sophomore middle blocker Carla 
Imperatore (Newport Richey, Fla./River Ridge HS) also continued their strong play of late, adding 14 and 
13 kills, respectively. Imperatore also notched a team-high .375 hitting percentage. Senior middle blocker 
Sarah Brown (North Vernon, lnd./Jennings County HS) added 10 kills in the losing effort. 
Defensively, junior outside hitter Emily Bell (Santa Fe, N.M., Santa Fe HS) led the way with 19 
digs, while Mackey collected 15 and Meyer 12. Brown also added 13 digs and a team-best five blocks, 
with Imperatore blocking back four balls. Mackey, Meyer and Brown were the only Eagles with double-
doubles. 
Marshall (20-12/11-6 in the Mid-America Conference) reached the 20-win plateau for just the third 
time since 1983 and was led by senior middle blocker Michelle Sammarco's career-best effort of 29 kills, 
which Sammarco punched over the 1,000-kill barrier for her career. She also added a squad-high .412 
hitting percentage. 
Two others had 20 or more kills, senior middle blocker Juanita Venable (22), who also hit .410 and 
posted a team-best six blocks, and sophomore outside hitter Wendy Williams (20). Junior setter Nicole 
Frizzo quarterbacked the hosts' attack, setting a school-record 87 killed balls. 
Four members of the Thundering Herd recorded double digits in digs, led by Williams with 21 . 
Senior defensive specialist Jamie Heck was next with 15, while Frizzo had 12 and senior outside hitter 
Jenni Corbin added 11 . 
Next up for MSU is the OVC Championships hosted by Eastern Illinois at the Lantz Gym in 
Charleston, S.C., Friday and Saturday. The sixth-seeded Eagles will face the third-seeded and 10th-
ranked team in District 6, Southeast Missouri State (21-11/13-5), in the first round on Friday at noon. If 
MSU is victorious, the squad will play second-seeded Tennessee Tech later that evening at 8 p.m. The 
championship game is Saturday at 2 p.m., with the tournament winner earning the league's automatic 
berth to the NCAA Championships, slated to start in two weeks. 
MSU Is on affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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Morehead State Volleyball Opens Conference Tournament Play With Southeast Missouri This Weekend 
MOREHEAD, KY - With a victory last Saturday at Tennessee Tech in the final Ohio Valley Conference match of 
the regular season, the Morehead State women's volleyball team slipped into the six-team league tournament as the No. 
6 seed. The tournament takes place this weekend in Charleston, 111., at the home of the conference's regular-season 
champion, Eastern Illinois. MSU opens on Friday with a match against third-seeded Southeast Missouri State in the 
Lantz Gym at noon CT in the second contest of the tournament. 
The Eagles (15-17/9-9) actually tied with Murray State for the No. 5 seed, with each team posting identical OVC 
marks and splitting the season series, but lost the tiebreaker with the Racers based on games won in head-to-head play. 
Coach Mike Swan's club will open the tournament with its seventh consecutive road match. MSU has beaten 
three of the five teams in the tournament this year, including two on the road, and have taken at least one game from all 
five teams. The Eagles enter with a 3-7 mark this season against the field. 
MSU was 1-1 at last year's tournament, defeating Murray State, 3-0, and losing to eventual champion, 
Tennessee Tech, 3-1, in the semifinals. In each of the last 13 tournaments, the Eagles have won at least one match and 
the squad owns a 23-13 overall tourney record in the program's history, having won titles in 1987 and 1993. 
The team is coming off a Tuesday loss at Marshall, in which the Eagles dropped the contest, 9-15, 11-15, 15-12, 
16-14, 15-8, in their regular-season finale. It was the squad's fourth five-game loss this season and the third time they 
have fallen after owning a two-games-to-none lead. The loss dropped the team's mark in the last 10 matches to 7-3, 
yet, the mark is still the team's best over a 10-contest span this season. 
Senior outside hitter Lauren Mackey (Louisville, Ky./Sacred Heart Academy) tallied 28 kills in the loss to add to 
her school-record season (624) and career (2,383) kills totals. In addition, she continues to move up the NCAA career 
kills and attacks ladder, surpassing three players, Lisa Pikalek (2,270), Sarah-Jane Mungo (2,281) and Lori Barberich 
(2,282), on Saturday to move into sixth on the all-time kills list. She trails Katrien DeDecker for fifth place by 17 and 
Javonne Brooks on the total attacks list by 42 for third. She only needs 110 to claim the all-time top spot in the latter. 
Mackey, who is eighth in the nation in kills per game at 5.26, is just one of the many Eagles who have come on 
with strong offensive performances of late. MSU, the nation's leader in digs per game at 20.7, is also playing solid 
defense, led by Mackey's 3.8 per game. 
Senior middle blocker Elizabeth Gabriele (Kettering, Ohio/Chaminade-Julienne HS) has played her best 
volleyball down the home stretch of the season and is averaging 2.4 kills and 0.53 blocks per game. Junior outside hitter 
Kambi Meyer (Muncie, lnd./Burris HS) has also risen her play during the second half of the campaign and has 12 of her 
last 16 matches with double figures in kills, posting 3.2 kpg , while hitting .227. Like Meyer, sophomore right side hitter 
Carla Imperatore (Newport Richey, Fla./River Ridge HS) was a little-used player until late in the year and has responded 
by hitting .346 or better in five of the last seven matches, while also adding strong totals in kills and blocks. 
MSU's first-round opponent is third-seeded Southeast Missouri (21-11 /13-5), who is tied for 10th in District 6. 
The two team's split their matches this fall, with each winning at home: MSU 15-6, 12-15, 17-15, 17-15, on Sept. 12, and 
the Otahkians, 15-3, 15-11 , 15-7, on Oct. 3. SEMO had won five straight regular season OVC titles prior to this year. 
The Otahkians, 4-4 in their last eight matches, are led by sophomore outside hitter Krista Haukap at 4.2 kpg and 
3.2 dpg, and junior middle blocker Angie Aschoff, .375 hitting percentage, 3.6 kpg and 1.0 bpg. 
If MSU is victorious in its first match, the Eagles will play second-seeded Tennessee Tech (22-6/14-4) Friday at 8 
p.m. CT. Tech, which receives an opening-round bye, enters having won 14 ofits last 16 outings. TTU beat the Blue 
and Gold in Morehead, 15-9, 8-15, 15-8, 15-11 , on Oct. 9, and then lost its only home match of the year, when the 
Eagles topped the Golden Eagles, 5-15, 15-12, 13-15, 15-10, 15-10, this past weekend in Cookeville, after trailing two-
games-to-one in the match. 
The Golden Eagles are led by junior outside hitter Lisa Dissel (3.8 kpg, 4.3 dpg) and senior outside hitter 
Meredith Ferlic (the nation's digs per game leader with 5.2.) 
If MSU is still alive on Saturday, the Eagles could face either top-seeded Eastern Illinois (23-6/17-1), fourth-
seeded Austin Peay (19-11/12-6) or fifth-seeded Murray State (12-17/9-9) in the 2 p.m. CT finals. This season, the 
Eagles are 1-1 versus Murray and 0-2 against EIU and APSU. The OVC champion earns the league's automatic bid to 
the NCAA Tournament which starts in two weeks. The Eagles have never participated in the NCAA Tournament. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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College Basketball Played 11-18-98 
Morehead State 96, Asbury College 66 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 -1689 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Scott Charity scored 20 points and Dewayne Krom had 16 points 
and pulled down a game-high rebounds to lead Morehead State to a 96-66 win over Asbury 
College Wednesday evening in Morehead. 
MSU, now 2-0, also got 15 points from Brett Bohanan, 13 points from Erik Brown and 
IO points from Dwane Samuels. 
Asbury's Art McMahon led all scorers with 33 points. Jason Price had 11 points for the 
losers who dropped to 0-3 on the season. 
"I think we have shown that we can execute on both offense and defense," said MSU 
Coach Kyle Macy. "We just need to maintain our intensity throughout the entire game. 
"We have some guys who can shoot. But, good teams can also stop the opposition, and 
we were a little disappointed with that tonight." 
McMahon scored the first two points of the game to give Asbury its only lead of the 
game. After that initial basket, MSU scored 13 straight points in less than a minute and a half to 
take command. MSU led by as many as 22 points in the first half and by as many as 35 points in 
the second half. 
The home standing Eagles scored 29 points off 27 Asbury turnovers. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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Lady Eagles Basketball Lands JUCO Standout 
MOREHEAD, KY - Morehead State University announced the signing of Lashonda 
Tucker, a junior college star at St. Catharine College in Springfield, Ky., to a National Letter-of-
Intent to compete as a member of the women's basketball team. The 5-11 forward, who 
originally hails from Dayton, Ohio, will be a junior for MSU in 1999-2000. 
"I chose Morehead State primarily because of the coaching staff and the team's style of 
play," said Tucker. "I also was impressed with the University and all of the friendly people." 
Tucker is in her first year at St. Catharine, which is off to a 5-0 start this season. During 
those five games, she has averaged 18 points and 10 rebounds. 
"Lashonda is a quality person with an excellent work ethic," noted St. Catharine Coach 
Jeff Britt. "She definitely has the ability to play major-college basketball and should fit perfectly 
into Coach Litter's transition style at Morehead State." 
The talented Tucker previously spent the 1997-98 campaign at highly-regarded Garden 
City Community College in Garden City, Kan. There, she was selected to the Kansas Junior 
College all-conference team after averaging 15 points and 12 rebounds per game. 
"Lashonda is the type of athlete we must have to play an up-tempo game and be a 
contender in the OVC (Ohio Valley Conference)," said Lady Eagles' Coach Laura L. Litter. "She 
is a versatile athlete who can play several positions. We eagerly look forward to her joining the 
Lady Eagles." 
In her hometown of Dayton, Ohio, Tucker was an all-city performer at Patterson High. 
She will join fellow signee, Jody Sizemore of Leslie County, an all-state selection last 
season and a Miss Basketball candidate this year, on next year's roster. 
Morehead State sports a 1-0 record in the early season after beating Davis & Elkins at 
home last Saturday, 92-61 . MSU will next play on the road at Oakland University in Michigan on 
Tuesday at 5:15 p.m., then on Tuesday, Dec. 1 at Marshall at 7 p.m., before opening the 
conference season by hosting Tennessee-Martin on Saturday, Dec. 5 at 5:45 p.m., and Murray 
State on Monday, Dec. 7 at 7 p.m. All but the Oakland game will be broadcast on WMKY-FM 
Radio 90.3. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational instlMion. 
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Morehead State's Docks To Miss 4-6 Weeks With Hand Fracture 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 4035l-1689 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Morehead State senior point guard Ted Docks will miss the next four 
to six weeks of the 1998-99 season after suffering a slight fracture of the navicular bone of his right 
hand in last night' s Eagle win over Asbury College. 
"A fracture of the navicular is one of the most common of the hand and wrist," said MSU 
Head Athletic Trainer Gary Diehm. "It generally occurs when an individual extends his hand to 
break a fall. That was the case with Ted. 
"We' re probably looking at Ted being in a cast for three or four weeks, then returning to 
practice if the healing process goes well." 
In MSU' s two 1998-99 wins, Docks had scored 13 points , handed out 14 assists and made 
lO steals. The Canton, Mich. , native ranks fourth on MSU's all -time assist list. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
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Eagles' Probable Starters 
1 Kambl Meyer OH 5-9 JR 
7 Rachell Messmer S 5-7 SO 
9 Lauren Mackey OH 5-10 SR 
1 Elizabeth Gabriele MB 5-10 SR 
2 Carla Imperatore RSH 5-11 SO 
5 Sarah Brown MB 5-10 SR 
Eagles' Notes 
, The Eagles enter the tournament aa the 
sixth seed, having won seven of their last 1 O 
contests, the best record In a 10-match span 
this year ... The first-round tourney match will 
be the seventh straight contest for the team 
away from Morehead ... MSU has beaten three 
of the ftve teams In the tournament this year, 
lncludlng two on the road, and have taken at 
least one game from all five teams ... The 
Eagles enter with a 3-7 mark this season 
against their possible weekend foes .. . MSU 
was 1-1 at last year's tournament, defeating 
Murray State, 3-0, and losing to eventual 
champion, Tennessee Tech, 3-1, In the 
semlfinals ... ln each of the last 13 
tournaments, the Eagles have won at least 
one match ... MSU hn a 23-13 overall tourney 
record and won titles In 1987 and 1993 ... 
Lauren Mackey Is eighth In the nation In kills 
per game at 5.28 ... She broke the school 
single-season kills record last Saturday 
against TTU and now has 624 .. .As a team, 
MSU Is first In the NCAA In digs per game at 
20.95 ... Jesslca Shaffer has not played since 
Oct. 10 and Is out for the season. 
Head Coach Mike swan 
Mike Swan takes over the Eagles' 
program after one season with Amer:k:an 
International College In Springfield, Mass., 
where his squad finished 1997 at 23-10. He 
replaces Tracey Bevelhlmer who reslgAed in 
December. Prior to his Joining American 
lntematlonal, Swan led programs at both 
Manchester (Ind.) College (where he 
graduated In 1979) and Huntington · (Ind.) 
College. AJ. Huntington from 1966 to 1994, 
he compiled a record of 247-77 and won 
seven conference championships. His teams 
were nationally ranked In the NA1A In 1991, 
1992 and 1993 and won tbelr regioAal 
championship In 1993, advancing to the 
national tournament. 
MSU WEBSITE: http:/ /www.morehead-st.edu/athle.tics/ 
Morehead State Boster 
hlQ NAME fQS HI '1. HOMETOWN 
1 Kambi M,:yer 
3 Jessica Shaffer 
4 Rachel Smith 
5 Emily Bell 
6 Kristin Humpert 
7 Rachell Messmer 
8 Sandy Castrucci 
9 Lauren Mackey 
10 Amy Adoms 
11 Elizabeth Gabriele 
12 Carlo Imperatore 
13 Rachel Johnson 
14 Kristin Bailey 
15 Sarah Brown 
Head Coach: 
Assistant Coochu: 
OH 5-9 JR Muncie, Ind. 
OH 5-10 SO Sunbury, Ohlo 
RSH/OH 5-11 SR Fort Wayne, Ind. 
S 5-7 JR Santa Fe, N.M. 
OH/RSH 5-10 SR Fort Mitchell, Ky. 
S 5-7 SO Newport, Ky. 
DS/OH 5-8 SO CinciMOti, Ohio 
OH 5-10 SR Louisville, Ky. 
OH 5-9 J'R Crestwood, Ky. 
MB 5-10 SR Kdtering, Ohio 
MB/RSH 5-11 SO Newport Richey, Fla. 
MB 5-11 SR Indianapolis, Ind. 
s 5-9 FR Indianapolis, Ind. 
MB 5-10 SR North Vernon, Ind. 
Mike Swan (Manchester '79) 
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Opponents' Notes 
MSU's finil-round oppoAent Is third-seeded Southeast Missouri (21-11/13-
5), who Is ranked 10th in the district and split Its two matches with the Eagles 
Uiis fall...MSU won 3-1 at home and lost 3-0 on the road ... The Otahklans are 
4-4 In their last eight matooes ... SEMO Is led by sophomore outside hitter Krista 
Haukap (42 kpg and 3.2 dpg) and junior middle blocker Angie Aschoff (.375, 
3.6 kpg , 1.0 bpg) ... A victory would pit the Eagles against second--seeded 
Tennessee Tech (22~/14-4), the team MSU beat on the road Saturday to earn 
a bid to the toumament..That loss was Tech's only one at home all year; TTU 
beat MSU, 3-1, in Morehead ... The Golden Eagles are led by junior outside 
hitter Lisa Dlssel (3.6 kpg, 4.3 dpg) and senior outside hitter Meredith Ferllc 
(national leader 'Mth 5.2 dpg) ... lf MSU Is still alive on Satuday, the Eagles could 
face either top-seeded Eastern Illinois (23-6/17 -1), fourth-seeded Austin Peay 
(19-11 /12~) or fifth-seeded Murray State (12-17 /9-9) In the finals. This 
season, the Eagles are 1-1 versus Murray and 0-2 against EIU and APSU ... The 


















































Eagles' Season Highs 
~ Individual Tufiln 
Kills Mackey (33) 100 vs. SEMO(9/12) 
Hit •;. Mackey (. 786) .373 vs. TSU(10/31) 
Digs Mackey (31) 143 vs.APSU(10/30) 
Blocks Johnson (8) 16 vs. MSU (10/24) 
Assts. Bailey (78) 87 vs. MSU (10/24) 
Aces Bailey (6) 10 vs. MSU (10/24) 
The Mackey Watch 
Lauren Mackey has broken numerous 
records during her four-year career, and is 
chasing several this season. Below is a list of 
the NCAA all-time leaders in career kills and 
attacks, their totals and how many she needs 
to tie their marks. 
KILLS (TOTAL) MACKEY NEEDS 
1. Svetlana Vtyurina (3,043) 760 
2. Javonne Brooks (2,932) 649 
3. Tara Cross {2,767) 484 
4. Priscilla Pacheco (2,675) 392 
5. Katrien DeDecker (2,300) 17 
6. LAUREN MACKEY (2,283) -
ATTACKS (TOTAL) 
1. Pacheco (6,006) 




42 3. Brooks (5,939) 
4. LAUREN MACKEY (5,897) 
Eagles' Last Match 
The Eagles (15-17/9-9) completed their 
regular season Tuesday night with a 9-15, 11-
15, 15-12, 16-14, 15-8 loss at Marshall, the 
fourth five-game loss this season and the 
third time they have fallen with a two-game 
lead. Lauren Mackey was one of three with 
a double-<iouble with 24 kills and 15 digs. 
Kambi Meyer added 14 kills and 12 digs, 
while Sarah Brown had 10 kills, 13 digs and 
five blocks. Elizabeth Gabriele posted 18 
kills and a .351 hitting percentage, with Carla 
Imperatore collecting 13 kills, four blocks and 
a team-high .375 hitting percentage. Leading 









































































at Kentucky 0-1 
at Arkansas State# 0-2 
vs. Ohio University# 0-3 
vs. Ohio University# 1-3 
at Arkansas State# 1-4 
CINCINNATI 1-5 
SE MISSOURI STATE* 2-5/1-0 
EASTERN ILUNOIS* 2-6/1-1 
at Tennessee State• 3-6/2-1 
at Austin Peay• 3-7/2-2 
MURRAY STATE* 3-8/2-3 
UT -MARTIN* 4-8/3-3 
at Eastern Illinois* 4-9/3-4 
at SE Missouri State• 4-10/3-5 
EASTERN KENTUCKY* 5-10/4-5 
TENNESSEE TECH* 5-11/4-6 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE ST.* 6-11/5-6 
at Western Kentucky 6-12 
MOREHEAD STATE INVJIAJIONAL 
EVANSVILLE vs. LIBERTY 
MSU vs. CLEVELAND ST. 7-12 
EVANSVILLE vs. CLEVELAND ST. 
MSU vs. LIBERTY 7-13 
CLEVELAND ST. vs. LIBERTY 
MSU vs. EVANSVILLE 8-13 
at UT-Martin* 8-14/5-7 
at Murray State• 9-14/6-7 
at Eastern Kentucky* 10-14/7-7 
AUSTIN PEAY* 10-15/7-8 
TENNESSEE STATE* 11-15/8-8 
vs. Niagara% 12-15 
at Cornell% 13-15 
vs. Canisius% 14-15 
at Middle Tennessee St.• 14-16/8-9 
at Tennessee Tech* 15-16/9-9 
at Marshall 15-17 
vs. Southeast Missouri State$ 
Semifinals$ 
Finals$ 
$ Ohio Valley Conference Tournament 
• Ohio Valley Conference (OVC) contest 
# 1998 Pocahontas Federal/Arkansas State Classic 






































8 p.m. CT 
2 p.m. CT 
HOME GAMES IN BOLD CAPS· All times Eastern and subject to chanoe 
Final Ohio Valley Conference Update 
Eastern Illinois 23-6 17-1 
Tennessee Tech 22-6 14-4 
Southeast Missouri State 21-11 13-5 
Austin Peay 19-11 12-6 
Murray State 12-17 9-9 
MOREHEAD STATE 15-17 9-9 
Tennessee-Martin 15-15 8-1 O 
Middle Tennessee State 7-20 5-13 
Eastern Kentucky 3-23 3-15 
Tennessee State 2-25 0-18 
Offensive Players of the Week 
Meleah Cutler, Jr., OH, EIU 
Defensive Player of the Week 
Jackie Derwort, Jr., OH, SEMO 
Freshman of the Week 
Marcia Hahn, Fr., MH, EIU 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
11-20-98 
Mackey Earns First-Team All-Conference Honor For Third Time 
MOREHEAD, KY -- For the third consecutive year, Morehead State senior outside hitter 
Lauren Mackey was named to the All-Ohio Valley Conference volleyball first team the league office 
announced. It is the fourth overall campaign the Louisville, Ky., star has been honored by the 
conference, having been chosen as a second-team and All-Newcomer selection during her first year 
in the Blue and Gold. Mackey was the only Eagle recognized on any of the conference's three 
squads (first team, second team and All Newcomer). Conference champion Eastern Illinois featured 
both the Player of the Year, Sherry Austin, and the Coach of the Year, Betty Ralston. 
"This award is the result of not just an individual, but a team effort," said Mackey. "I was 
really, really ecstatic about being honored, there were a lot of talented players in the conference this 
season. But, I would not have been able to accomplish anything if it were not for my teammates." 
The Sacred Heart Academy graduate is one of the most accomplished athletes in the history 
of the conference. Entering the OVC tournament, she was adding to her two conference and four 
school records with 624 single-season kills, 2,383 career kills, 1,601 single-season attacks and 5,897 
career attacks. In addition, she continues to move up the NCAA list for career kills and attacks, 
which she owns the best marks in OVC history, and is sixth and fourth, respectively, in NCAA annals. 
Besides those totals, she is also second all-time on the MSU career digs list and third in 
hitting percentage. In addition, she owns the school's top single-season marks in kills and attacks, 
while also notching seven of the top nine all-time single-match kill performances. She is eighth 
nationally in kills per game with 5.26. For the season, she has 624 kills, 458 digs, 32 service aces 
and a .284 hitting percentage. 
Mackey is the only one of the honorees who has been selected to the first team the past three 
years. Joining her on the first team were Lisa Dissel and Stephanie Busch of Tennessee Tech, 
Angie Aschoff of Southeast Missouri State, and Meleah Cutler and Austin of Eastern Illinois. 
Eight players received second-team honors, including Kim Smith of Austin Peay; Missy 
Hollenkamp of Eastern Illinois; Carrie Kapfenberg of Middle Tennessee State; Mica Wojinski and 
Rachel Kulp of Murray State; and Jackie Derwort, Krista Haukap and Amy Henken of Southeast 
Missouri State. Three others, Jodie Hempen of Tennessee-Martin, Meredith Ferlic of Tennessee 
Tech and Annie Glieber of Austin Peay, were honorable mention selections. 
A noticeable omission from the All-Newcomer team was MSU's freshman setter Kristin 
Bailey (Indianapolis, lnd./Cathedral HS), who was a significant contributor for the Eagles after an 
injury sidelined sophomore setter Rachell Messmer (Newport, Ky./Newport Central Catholic HS) in 
the middle of the season. Bailey is averaging 8.4 assists, 2.5 digs and 0.33 service aces per game. 
Recognized on the All-Newcomer team were, Courtney Bowen of Eastern Kentucky, Danielle 
Waldrep of Austin Peay, Kim Demage of Eastern Illinois, Audrey Nelson and Jessica Wood of Murray 
State, and SEMO's Henken. 
The Eagles finished the regular season at 15-17 overall and 9-9 in the conference. They 
entered the tournament as the fifth seed with Southeast Missouri State as their first-round opponent. 
MSU Is on affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
11-20-98 
Eagle Volleyball Closes Out Season With First-Round Tournament Loss To SEMO 
MOREHEAD, KY - The Morehead State women's volleyball team's season ended on 
Friday afternoon at Lantz Gym in Charleston, Ill., when the sixth-seeded Eagles lost to third-
seeded Southeast Missouri State, 15-4, 16-14, 15-4, in the first-round of the Ohio Valley 
Conference tournament. MSU ended its campaign with 15-18 overall and 9-9 league marks. 
It was the first time the Eagles failed to win its first-round match in 13 years, dropping 
their overall OVC Tournament record to 24-13. Southeast Missouri, the 10th-ranked team in 
District 6, advances on to play second-seeded Tennessee Tech in the second round later this 
evening. The overall winner of the six-team tournament earns the league's berth into the NCAA 
Tournament. 
SEMO (22-11/13-5) dominated every phase of the contest, the third this season between 
the two teams. The Otahkians outhit the Eagles, who were playing in their seventh straight road 
contest, .318 to .132, while tallying 55 digs and eight blocks. SEMO held Morehead State to 47 
digs and one block. The teams split their earlier contests this year, but Southeast Missouri now 
owns a 15-5 series edge. 
"We were thrilled that we got into the tournament," said Eagles' head coach Mike Swan. 
"We thought we would make a better showing versus Southeast, though, I was pleased with our 
effort in the second game. SEMO played great at the net and kept us on the defensive the entire 
match." 
Senior middle blocker Elizabeth Gabriele (Kettering, Ohio/Chaminade-Julienne HS) led 
the team in kills with 11 and in hitting percentage at .292, continuing her steady late-season play. 
For only the second time this fall, senior outside hitter Lauren Mackey (Louisville, Ky./Sacred 
Heart Academy) was not the team's top kill performer, finishing with 10. The most accomplished 
Eagle in the program's history ended her career with 2,293 kills and 5,933 attacks to finish sixth 
and fourth, respectively, in NCAA history. She also added a match-best four service aces and eight digs 
in the losing effort. 
Sophomore setter Rachell Messmer (Newport, Ky./Newport Central Catholic) added 
team highs in digs with 11 and assists with 29, while senior middle blocker Sarah Brown (North 
Vernon, Ind.I Jennings County HS) posted 1 O digs. 
SEMO placed three in double figures in digs and two in kills, led by sophomore outside 
hitter Krista Haukap (12 kills, 14 digs and a .300 hitting percentage) and junior outside hitter 
Jackie Derwort (12 kills, 12 digs and a .400 hitting percentage). Junior middle blocker Angie 
Aschoff added 13 digs and a match-high five blocks. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational lnstlMlon. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
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Lady Eagles to Return to Court Against Oakland University 
MOREHEAD, KY -- After a 10-day layoff, the Morehead State women's basketball team 
returns to action on Tuesday evening at 5:15 p.m., when the squad will help christen the 
Recreation and Athletics Center, the home of newly-elevated Division I program Oakland 
University in Rochester, Mich. The Lady Eagles have played only once this year, a 92-61 home 
win over Davis & Elkins on Nov. 14. Oakland is 1-3. 
In the victory over the Senators, all 15 of Morehead State's active players saw action and 
combined to score the most points since a 98-95 overtime home win over Southeast Missouri 
State last January 3. Leading the way was junior forward Vette Robinson (Louisville, 
Ky./Pleasure Ridge Park HS) with game highs in points (19) and rebounds (12--including 10 on 
the offensive end) and adding three steals. Two freshmen forwards responded to their collegiate 
debuts with impressive performances. Jodi Dempsey (Galena, Ohio/Big Walnut HS) was a 
perfect 7-for-7 from the field collecting 14 points, while Laurie Vincent (Greenville, 
Ky./Muhlenberg South HS) had 10 points and six rebounds. 
The victory gave the Lady Eagles their first 1-0 start since a 69-54 win over Coastal 
Carolina to begin the 1995-96 season. MSU began that campaign 4-0 before collecting its first 
loss. The Lady Eagles and the Golden Grizzlies have never played. 
Oakland is playing in its first season of Division I basketball. The University elevated its 
program from the Division II level this summer. The Golden Grizzlies have a storied tradition in 
Division II, posting a 20-7 record last season and earning six trips to the NCAA Tournament 
between 1989-90 and 1996-97. 
OU returns home for Tuesday's game after finishing 1-1 at the Lady Flames Classic this 
weekend. After starting the season 0-2, the Golden Grizzlies defeated Ball State, 77-71 , on 
Friday, before losing in the tournament final to host Liberty, 68-58, this afternoon. 
Pacing the team thus far this season has been freshman forward Sarah Judd, who has 
led the team in scoring in two of the four games. Judd is averaging 20.3 points and 9.8 
rebounds, while shooting 67 percent from the field--team-best totals in each of the three 
categories. Junior guard Courtney Ruffing is next in scoring at 16.3 ppg, while senior forward 
Tamika Bates is second in rebounds at 8.5 rpg. Freshman guard LaTisha Martin quarterbacks 
the offense and is notching 9.3 assists per game. 
The Lady Eagles will play one other road contest before returning home for two 
conference games to open the Ohio Valley Conference season. MSU will play at Marshall next 
Tuesday at 7 p.m., and then host Tennessee-Martin at 5:45 p.m., on Saturday, Dec. 5, and 
Murray State at 7 p.m., on Monday, Dec. 7, in the Ellis T. Johnson Arena. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
11-23-98 
MSU Rifle Finishes Ninth and 10th at the Prestigious UK Invitational Tournament 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Coach Walt Rybka and the Morehead State men's and women's rifle teams opened 
the weekend of Nov. 13-15, with ninth- and 10th-place performances at the UK Invitational Tournament on 
Friday, the first of two competitions the squad will compete in over a three-day period. The MSU women's team 
paved the way by finishing in ninth, only 16 points ahead of the 10th-place Eagle men at the Buell Armory on the 
University of Kentucky campus in Lexington, Ky. For the women, it was an improvement from last year's 
performance, when they placed 12th• Last year, the men were ninth. 
The Eagles shot in the middle of the competition which lasted three weekends and included 21 teams. 
The MSU women were eighth in the air rifle event, while the men were 11th• In the smallbore, the results were 
reversed as the men were ninth and the women 10th• 
Leading the way for Morehead State was the trio of senior Kevin Cook (Eubank, Ky./Pulaski County 
HS), sophomore Jenny Waller (Washington, Pa./lCS International Correspondence) and senior Aaron Reed 
(Shelbyville, Ky./Shelby County HS). It was the second consecutive outing that Cook paced the team, having 
placed fourth overall in the dual with Murray State. 
Cook collected a 1147-370=1517, generating one more point than Waller's 1126-390=1516. Reed 
notched an 1134-371=1505, to round out the only team members to boast a total score above 1500. Joining 
Waller on the women's team were senior Mary Hafey (Maloneton, Ky./Greenup County HS) with a 1095-
367=1462, sophomore Mary Ellen Gill (Coshocton, Ohio/Coshocton HS) with an 1103-350=1453 and freshman 
Brooke Mccann (Onalaska, Wis./Holmen HS). For the men (mixed team), freshman Allutia Miller (Mt. View, 
Mo./Winona HS) shot a 1080-357=1437 and freshman Eric Terhune (Lexington, Ky./Wheaton Christian HS) 
shot a 1047-356=1403, to join Cook and Reed. 
Waller's air rifle score was particularly impressive, finishing fifth overall with a 390 (99-98-95-98), but 
only one point behind Kelly Dove's winning score of 391 . Reed finished the air rifle in 43rd (95-94-89-93=370), 
with Cook in 44th (93-92-95-90=390). Cook led the way in the smallbore with a 393-364-390=1147 to finish 20th• 
Reed was 31 st at 391-362-381=1134 and Waller 39th at 396-350-380=1126. Vincent Pestilli won the smallbore 
with an 1178. 
Overall , Somerset Gold won the team competition (4,639-1 ,540=6, 179), followed by the Northeast 
Georgia Junior Club (4,619-1 ,547=6, 166), and the top collegiate team, Air Force 1 (4,610-1 ,499=6, 109). 
Rounding out the finishers, in order, were Jacksonville State Red (6,085), Tennessee Tech Gold (6,050), 
Tennessee-Martin Blue (6,032), Army Gold (5,928), TCSC Pulaski (5,920), Morehead State Women (4,407-
1,471=5,878), Morehead State Mixed (4,408-1,454=5,862), Air Force 2 (5,816), Texas-El Paso Orange (5,791), 
Virginia Military Red (5,716), Texas A&M Maroon (5,698), Army Black (5,667), Virginia Military Gold (5,402), 
Nebraska Red (5,314), Texas A&M White (5,091), Mississippi Red (1 ,387), Mercer Red (1 ,299) and Tennessee-
Martin Orange (1 ,284). 
On Sunday, the Eagles will return to action in Columbus, Ohio, for the Buckeye International Rifle Match 
at Ohio State. MSU is slated to shoot smallbore at 2 p.m. and air rifle at 6 p.m. The squad will be back at home 
for a dual with OVC foe, Austin Peay State, on Saturday, Dec. 5, in its only competition of the month, at 9 a.m., 
at the Button Auditorium. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Morehead State Takes Second, Ninth at the Buckeye International Rifle Match 
MOREHEAD, KY - After finishing ninth and 10th two days before at the UK Invitational Tournament, the 
Morehead State rifle team improved by posting an impressive showing at the highly-competitive Buckeye 
International Rifle Match in Converse Hall on the campus of Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio, on 
Sunday, Nov. 15. The Eagles, which fielded two mixed teams, placed second and ninth in the 22-school 
competition, and posted the high score in the air rifle event. 
Coach Walt Rybka and the Morehead State men's and women's rifle teams opened the weekend on 
Friday in Kentucky with the women placing ninth and the men 10th. Like the Kentucky tournament, the Buckeye 
International Rifle Match was spread out over a three-week span, concluding this past weekend. 
It was one of the most successful outings in the team's history, with the MSU Gold squad finishing 
second overall and first in the air rifle and second in the smallbore. Last year, the Eagles' top team finished 
second in the smallbore event and third in the air rifle. 
It was a strong all-around performance for several members of the Eagles' contingent, including the 
second straight impressive outing for the trio of senior Kevin Cook (Eubank, Ky./Pulaski County HS), 
sophomore Jenny Waller (Washington, Pa./lCS International Correspondence) and senior Aaron Reed 
(Shelbyville, Ky./Shelby County HS). 
Cook began the day with a fifth-place performance in the smallbore event with a 393-368-385=1 , 146, 
followed by Reed in 13th with a 395-371-365=1 ,131 and Waller in 15th with a 393-361-376=1 ,130. Reed hit on a 
total of 51 centers to lead the entire squad. The Air Force Academy's Matthew Berube posted the highest 
overall score in the event with a 397-377-386=1 , 160. 
Later during the air rifle competition, Waller tied for third with a 96-95-95-97=383, with Cook tying for fifth 
with a 94-94-93-97=378. Senior Mary Hafey (Maloneton, Ky./Greenup County HS) added to the Gold team's 
score with a 95-93-94-93=375, to finish in a tie for 12th . She was followed by Reed in a tie for 17'h, with a 91-96-
95-89=371 . Thrine Kane, an independent entry, posted the air rifle high score with a 98-99-94-98=389. 
Overall, the runner-up Gold team was comprised of Cook (1, 146-378=1,524), Waller (1, 130-383=1,513), 
Reed (1 , 131-371=1,502) and Hafey (1 ,097-375=1 ,472). The ninth-place Blue team featured freshman Brooke 
Mccann (Onalaska, Wis./Holmen HS)-1 ,086-362=1,448-freshman Eric Terhune (Lexington, Ky./Wheaton 
Christian HS)-1 ,075-359=1,434-freshman Allutia Miller (Mt. View, Mo./Winona HS)-1 ,072-358=1,430-and 
freshman Chad Hayes (Louisville, Ky./Atherton HS)-984-344=1 ,328. 
In the team standings, the Air Force Academy 1 tallied a 4,564-1,504=6,068, to defeat the Eagles' Gold 
team (4,504-1 ,507=6,011) by 57 points. The two were the only ones to post scores of better than 6,000 points. 
Army 2 (5,897) was third, followed, in order by, UTEP (5,846), Air Force 2 (5,841 ), Duquesne (5,835), Texas 
A&M Maroon (5,703), Army 1 (5,688), Morehead State Blue (4,217-1 ,423=5,640), Rimfires 1 (5,575), DePaul 
(5,094), Texas A&M White (4,762), FGV 1 (4,284}, Air Force 3 (4,124), FGV 2 (3,993), FGV 3 (3,496), Eastern 
Michigan 2 (3,172) and Eastern Michigan 1 (2,689). Four individual entries claimed the last four spots. 
The squad will have three weeks off before its next competition, Dec. 5, its only one of the month. That 
day, the Eagles will host their second dual of the season, when OVC foe Austin Peay State comes to Morehead 
for a 9 a.m., match at the Button Auditorium. 
MSU Is an affirmat ive action equal opportunity educational institution. 
Sports Information 
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Eagle Basketball Game Information 
Morehead State University vs. Vanderbilt University 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 4035 1-1689 
Nov. 24, 1998 - Memorial Gym (15,3 11 ), Nashville, Tenn. - Game 3 
Morehead State (2-0) Probable Lineup 
F-33-Erik Brown ( 17 .0 ppg., 4.5 rpg.) 
(6-5, 210, Fr., Lexington, Ky.) 
F-44-Scou Charity ( 16.0 ppg. , 4.0 rpg.) 
(6-7, 225, Jr., San Diego, Calif.) 
C-42-Dewayne Krom (10.0 ppg., 5.0 rpg.) 
(6-9, 225, So., Roann, lnd.) 
G-20-Brad Cleaver ( 12.5 ppg., 2.5 rpg.) 
(6-3, 195, Jr., Murray, Ky.) 
G-22-Brett Bohanan (16.5 ppg., 2.5 rpg.) 
(6-4, 200, Jr. , Canton, Ill.) 
Head Coach: Kyle Macy (5-23 in his second year at MSU and 
in his career) 
Charity Named Ohio VaJley Conference Newcomer of the Week 
The Series 
Vanderbilt won the only meeting between the two 
schools, 81-73 in 1987-88 in Memorial Gym. 
MSU's ext Game 
Morehead State will travel to Huntington, W .Va., on 
Saturday (Nov. 28) to take on Marshall. Tipoff time in the 
Henderson Center will be 7 p.m. EST. 
MSU's Scott Charity, a 6-7, 225-pound, junior forward from San Diego, Calif., is the Ohio Valley Conference Newcomer of the 
Week. ln MSU's two wins, Charity had 32 points ( 16.0 ppg.), eight rebounds (4.0 rpg.) and fi ve assists (2.5 apg.). He hit 13 of 17 shots 
from the field (76.5%) and six of seven from the free throw line. 
Docks To Miss 4-6 Weeks With Hand Fracture 
Morehead State senior point guard Ted Docks will miss the next four to six weeks of the 1998-99 season after suffering a slight 
fracture of the navicular bone of his right hand in last night's Eagle win over Asbury College. 
"A fracture of the navicular is one of the most common of the hand and wrist," said MSU Head Athletic Trainer Gary Diehm. 
"It generally occurs when an individual extends his hand to break a fall. That was the case with Ted. 
"We're probably looking at Ted being in a cast for three or four weeks, then returning to practice if the healing process goes well." 
ln MSU's two 1998-99 wins, Docks had scored 13 points, handed out 14 assists and made 10 steals. The Canton, Mich., native 
ranks fourth on MSU's all-time assist list. 
The Asbury Game 
Scott Charity scored 20 points and Dewayne Krom had 16 points and pulled down a game-high rebounds to lead Morehead 
State to a 96-66 win over Asbury College Wednesday evening in Morehead. MSU also got 15 points from Brett Bohanan, 13 points 
from Erik Brown and 10 points from Dwane Samuels. 
The Huntington College Game 
Freshman Erik Brown scored 21 points and junior Breu Bohanan came off the bench to score 18 points to lead Morehead 
State to a 97-79 season-opening victory over Huntington College. Juniors Brad Cleaver and Scott Charity added 16 and 12 points, 
respectively, for the winners. The Eagles led by I 0, 41-3 I, at halftime and led by as many as 20 points in the second half. 
The Exhibition Games 
The Eagles defeated Vahostav Zilina-Slovak.ia, 94-82, on Nov. 5. Erik Brown scored 16 points and Scott Charity, Brad 
Cleaver and Brett Bohannan scored 15 points each to lead MSU. The Eagles defeated the Sports Reach Crusaders, 121-95, on Nov. 
11 . Brown scored 36 points and Kyle Umberger added 24 points. Statistics from the two exhibition games are included on the second 
page of this notes package. 
MSU Competes in its 66th Season of Intercollegiate Basketball 
Morehead State is in its 66th year of intercollegiate basketball. Overall, MSU is 843-786. Former Kentucky Wildcat All-
American Kyle Macy is the 11th head coach in Eagle history. 
MSU Is on affirmative action equal opportunity educotlonol lnstlMion. 
Eagles Sign Two During November Signing Period 
Justin Cornell, a 6-5 guard from Louisvi lle (Ky.) Fem Creek High School, and Billy Howell, a 6-10, 230-pound center from 
Garrison, Ky., and Lewis County High School have signed national letters-of-intent to play basketball for Morehead State. 
MSU and the Ohio Valley Conference Statistics 
As a team, Morehead State holds the following Ohio Valley Conference statistics rankings: 
Scoring Offense- I st (96.5) Scoring Defense-7th (72.5) 
Scoring Margin- I st ( +24.0) Free Throw %-1 st (80.6) 
Field Goal %-1st (55.9) Field Goal % Defense-6th (48.6) 
3-Pt. Field Goal %-3rd (44.4) 3-Pt. Field Goal % Defense- 10th (43.8) 
Rebounding Margin-3rd (+7.5) Blocked Shots-7th (2.5) 
Assists-] st (27 .0) Steals-I st ( 15.5) 
Turnover Margin-I st (+8.0) 3-Pt. Field Goals Made-4th (8.0) 
MSU individuals hold the following league rankings: 
Erik Brown - 6th in scoring (17.0) and 3rd in assist/turnover ratio (3.5). 
Scott Charity - 9th in scoring (16.0), !st in FG % (76.5 )and tied for 3rd in FT % (85.7). 
Dewayne Krom - tied for 17th in rebounding (5.0) and tied for 6th in FT % (83.3). 
Brett Bohanan - tied for 7th in scoring (16.5), tied for 4th in FG % (60.0), 9th in assists (4.0), tied for 9th in 3-pt. FG % (50.0), tied for 
5th in 3-pt. FG Made (3.0) and 7th in assist/turnover ratio (2.67). 
Brad Cleaver - 9th in FG % (55.6), 3rd in steals (4.0)and tied for 8th in 3-pt. FG Made (2.5). 
Ted Docks - 2nd in assists (7 .0), 1st in steals (5.0), tied for 7th in blocked shots ( 1.0) and 6th in assist/turnover ratio (2.8). 
Jeremy Webb - tied for 9th in assist/turnover ratio (2.0). 
The Kyle Macy Television Show 
The Kyle Macy Television Show can be seen weekly on WKYT-TV, Lexington, and WYMT-TV, Hazard, beginning Sunday 
Nov. 29 at 5 p.m. Future shows can be seen on Dec. 5 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.), Dec. 12 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Dec. 19 (Saturday, 6:30 
p.m.), Dec. 26 (Saturday, I 2:30 p.m.), Jan. 2 (Saturday, 12:30 pm.), Jan 9 (Saturday, 6:0 p.m.), Jan. 17 (Sunday, 5 p.m.), Jan. 23 
(Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Jan. 30 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Feb. 6 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Feb. 13 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.), Feb. 20 
(Saturday, 12:30 p.m.) and Feb. 27 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.). 
Eagle Basketball On The Air 
Host Communications again owns the radio broadcast rights to Morehead State University Eagle Basketball games. Award-
winning sportscaster Chuck Mraz will serve as the voice of the Eagles on the Morehead State Basketball Network. In the Morehead 
area, Eagle games can be heard on WIKO-FM, 96.3. 
Injury Updates 
(See note on Docks earlier in this notes package.) Junior college transfer Bernard Evans will likely red-shirt this season as he 
continues to recover from a knee injury suffered prior to enrolling at MSU. 
Statistics From the Exhibition Games 
Player G-GS Field Goals 3-PTFG Free Throws Reh. A Points 
Erik Brown 2-2 22-40-.550 6-10-.600 2-2-1.000 11-5.5 4 52-26.0 
Kyle Umberger 2-0 15-21-.7 14 0-0-.000 6-8-.750 16-8.0 3 36-18.0 
Brad Cleaver 2-2 10-22-.455 6- 13-.462 7-8-.875 5-2.5 I I 33-16.5 
Brett Bohanan 1-0 5-8-.625 5-7-.7 14 0-0-.000 1- 1.0 4 15-15.0 
Scott Charity 2-2 9-21-.429 0- 1-.000 6-9-.667 14-7.0 2 24-12.0 
Dewayne Krom 2-2 7-17-.4 12 1-2-.500 5-8-.625 12-6.0 2 20-10.0 
Jeremy Webb 2-0 5-9-.556 3-5-.600 0-0-.000 6-3.0 4 13-6.5 
Dwane Samuels 2-0 5-12-.4 17 0- 1-.000 1-3-.333 5-2.5 3 11-5.5 
Ted Docks 2-2 3-5-.600 0-0-.000 2-2-1.000 5-2.5 21 8-4.0 
Thomas Jenkins 2-0 1-5-.200 1- 1-1.000 0-0-.000 0-0.0 2 3-1.5 
Points 
Scoring Margin 
I st Half Points 




3-Pt. FG Made 
3-Pt. FG Attempted 
















3-Pt. FG Made 
3-Pt. FG Attempted 
3-Pt. FG % (Min. 4 made) 
FT Made 
FT Attempted 




Highs and Lows 
MSU Team Highs 
97-Huntington (11 - 16-98) 
+30-Asbury ( 11 -18-98) 
59-Asbury ( (1 1- 18-98) 
56-Huntington (11 - 11-98) 
38-twice 
76-Asbury ( 11- 18-98) 
.633 (38-60)-Huntington (1 1- 16-98) 
JO-Huntington ( 11- 16-98) 
18-twice 
.556 {10-18)-Huntington ( 11 -16-98) 
14-Asbury {I I- I 8-98) 
16-Huntington (11- 16-98) 
.933 (14-15)-Asbury ( 11 -18-98) 
39-Asbury ( 11-18-98) 
+9-Huntington ( 11- 16-98) 
23-Huntington (11 - 16-98) 
27-twice 
27-Huntington (11- 16-98) 
5-Asbury ( 11-18-98) 
I ?-Huntington ( 11 -16-98) 
MSU Individual Highs 
2 1-Bown vs. Huntington (11-16-98) 
9-Krom vs. Asbury (11-18-98) 
IO-Brown vs. Huntington ( 11-16-98) 
15-Brown vs. Huntington ( I 1- 16-98) 
.. 889(8-9)-Charity vs. Asbury (11- 18-98) 
4-Cleaver vs. Huntington ( 11 - 16-98) 
MSU Team Lows 
96-Asbury ( 11 -18-98) 
+ 18-Huntington ( 11-16-98) 
41-Huntington ( 11- 16-98) 
37-Asbury (1 1- 18-98) 
38-twice 
60-Huntington (11 -17-98) 
.500 (38-76)-Asbury ( 11 - 18-98) 
6-Asbury (11- 18-98) 
18-twice 
.333 (6-18)-Asbury ( 11-18-98) 
I I-Huntington (11 -16-98) 
15-Asbury (11-18-98) 
.688 (I 1-16)-Huntington ( 11 -16-98) 
31-Huntington ( 11 - 16-98) 
+6-Asbury ( 11-18-98) 
12-Asbury ( 11-1 8-98) 
27-twice 
13-Asbury ( 11 -18-98) 
0-Huntington (11-16-98) 
14-Asbury ( 11- 18-98) 
?-Cleaver vs. Huntington ( 11- 16-98) & Bohanan vs. Asbury (1 1- 18-98) 
.571 ( 4-7)-Cleaver vs. Huntington ( 11- 16-98) 
6-Krom vs. Asbury (1 1-18-98) 
6-Krom vs. Huntington ( 11- 16-98) & Asbury (11- 18-98) 
100 (6-6)-Asbury (11 - 18-98) 
8-Docks vs. Asbury ( 11 -18-98) 
2-Docks vs. Asbury ( 11-18-98) 
6-Docks vs. Huntington (1 1-16-98) & Cleaver vs. Asbury ( 11 -18-98) 
Morehead State University Basketball 
Season and Career Highs 
Bret Bohanan 
Season and Career Highs - Points-18 (Huntington), Rebounds-3 (Huntington), Assists-7 (Huntington), Steals-3 
(Huntington) 
Erik Brown 
Season and Career Highs - Points-21 (Huntington), Rebounds-5 (Huntington), Assists-4 (Asbury), Steals-2 (Huntington) 
Scott Charity 
Season and Career Highs - Points-20 (Asbury), Rebounds-5 (Asbury), Assists-5 (Asbury), Blocked Shots-I (Asbury) 
Brad Cleaver 
Season and Career Highs - Points-16-Huntington, Rebounds-3 (Huntington), Assists-3 (Huntington), Steals-6 (Asbury) 
Ted Docks 
Season Highs - Points-9 (Huntington), Rebounds-3 (Asbury), Assists-8 (Asbury), Steals-6 (Huntington) 
Career Highs - Points-14 (Tennessee State, 1997-98), Rebounds-11 (Tennessee Tech, 1997-98), Assists-12 (Austin Peay, 
1997-98), Steals-6 (twice) 
Dewayne Krom 
Season Highs - Points-16 (Asbury), Rebounds-9 (Asbury) 
Career Highs - Points-18 (Eastern Kentucky, 1997-98), Rebounds-16 (Southeast Missouri, 1997-98) 
Dwane Samuels 
Season and Career Highs - Points-IO (Asbury), Rebounds-3 (Huntington) 
Kyle Umberger 
Season and Career Highs - Points-2 (twice), Rebounds-4 (Asbury), Steals-2 (Huntington) 
Jeremy Webb 
Season Highs - Points-8 (Huntington), Rebounds-6 (Asbury), Assists-4 (Huntington), Steals-3 (Huntington) 
Career Highs - Points-19 (Evansville, 1997-98), Rebounds- 13 (Eastern Illinois, 1997-98), Assists-4 (twice), Steals-4 
(Tennessee Tech, 1997-98) 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Oakland Jumps Out to Big Lead, Cruises to Victory over Lady Eagles 
ROCHESTER, Ml - The Morehead State women's basketball team hit the road for the first time 
this year and came away with a disappointing loss to Oakland University, 95-61 , on Tuesday evening at 
the OU Athletics Center in Rochester, Mich. The first-year Division I Golden Grizzlies used an impressive 
start, shooting out to a 22-point lead after the first nine minutes, to topple the Lady Eagles. MSU could 
not get any closer than 11 points as OU never looked back to cruise to the win. 
"It was a classic example of size, strength and experience versus youth and inexperience," Lady 
Eagles' Coach Laura T. Litter said. "They got out of the gate quickly with a hot hand and we could never 
totally recover. The physical play was an excellent learning experience for our young squad and its 
introduction to Division I basketball." 
The game was the first contest for Morehead State (1-1) after a 10-day layoff. The Lady Eagles 
had previously defeated Davis & Elkins at home on Nov. 14, 92-61. Tuesday was the first meeting ever 
between Oakland and MSU and marked the first-ever women's basketball contest at OU's new facility, the 
Recreation and Athletics Center. 
The Golden Grizzlies (2-3) jumped out to a 5-0 lead before MSU scored its first basket. OU 
extended the margin to as much as 22 (30-8) at 11 : 12, before the Lady Eagles made a run of their own to 
close the score to 30-19 at the 8:10 mark. Oakland was able to slow the visitor's attack and push the 
edge back up to a 22-point lead at the break, 54-32. 
In the second half, the story was not much different. The Golden Grizzlies continued to push its 
margin higher behind its torrid outside shooting and stretched the advantage to as much as 38 on two 
occasions, including as late at 95-57 with 1 :05 remaining. 
The Lady Eagles' most prolific scorer was freshman guard Heidi Daulton (Georgetown, 
Ohio/Georgetown HS), who hit on 4-of-8 three-pointers to finish with 17 points, while adding five rebounds 
and three steals. For the second straight game, junior forward Vette Robinson (Louisville, Ky./Pleasure 
Ridge Park HS) posted double figures in scoring, notching 15 points before fouling out with just over four 
minutes in the game. Robinson added six rebounds, while junior forward Cisha Brazley (Memphis, 
Tenn./Ft. Campbell (Ky.) HS) paced the squad with seven boards and added seven points. 
Oakland, playing in its first season of Division I basketball after a successful run in the Division II 
ranks, was led by freshman forward Sarah Judd, one of four in double digits in scoring. Judd posted 19 
points on 8-of-10 shooting. Judd tied with sophomore forward Jennifer Amy (16 points, four three-
pointers) in game-high rebounds with eight. Senior forward Teresa Tallenger tallied 14 points, five 
rebounds and four assists, while senior forward Tamika Bates added 13 points. Freshman guard LaTisha 
Martin paced the offense with six assists, while adding six rebounds. 
As a team, the Golden Grizzlies shot 52 percent from the field in the first half, before finishing at 
49 percent. For the game, Morehead State only shot 30 percent. OU also held a 24-10 edge in assists, a 
50-39 advantage in rebounds and had eight blocks to the Lady Eagles' none. 
MSU will be back on the road next Tuesday for a tilt with Marshall (0-3) at 7 p.m., in Huntington, 
W. Va. The Lady Eagles will then return home for two league games to open the Ohio Valley Conference 
season, hosting Tennessee-Martin at 5:45 p.m., on Saturday, Dec. 5, and Murray State at 7 p.m., on 
Monday, Dec. 7, in the Ellis T. Johnson Arena. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational lnstiMion. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Eagle Basketball Game Information 
Morehead State University vs. Marshall University 
Nov. 28, 1998 - Henderson Center (9,043), Huntington, W.Va. - Game 4 
Morehead State (2-1) Probable Lineup 
F-33-Erik Brown ( 16.7 ppg., 5.3 rpg.) 
(6-5, 2 10, Fr., Lexington, Ky.) 
F-44-Scott Charity ( 13.0 ppg., 4.7 rpg.) 
(6-7, 225, Jr. , San Diego, Calif.) 
C-42-Dewayne Krom (6.7 ppg., 3.3 rpg.) 
(6-9, 225 , So., Roann, Ind.) Or 
55-Kyle Umberger (5.3 ppg., 4.7 rpg.) 
(6-7, 225, Fr. , Ashland, Ky.) 
G-20-Brad Cleaver ( 15.0 ppg., 3.0 rpg.) 
(6-3, 195, Jr., Murray, Ky.) 
G-22-Brett Bohanan ( 16.7 ppg., 2.3 rpg.) 
(6-4, 200, Jr., Canton, Ill.) 
Head Coach: Kyle Macy (5-24 in his second year at MSU and 
in his career) 
Charity Named Ohio Valley Conference ewcomer of the Week 
The Series 
Marshall leads 46-42 in a series that dates to I 939-40. 
Morehead State won the last meeting, 65-50, last season in 
MSU's Johnson Arena 
Last Season's Game 
A copy of last season's box score is included in this 
notes package. 
MSU's ext Game 
Morehead State will open Ohio Valley Conferenc play 
on Thursday (Dec. 3) when OVC preseason pick Murray State 
visits Johnson Arena. Tipoff will be 7:30 p.m. EST. 
MSU's Scott Charity, a 6-7, 225-pound, junior forward from San Diego, Calif. , is the Ohio Valley Conference Newcomer of the 
Week. In MSU's two wins, Charity had 32 points ( 16.0 ppg.), eight rebounds (4.0 rpg.) and five assists (2.5 apg.). He hit 13 of 17 shots 
from the field (76.5%) and six of seven from the free throw line. 
Docks To Miss 4-6 Weeks With Hand Fracture 
Morehead State senior point guard Ted Docks will miss the next four to six weeks of the 1998-99 season after suffering a slight 
fracture of the navicular bone of his right hand in last night's Eagle win over Asbury College. 
ln MSU's two 1998-99 wins, Docks had scored 13 points, handed out 14 assists and made 10 steals. The Canton, Mich., native 
ranks fourth on MSU's all-time assist list. 
Webb WilJ Likely Miss Marshall Game 
Junior forward Jeremy Webb will likely miss the Marshall game with an eye injury suffered in the Vanderbilt game. He has 
some bleeding in the eye. It is hoped that he will return for the Ohio Valley Conference opener against Murray State on Thursday. 
The Vanderbilt Game 
A balanced Vanderbilt scoring attack enabled the Commodores to defeat Morehead State 79-69 Tuesday in Nashville. Dan 
Langhi, the Southeastern Conference's first Player of the Week of the season, scored 18 points to lead Vandy. Brad Cleaver scored 20 
points, and Bretl Bohanan and Erik Brown had 17 points and 16 points, respectively, for MSU. The Eagles hit 13 of 30 three-pointers 
in the game. Cleaver was six of nine and Bohanan was four of nine. 
ewcomers Carry the Load 
All 69 of MSU's points against Vanderbilt came from newcomers. 
The Exhibition Games 
The Eagles defeated Vahostav Zilina-Slovakia, 94-82, on Nov. 5. Erik Brown scored 16 points and Scott Charity, Brad 
Cleaver and Brett Bohannan scored 15 points each to lead MSU. The Eagles defeated the Sports Reach Crusaders, 12 1-95, on Nov. 
11 . Brown scored 36 points and Kyle Umberger added 24 points. Statistics from the two exhibition games are included on the second 
page of this notes package. 
MSU Competes in its 66th Season of Intercollegiate Basketball 
Morehead State is in its 66th year of intercollegiate basketball. Overall, MSU is 843-787. Former Kentucky Wildcat All-
American Kyle Macy is the 11th head coach in Eagle history. 
Eagles Sign Two During ovember Signing Period 
Justin Cornell , a 6-5 guard from Louisville (Ky.) Fern Creek High School, and Billy Howell, a 6-10, 230-pound center from 
Garrison, Ky., and Lewis County High School have signed national letters-of-intent to play basketball for Morehead State. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educotlonol lnstlMlon. 
MSU and the Ohio Valley Conference Statistics 
As a team, Morehead State holds the following Ohio Valley Conference statistics rankings: 
Scoring Offense-1st (96.5) Scoring Defense-7th (72.5) 
Scoring Margin- 1st ( +24.0) Free Throw %-1st (80.6) 
Field Goal %-1st (55.9) Field Goal % Defense-6th (48.6) 
3-Pt. Field Goal %-3rd (44.4) 3-Pt. Field Goal % Defense-10th (43.8) 
Rebounding Margin-3rd (+7.5) Blocked Shots-7th (2.5) 
Assists- I st (27 .0) Steals- I st ( 15.5) 
Turnover Margin-1 st (+8.0) 3-Pt. Field Goals Made-4th (8.0) 
MSU individuals hold the following league rankings: 
Erik Brown - 6th in scoring (17 .0) and 3rd in assist/turnover ratio (3.5). 
Scott Charity- 9th in scoring ( 16.0), 1st in FG % (76.5 )and tied for 3rd in FT % (85.7). 
Dewayne Krom - tied for 17th in rebounding (5.0) and tied for 6th in FT% (83.3). 
Brett Bohanan - tied for 7th in scoring (16.5), tied for 4th in FG % (60.0), 9th in assists (4.0), tied for 9th in 3-pt. FG % (50.0), tied for 
5th in 3-pt. FG Made (3.0) and 7th in assist/turnover ratio (2.67). 
Brad Cleaver - 9th in FG % (55.6), 3rd in steals (4.0)and tied for 8th in 3-pt. FG Made (2.5). 
Ted Docks - 2nd in assists (7.0), 1st in steals (5.0), tied for 7th in blocked shots ( 1.0) and 6th in assist/turnover ratio (2.8). 
Jeremy Webb - tied for 9th in assist/turnover ratio (2.0). 
Other Games in the Ohio Valley Conference Today 
UT-Martin at Mississippi State (2 p.m. CST) 
Austin Peay at Mississippi (2 p.m. CST) 
Middle Tennessee at East Tennessee (7:30 p.m. EST) 
Tennessee Tech at UNC-Asheville (7:30 p.m. EST) 
Spaulding at Tennessee State (7 p.m. CST) 
Murray State at Oklahoma (Championship Game of the Oklahoma Tournament) 
The Kyle Macy Television Show 
The Kyle Macy Television Show can be seen weekly on WKYT-TV, Lexington, and WYMT-TV, Hazard, beginning Sunday 
Nov. 29 at 5 p.m. Future shows can be seen on Dec. 5 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.), Dec. 12 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Dec. 19 (Saturday, 6:30 
p.m.), Dec. 26 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Jan. 2 (Saturday, 12:30 pm.), Jan 9 (Saturday, 6:0 p.m.), Jan. 17 (Sunday, 5 p.rn.), Jan. 23 
(Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Jan. 30 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Feb. 6 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Feb. 13 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.), Feb. 20 
(Saturday, 12:30 p.m.) and Feb. 27 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.). 
Eagle Basketball On The Air 
Host Communications again owns the radio broadcast rights to Morehead State University Eagle Basketball games. Award-
winning sportscaster Chuck Mraz wi ll serve as the voice of the Eagles on the Morehead State Basketball Network. In the Morehead 
area, Eagle games can be heard on WIKO-FM, 96.3. 
Injury Updates 
(See notes on Docks and Webb earlier in this notes package.) Junior college transfer Bernard Evans will likely red-shirt this 
season as he continues to recover from a knee injury suffered prior to enrolling at MSU. 
Statistics From the Exhibition Games 
Player G-GS Field Goals 
Erik Brown 2-2 22-40-.550 
Kyle Umberger 2-0 15-2 1-.714 
Brad Cleaver 2-2 10-22-.455 
Brett Bohanan 1-0 5-8-.625 
Scott Charity 2-2 9-21-.429 
Dewayne Krom 2-2 7- 17-.412 
Jeremy Webb 2-0 5-9-.556 
Dwane Samuels 2-0 5-12-.417 
Ted Docks 2-2 3-5-.600 
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Mackey Receives Academic All-District Recognition 
MOREHEAD, KY - Morehead State senior outside hitter Lauren Mackey was recently 
named to the GTE Academic All-District IV Volleyball Team as a second-team selection. 
Mackey was one of 12 athletes (six first team, six second team) who received the honor. 
The district team is comprised of student-athletes from NCAA Division I schools in Alabama, 
Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio and Tennessee. There are eight districts in total. To be nominated, 
student-athletes must be a significant contributor on the court for their team and maintain a GPA 
of at least 3.20. The six first-team choices are eligible for Academic All-American honors, which 
will be selected later this fall. 
During her career, Mackey has been well accomplished both on and off the court. The 
Louisville, Ky., native and graduate of the Sacred Heart Academy has a 3.40 GPA in exercise 
science and is scheduled to graduate in December of 1999. She has been on the OVC 
Commissioners Honor Roll each year eligible and the Dean's List the last year and a half. In 
addition, she serves on the prestigious NCAA Student Athletes Advisory Committee. 
She finished her playing career with astounding numbers. She tallied 2,293 kills and 
5,933 attacks to finish sixth and fourth , respectively, in NCAA history. She is the school and 
conference career kills and attacks leader and is second all-time on the MSU career digs list and 
third in hitting percentage. In addition, she owns the school's top single-season marks in kills 
and attacks, while also notching seven of the top nine all-time single-match kill performances. 
She finished 10th in Division I this fall in kills per game at 5.20 and was recently named first-team 
all-conference for the third straight time. 
"My education at MSU is what I take the most pride in," said Mackey in response to 
learning of the academic honor. "It is more difficult juggling the two (academics and volleyball), 
but I am used to doing both. It just takes good time management and organization. I take pride 
in doing well and getting good grades." 
Joining her in receiving academic all-district recognition were Maggie Clark (Miami, Ohio), 
Joanna Downie (Wright State), Wendy Feldman (Central Michigan), Andria Humpert (Western 
Kentucky)--the sister of Morehead State senior outside hitter Kristin Humpert (Ft. Mitchell , 
Ky./Notre Dame Academy), Carrie Patterson (Kent State) and Stephanie Rotunno (Western 
Michigan) on the first team, and Natalie Barrett (East Tennessee State), Katie Graham 
(Cincinnati), Robin Ill (Central Michigan), Sara Schaub (Eastern Michigan) and Julie Sterk 
(Miami-Ohio) on the second team. 
Morehead State finished the season with a first-round loss in the Ohio Valley Conference 
tournament to Southeast Missouri State, the eventual champion, 15-4, 16-14, 15-4. The Eagles 
ended the campaign with 15-18 overall and 9-9 league marks. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
'Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Lady Eagles To Get Back In Action At Marshall 
MOREHEAD, KY - Having played only twice in 18 days, Coach Laura Litter and the 
Morehead State women's basketball team will shake off the rust this week with a run of three 
games in seven days beginning on Tuesday with a contest at rival Marshal at 7 p.m., in the 
Henderson Center in Huntington, W.Va. The Lady Eagles enter with a 1-1 record, while the 
Thundering Herd are 0-4. 
MSU has not played since last Tuesday, when the squad lost to Oakland University, 95-
61 in Rochester, Mich. Freshman guard Heidi Daulton (Georgetown, Ohio/Georgetown HS), led 
the way for the Lady Eagles, hitting on 4-of-8 three-pointers to finish with 17 points, while adding 
five rebounds and three steals. For the second straight game, junior forward Vette Robinson 
(Louisville, Ky./Pleasure Ridge Park HS) posted double figures in scoring, notching 15 points 
before fouling out with just over four minutes in the game. Robinson added six rebounds, while 
junior forward Cisha Brazley (Memphis, Tenn./Ft. Campbell (Ky.) HS) paced the squad with 
seven boards and added seven points. 
The Lady Eagles are expected to use a young lineup against the Thundering Herd, with 
as many as four freshman to see significant floor time. Robinson and Daulton are the only two 
MSU players to average double figures in scoring at 17 and 13 points per game, respectively. 
The two squads have met 31 times in the past, with the Lady Eagles owning an 18-13 
advantage. They have not met since the 1996-97 season when the Thundering Herd won 67-52 
in Huntington. Marshall and Morehead State had met in 23 consecutive years, prior to not facing 
each other last season. 
Although Marshall is 0-4, its record is deceptive since its opponents included Youngstown 
State, Duquesne, Central Michigan and No. 8 Old Dominion, which combine to own a 14-4 
record this season. The Thundering Herd have played only once at home and are coming off a 
74-57 loss at Duquesne on Sunday. 
Senior forward Kristina Behnfeldt leads the team in scoring with 19.5 points and 12.8 
rebounds per game. She has been the squad's top rebounder in each outing and either led or 
tied for the lead in scoring three of four times. Sophomore guard Toni Patillo is second in scoring 
at 9.8 ppg and had 13 in the Duquesne matchup. Freshman forward Elizabeth Tokodi paced the 
Thundering Herd in that contest with 17 points. 
MSU returns to Morehead to play its next two contests, opening the Ohio Valley 
Conference season with Tennessee-Martin at 5:45 p.m., on Saturday, Dec. 5, before squaring off 
with Murray State at 7 p.m., on Monday, Dec. 7, in the Ellis T. Johnson Arena. 
MSI.J is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Lady Eagles Hang Tough But Fall To Rival Marshall, 82-70 
HUNTINGTON, WV -- Although starting off slowly for the second straight game, the Morehead State 
women's basketball team roared back to make it a competitive contest on Tuesday night at the Cam Henderson 
Center in Huntington, W.Va. Unfortunately, the Lady Eagles did not have enough to overcome host Marshall as 
the Thundering Herd grabbed an 82-70 win. Marshall improved to 1-4 with the victory, but MSU, which dropped 
to 1-2 after only playing its second game in 18 days, still holds the edge in the series, 18-14, although MU has 
won four of the last five. 
"I was disappointed with the overall result," said Lady Eagle head coach Laura T. Litter. "But, I was 
impressed with how well the kids fought back after being down and playing in a hostile environment. I really 
thought we had a chance to win this one, but we had some lapses in our defense late in the game, we missed 
some key free throws and we just turned the ball over too much." 
Like in its game with Oakland University last Tuesday, Morehead State fell into a deep hole early in the 
contest. MU held an 11-point advantage eight minutes into the game at 17-6, but a 22-7 run over the next 6:15 
put MSU in the mix and gave the Lady Eagles their biggest lead of the night at 28-24. However a 16-6 stretch 
swung the score back in the Thundering Herd's favor at halftime, 43-33. 
The Lady Eagles never could recapture the lead in the second half, although the score was tied once, 
51-51 with 12:25 to play. However, MSU whittled the Marshall lead back down to five with just under two 
minutes to go, but was unable to score down the stretch after frantic attempts to close the gap. 
For the second straight outing, the Lady Eagles were out-rebounded (59-40) and forced into committing 
several turnovers (25). However, statistically both teams were fairly even, with each virtually mirroring the other 
in field goal percentage, assists, fouls, steals and blocks. 
No one had a greater impact on the Lady Eagles' performance than freshman guard Margaret Klee 
(Mayslick, Ky./St. Patrick's HS), who had a career night with 27 points on 9-of-12 shooting and 8-of-10 from the 
free throw line to set team-season highs in the three areas. The high-scoring high school star had seen little 
action in earlier games this season and was averaging only 1.5 points per game entering the contest. 
Joining Klee in double figures in scoring was freshman guard Heidi Daulton (Georgetown, 
Ohio/Georgetown HS) with 10 points and a team-best five steals, and steady junior forward Cisha Brazley 
(Memphis, Tenn./Ft. Campbell (Ky.) HS) with 10 points and five rebounds. Sophomore forward Megan 
Kellough (Chillicothe, Ohio/Paint Valley HS) and junior guard Domonique Mitchell (Louisville, Ky./Pleasure 
Ridge Park HS) tied for team-high honors in rebounds with seven apiece. Kellough also added eight points, 
while Mitchell tied Daulton for squad-best assist totals with three. 
Marshall gained its first victory of the season in only its second home contest. The Thundering Herd 
were led by the duo of freshman forward Elizabeth Tokodi and senior forward Kristina Behnfeldt, who each 
tallied 27 points. Tokodi was 9-of-17 from the field, 9-of-11 from the free throw line and added a game-best 13 
rebounds. Behnfeldt was 1 0-of-21 from the floor and added 11 rebounds, playing the entire 40 minutes. 
MSU will return home to play its next two contests, opening the Ohio Valley Conference season with 
Tennessee-Martin on Saturday at 5:45 p.m., before squaring off with Murray State next Monday at 7 p.m., in the 
Ellis T. Johnson Arena. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 

Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
12-2-98 
Morehead State Rifle Teams To Host Austin Peay 
MOREHEAD, KY - The Morehead State men's and women's rifle teams are back in 
action this week after a three-week layoff from their last competition. The Eagles will have 
another big break after hosting Austin Peay on Saturday at 9 a.m., in the Button Auditorium, their 
only competition of the month. It will be the team's final match before exams and the Christmas 
break. MSU will not be back in action again for nearly six weeks. 
MSU had two sets of solid performances during its last outings, Nov. 13 at the UK 
Invitational Tournament and the Nov. 15 Buckeye International Rifle Match. The Eagle women 
placed ninth and men 10th in Kentucky, and followed with second and ninth-place showings with 
two mixed squads at Ohio State. The impressive performances in the latter match, included the 
MSU Gold squad finishing second overall, and first in the air rifle and second in the smallbore 
events. 
It was a strong all-around performance for several members of the Eagles' contingent, 
including the second straight impressive outing for the trio of senior Kevin Cook (Eubank, 
Ky./Pulaski County HS), sophomore Jenny Waller (Washington, Pa./lCS International 
Correspondence) and senior Aaron Reed (Shelbyville, Ky./Shelby County HS). Cook was fifth in 
the smallbore and tied for fifth in the air rifle. In the two events, Reed was 13th and tied for 17th, 
while Waller was 15th and tied for third. Senior Mary Hafey (Maloneton, Ky./Greenup County 
HS), who finished in a tie for 12th in the smallbore, rounded out the Gold team's lineup. 
Saturday's competition will be the second dual of the season for the Eagles, although 
MSU and Austin Peay met last year in a tri-meet in Morehead, with the hosts prevailing. The 
Morehead State men's team took first with a 1,504, with the women in second at 1,454, Austin 
Peay in third in 1,266 and Cincinnati in fourth in 999. Like last year's contest, only air rifle will be 
contested in this weekend's match. 
Austin Peay features a five-member all-women's squad, which includes two juniors, a 
sophomore and two freshmen. Only sophomore Brandy Butler competed in last year's tri-match, 
leading the team with 339 points, while hitting on a squad-high four centers. 
Morehead State will have a busy week when the team returns to action at the end of 
January. On the 23rd, the Eagles will travel to the Rose-Hulman Invitational, followed by the 
Tennessee-Martin Invitational on the 30th, and the double-meet--Withrow Invitational and Ohio 
Valley Conference Championships--in Murray, Ky., on the 31st. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
12-2-98 
Morehead State To Open Conference Season With Two Home Games 
MOREHEAD, KY -- The Morehead State Lady Eagle basketball team comes into the month of December 
having only played three games in 22 days. However, MSU will get a crack at two teams when the Lady Eagles 
open the conference season this weekend. 
Morehead State (1 -2) is coming off a disheartening loss at Marshall yesterday, 82-70. Yet, there were 
several individual bright spots in the contest. Freshman guard Margaret Klee (Mayslick, Ky./St. Patrick's HS), 
barely missed a shot in far-and-away the best outing of her career. Klee tied for game-high honors with 27 
points on 9-of-12 shooting and 8-of-10 from the free throw line. Freshman guard Heidi Daulton (Georgetown, 
Ohio/Georgetown HS) added 10 points and a team-best five steals, and steady junior forward Cisha Brazley 
(Memphis, Tenn./Ft. Campbell (Ky.) HS) posted 10 points and five rebounds. 
MSU will begin the weekend with Tennessee-Martin on Saturday at 5:45 p.m., in the first game of a 
doubleheader with the Eagle men. The Lady Eagles will then host Murray State on Monday at 7 p.m. Morehead 
State owns a 7-6 series edge over UT-Martin and is up 27-22 on Murray State. The Lady Eagles lost all four 
games last season to their two weekend opponents, as UTM grabbed wins of 80-65 in Martin, Tenn. , and 86-63 
in Morehead, while Murray claimed victories of 89-73 in Murray, Ky. , and 91 -78 in Morehead. 
The young Lady Eagles have started at least two freshmen in each game, including Daulton, who leads 
the conference in three-pointers per game. Daulton and Klee are each averaging better than 1 O points a game, 
with Daulton second on the squad with 12 ppg and Klee third at 10 ppg. Another freshman, forward Jodi 
Dempsey (Galena, Ohio/Big Walnut HS), leads the conference in field goal percentage. However, a veteran, 
junior forward Vette Robinson (Louisville, Ky./Pleasure Ridge Park HS) paces the Lady Eagles in points (14) 
and rebounds (7.3) per game. 
Both of Tennessee-Martin's (2-2) losses have come against Southeastern Conference teams. The 
squad has only one double-figure scorer, junior center Zabrina Harris (17.3 ppg). She is also the team's 
rebounding and field goal percentage leader, at 6.8 per outing and .571 , respectively. Senior guard Tessa 
Fields help pace the team from the free throw line, having hit on 20-of-23 attempts. She also averages 9.8 ppg, 
5.3 rpg and leads the Skyhawks with 17 assists. 
Like Morehead State, Murray State has been struggling this season. The Racers (0-5) have played each 
of their games on the road and will enter Monday's contest after having played at Eastern Kentucky on 
Saturday. Three players average double figures in scoring, led by senior forward Bobbi Coltharp at 14.8 ppg. 
Sophomore forward Monika Gadson and junior guard Heather Bates post almost identical numbers at 11 .8 and 
11 .6 ppg, respectively, but Gadson leads the regulars in field goal percentage (.565) and rebounds (8.0 rpg), 
while Bates tops the squad in assists (4.8 per game) and steals (4.0 per game). 
The Lady Eagles will have another 12 days off after Monday's matchup as Morehead State takes a break 
for exams. The squad will return to action for games on three consecutive days, beginning with the Lady Blazer 
Classic in Birmingham, Ala., on Dec. 19 and 20, and then a road contest at UNC Asheville on Dec. 21 . 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD ST AT E UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 
Eagle Basketball Game Information 
Morehead State University vs. Murray State University 
Dec. 3, 1998 - Johnson Arena (6,500), Morehead, Ky. - Game 5 
Morehead State (2-2) Probable Lineup 
F-44-Scott Charily (12.5 ppg., 6 .3 rpg.) 
(6-7, 225 , Jr. , San Diego, Calif.) 
F-55-Kyle Umberger (7.5 ppg., 5.3 rpg.) 
(6-7, 225, Fr. , Ashland, Ky.) 
C-42-Dewayne Krom (5.5 ppg., 2.8 rpg.) 
(6-9, 225, So., Roann, Ind.) Or 
G-23-Jeremy Webb (5.0 ppg., 3.7 rpg.) 
(6-6, 205, Jr., Olive Hill , Ky.) 
G-33-Erik Brown ( 19.0 ppg., 5.5 rpg.) 
(6-5, 2 I 0, Fr., Lexington, Ky.) 
Head Coach: Kyle Macy (5-25 in his second year al MSU and 
in his career) 
Officials 
Anthony Jordan, Bob Perlman, Kerry Sitton 
The Series 
Murray State (4-0) Probable Lineup 
F- 13-Rod Murray (l4.8 ppg., 4.8 rpg.) 
(6-7, 190, Jr., Montgomery, Ala.) 
F-31-lsaac Spencer (l4.5 ppg., 9.8 rpg.) 
(6-6, 2 15, Jr., Montgomery, Ala.) 
C-34-Duane Virgil ( I 1.0 ppg. , 5.0 rpg.) 
(6-9, 240, Sr. , Port of Spain, Trinidad) 
G- 4-Marlon Towns ( 12.0 ppg., 3.5 rpg.) 
(6-5, 2 15, Jr., Memphis, Tenn.) 
G- 12-Aubrey Reese (I 0 .3 ppg., 6.3 rpg.) 
(6-0, 190, Jr. , Auburn, Ala.) 
Head Coach: Tevester Anderson (4-0 in his first year at 
Murray and in his career) 
Murray Slate leads 83-47 in a series lhat dates to 1933-34. The Racers have won lhe last lhree meetings. Last season, Murray 
won 9 1-69 on Dec. 6, 1997, in Murray and 95-8 1 on Feb. 3, 1998, in Morehead. 
MSU's Next Game 
Morehead State wi ll play host lo UT-Martin on Saturday (Dec. 5). That game will lip off at 8 p.m. EST and is lhe night cap of 
an OVC men's-women's doubleheader. The Lady Eagles and Skyhawk women will tip off at 5:45 p.m. EST. 
Brown Named Ohio Valley Conference Freshman of the Week 
MSU's Erik Brown (Lexington, Ky., Bryan Station High School) is lhe Ohio Valley Conference Freshman of lhe Week. In MSU's 
Vanderbilt and Marshall road games, he scored 42 points (21.0) and grabbed I 3 rebounds (6.5). He had a game-high 26 points at Marshall 
and 16 points at Vanderbilt. 
Docks Out 2-4 More Weeks With Hand Fracture 
Morehead State senior point guard Ted Docks is expected to be oul 2-4 more weeks wilh the slight fracture of the navicular bone 
of his right hand he suffered in MSU's win over Asbury College. 
In MSU's two 1998-99 wins, Docks had scored 13 points, handed out 14 assists and made IO steals. The Canton, Mich., native 
ranks fourth on MSU's all-time assist list. 
Webb WilJ Return for the Murray State Game 
Junior forward Jeremy Webb missed lhe Marshall game with an eye injury suffered in the Vanderbilt game. He returned to 
practice on Monday and wi ll be available for lhe Murray State game on Thursday. 
Bohanan Suspended for the Murray State Game 
Junior guard Brett Bohanan has been suspended for lhe Murray State game for violation of team rules. 
Cleaver Academically Ineligible 
Junior guard Brad Cleaver has been declared academically ineligible. See attached release for more information. 
Eagle Quarterback David Dinkins Joins Basketball Team, Former Football/Baseball Standout Chris Berry Expecte to Join Soon 
David Dinkins, a 6-2, 189-pound sophomore from Pittsburgh, Pa., and Schenley High School, has joined the Eagle basketball 
team. As lhe quarterback for the Eagle football team this season, he set numerous records and became only lhe lhird individual in NCAA 
Division I-AA history to bolh pass for 1,000 yards and rush for 1,000 yards in the same season. Dinkins wi ll wear number 15 tonight. 
Chris Berry, a 5-IO, 185-pound senior from London, Ky., and South Laurel High School will probably join the basketball squad 
as soon as tomorrow. Berry lettered four years in football and four years in baseball at MSU, setting several school records and leading 
NCAA Division I-AA in punt returns in I 997. He was a high school all-stater in basketball, baseball and football at South Laurel. He 
served as a student coach for lhe Eagle football team in 1998. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
The Marshall Game 
Marshall used superior depth to wear down Morehead State 99-79 last Saturday evening in Huntington. The Herd bench scored 
59 points in the win. Joda Burgess had 16 points to lead MU. Eagle freshman Erik Brown led all scorers with 26 points. Freshman Kyle 
Umberger came off the bench to add 14 points. 
Newcomers Carry the Load 
All 69 ofMSU's points against Vanderbilt came from newcomers. In the Marshall game, 75 points came from first-year Eagles. 
MSU Competes in its 66th Season of Intercollegiate Basketball 
Morehead State is in its 66th year of intercollegiate basketball. Overall, MSU is 843-788. Former Kentucky Wildcat All-
American Kyle Macy is the 11th head coach in Eagle history. 
Eagles Sign Two During November Signing Period 
Justin Cornell , a 6-5 guard from Louisville (Ky.) Fern Creek High School, and Billy Howell , a 6-10, 230-pound center from 
Garrison, Ky., and Lewis County High School have signed national letters-of-intent to play basketball for Morehead State. 
MSU and the Ohio Valley Conference Statistics 
As a team, Morehead State holds the following Ohio Valley Conference statistics rankings: 
Scoring Offense- 1st (85.3) Scoring Defense-8th (80.8) 
Scoring Margin-5th (+4.5) Free Throw %- Isl (76.1) 
Field Goal %- 1st (48.5) Field Goal % Defense-7th (48.1) 
3-Pt. Field Goal %-2nd (45.0) 3-Pt. Field Goal % Defense-10th (42.4) 
Rebounding Margin-5th (+3.5) Blocked Shots-3rd (3.8) 
Assists- I st (20.8) Steals- I st (l 2.0) 
Turnover Margin-I st ( + 1.5) 3-Pt. Field Goals Made-tie !st (9.0) 
MSU individuals hold the following league rankings: 
Erik Brown - 4th in scoring (19.0), 14th in rebounding (5.5), 2nd in FT % (90.0) and tied for 5th in blocked shots ( 1.2). 
Scott Charity- 18th in scoring (12.5), tied for 9th in rebounding (6.3), 6th in FG % (54.l) and tied for 5th in blocked shots (1.2). 
Dewayne Krom - tied for 4th in FT % (83.3). 
Brett Bohanan - tied for 7th in scoring (14.8), tied for 7th assists (4.0), tied for 8th in FT % (80.0), 6th in 3-pt. FG % (48. I), tied 
for 2nd in 3-pt. FG Made (3.2) and tied for 6th in assist/turnover ratio (1.6). 
Brad Cleaver - 11th in scoring (14.3), 10th in assists (3.8), I st in steals (3.5, 5th in 3-pt. FG % (54.2) )and tied for 2nd in 3-pt. FG 
Made (3.2). 
Jeremy Webb - 4th in assist/turnover ratio ( 1.8). 
Kyle Umberger - tied for 17th in rebounding (5.3). 
Other Games in the Ohio Valley Conference on Dec. 3 
Southeast Missouri at Austin Peay (7:45 p.m. CST) 
Eastern Illinois at Tennessee State (7:45 p.m. CST) 
UT-Martin at Eastern Kentucky (8:45 p.m. EST) 
Western Kentucky vs. Middle Tennessee (in Nashville), 8 p.m. CST 
The Kyle Macy Television Show 
The Kyle Macy Television Show can be seen weekly on WK.YT-TV, Lexington. Future shows can be seen on Dec. 5 (Saturday, 
6:30 p.m.), Dec. 12 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Dec. 19 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.), Dec. 26 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Jan. 2 (Saturday, 12:30 pm.), 
Jan 9 (Saturday, 6:0 p.m.), Jan. 17 (Sunday, 5 p.m.), Jan. 23 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Jan. 30 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Feb. 6 (Saturday, 12:30 
p.m.), Feb. 13 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.), Feb. 20 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.) and Feb. 27 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.). 
Eagle Basketball On The Air 
Host Communications again owns the radio broadcast rights to Morehead State University Eagle Basketball games. Award-
winning sportscaster Chuck Mraz will serve as the voice of the Eagles on the Morehead State Basketball Network. In the Morehead area, 
Eagle games can be heard on WIKO-FM, 96.3. 
Injury Updates 
(See notes on Docks and Webb earlier in this notes package.) Junior college transfer Bernard Evans will likely red-shirt this season 
as he continues to recover from a knee injury suffered prior to enrolling at MSU. 
Miscellaneous Player Notes 
Freshman Erik Brown has scored in double figures in all four games, including an MSU season-high 26 points against Marshall. 
Junior Scott Charity has gone to war on the backboards of late. He has improved his personal rebound total in each of MSU's 
four games. He had an MSU season-high 11 at Marshall. 
After having an outstanding freshman season, Dewayne Krom may have a slight case of "sophomore-itis." He is averaging only 
5.5 points and 2.8 rebounds and is hitting 35.3 percent from the field. His free throw percentage hasn' t suffered ... he is 10 of 12 from the 
line (83.3). 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1998-99 MEN'S BASKETBALL STATISTICS 
*RECORD: 2- 2, 0 - 0 OHIO VALLEY 
- FG ( INCL 3PT) - --- 3 PT FG- - -. - -FREE THROWS - -----REBOUNDS--- -
MOREHEAD STATE GP- GS MD- ATT PCT MD-ATT PCT MD- ATT PCT OFF DEF TOT AVG A TO BLK STL PF-D MIN-AVG PTS AVG 
---------------- ------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------
ERIK BROWN 4- 4 30- 61 49 . 2 7 - 19 36.8 9- 10 90 . 0 11 11 22 5 . 5 10 13 5 5 7- 0 130-32 . 5 76 19.0 
BRETT BOHANAN 4 - 2 19- 41 46. 3 13- 2 7 48 . 1 8 - 10 80. 0 4 6 10 2 . 5 16 10 0 7 12- 1 117-29 . 2 59 14 . 8 
BRAD CLEAVER 4 - 4 20- 41 48 .8 13- 24 54.2 4- 4 100. 0 2 14 16 4 . 0 15 13 0 14 10 - 0 130-32 . 5 57 14 .2 
SCOTT CHARITY 4 - 4 2 0 - 37 54.1 o- 1 0.0 10- 16 62.5 13 12 25 6.3 6 19 5 5 12- 0 105- 26.3 50 12 . 5 
KYLE UMBERGER 4- 1 12- 2 6 46.2 0- 0 0.0 6- 9 66 . 7 11 10 21 5 . 3 6 7 1 4 5- 0 99-24 . 7 30 7 . 5 
TED DOCKS 2 - 2 4 - 7 57 . 1 2 - 2 100.0 3- 4 75 .0 1 4 5 2 . 5 14 5 2 10 5- 1 49-24 . 5 13 6.5 
DEWAYNE KROM 4 - 4 6- 17 35 . 3 0- 1 0. 0 10- 12 83 . 3 4 7 11 2 . 8 7 8 0 0 7 - 0 58-14 . 5 22 5 . 5 
JEREMY WEBB 3- 0 7 - 13 53 . 8 1 - 5 20. 0 0- 0 0.0 3 8 11 3 .7 9 5 0 3 12- 1 61-20 .3 15 5 .0 
DWANE SAMUELS 4- 0 8- 15 53 . 3 0- 0 0.0 1- 2 50. 0 4 5 9 2 . 3 0 4 2 0 4- 0 34 - 8 . 5 17 4.3 
THOMAS JENKINS 2- 0 1 - 4 25 .0 0- 1 0.0 0- 0 0.0 1 3 4 2.0 0 3 0 0 2- 0 17- 8 . 5 2 1. 0 
TEAM 8 3 11 0 
-------- ---------------------------------------- ----------------- --------------------------------- -------- ------------------------- -
MOREHEAD STATE 4 - 4 127 - 262 48 .5 36- 8 0 45 .0 51- 67 76 . 1 62 83 145 36 . 3 83 87 15 48 76- 3 341 85 . 2 
OPPONENTS 4 - 4 116- 241 48 . l 39- 92 42.4 52- 77 67.5 53 78 131 32.8 71 93 19 45 67 - 2 323 80. 7 
--------- ------------------- -------------------------- ----- ----------------------------------------------- ---- ----------------------
DEADBALL REBOUNDS : MOREHEAD STATE 11 ; OPPONENTS 14 
OPPONENT TEAM REBOUNDS: 15 -- (OFFENSE : 7 DEFENSE : 8 ) 
TECHNI CAL FOULS : MOREHEAD STATE l ; BENCH l ; OPPONENTS 0 
DATE OPPONENT SCORE SITE ATTEND RECORD LEADING SCORER 
11 -16 HUNTI NGTON 
11 -18 ASBURY 
11 - 24 VANDERBILT 
W 97- 79 
W 96- 66 
69- 79 L 
H MOREHEAD, ICY . 
H MOREHEAD, ICY. 
A NASHVILLE , TENN. 
1 ,076 
803 
1 0, 844 
1 - 0 E BROWN 
2 - 0 S CHARITY 
2 - l B CLEAVER 
11 -28 MARSHALL 79- 99 L A HUNTINGTON, W.VA . 5,459 2- 2 E BROWN 
*Huntington and Asbury games were l a ter administratively forfeited. 
RECORD w L PCT ATTENDANCE # TOTAL 
LEADING REBOUNDER 
21 E BROWN,K UMBERGER 
20 D KROM 
20 E BROWN 
26 S CHARITY 
AVERAGE 
--- ------------------ ---------- --------- ---------------------------------
ALL GAMES 2 




LEADING AT HALF 2 
TRAI LING AT HALF 0 
TIED AT HALF 0 
2 . 500 
0 .000 
0 1.000 
2 . 000 
0 . 000 
0 1. 000 
2 . 000 
0 . 000 







1 2 TOT 
169 172 341 















1st Half Points 




3-Pt. FG Made 
3-Pt. FG Attempted 
















3-Pt. FG Made 
3-Pt. FG Attempted 
3-Pt. FG % (Min. 4 made) 
Fr Made 
Fr Attempted 




Highs and Lows 
MSU Team Highs 
97-Huntington (11-16-98) 
+30-Asbury (11-18-98) 
59-Asbury ( (11-18-98) 
56-Huntington (11-11-98) 
38-twice 
76-Asbury (11 -18-98) 
.633 (38-60)-Huntington (11-16-98) 
13-Vanderbilt (11-24-98) 
30-Vanderbilt (11-24-98) 
.556 (10-1 8)-Huntington (11-16-98) 
16-Marshall (11-28-98) 
21-Marshall (11-28-98) 
.933 (14-15)-Asbury (11-18-98) 







MSU Individual Highs 
26-Bown vs. Marshall (11-28-98) 
I I-Charity vs. Marshall (11-28-98) 
10-Brown vs. Huntington (11-16-98) 
17-Brown vs. Marshall (11-28-98) 
.889(8-9)-Charity vs. Asbury (11-18-98) 
6-Cleaver vs. Vanderbilt (11-24-98) 







.383 (23-60)-Vanderbilt (1 1-24-98) 
6-Asbury (11- 18-98) 
14-Marshall (11-28-98) 
.333 (6-18)-Asbury (11-18-98) 
10-V anderbilt ( 11-24-98) 
15-twice 





13-Asbury ( l l-18-98) 
0-Huntington (11-16-98) 
7-Marshall (11-28-98) 
9-Cleaver vs. Vanderbilt (11-24-98) & Bohanan vs. Vanderbilt (11-24-98) 
.667 (6-9)-Cleaver vs. Vanderbilt (11-24-98) 
6-Krom vs. Asbury (11-18-98) & Brown vs. Marshall (1 1-28-98) 
6-3 players, 4 times 
100 (6-6)-Krom vs. Asbury (11-18-98) & Brown vs. Marshall (11-28-98) 
8-Docks vs. Asbury (11-18-98) 
4-Brown vs. Vanderbilt (11-24-98) 
6-Docks vs. Huntington (11-16-98) & Cleaver vs. Asbury (11-18-98) 
orts Information 
MOREHEAD ST A TE UNIVERSITY 
For Immediate Release 
12-3-98 
UPO BOX 1023 
MSU's Cleaver Declared Academically Ineligible 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Morehead State University has declared junior basketball player Brad 
Cleaver academically ineligible, effective immediately. 
MSU athletic administrators took the action after determining that Cleaver had failed to 
provide the University with complete information about his academic background and that he was 
in violation of the NCAA's satisfactory progress requirement (NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.2.2). 
Cleaver, who came to MSU as a junior college transfer with an associate degree from Kansas 
City Community College, had not reported that he had enrolled as a full-time student at the 
University of Tennessee-Martin in January, 1996, attended classes there for a brief period of time, 
then dropped out of school. Cleaver had completed a sufficient number of credit hours to meet the 
satisfactory progress requirement based on his five semesters in junior college. However, he is short 
credit hours when a sixth semester, the semester at Tennessee-Martin, is considered. 
"This is an extremely unfortunate occurrence," said MSU Athletic Director Mike Mincey. 
"The persons charged with determining eligibility of our student-athletes acted appropriately in 
allowing Brad to play this season based on the information that was available to them. Likewise, 
our basketball coaching staff followed correct policy in their recruitment of this student-athlete and 
upon learning of the situation, reported it immediately. 
"Our inquiry into this situation began when a staff member at Tennessee-Martin informed 
Coach Kyle Macy that Brad had been a student there. Once that fact was confirmed, we knew there 
was a potential problem. Brad did not believe that his time at Tennessee-Martin affected his 
eligibility because he did not attend classes for the entire semester nor did he participate in 
intercollegiate athletes there. But, by his not disclosing his enrollment there, it did affect his 
eligibility. Under NCAA rules, a student-athlete is academically responsible for a semester once he 
enrolls as a full-time student and attends a class." 
By successfully completing his current academic schedule, Cleaver would meet satisfactory 
progress requirements at the end of the semester. His eligibility would be restored by the NCAA 
following a penalty of six games based on the fact that he played six games (two exhibition games 
and four regular season games) while ineligible. He would miss a total of eight games and could 
return for MSU' s Jan. 7 home game against Austin Peay. 
MSU will administratively forfeit its two 1998-99 wins. Based on recommendations from 
the NCAA concerning the administrative altering of results of competition, MSU's basketball record 
will continue to show wins over Huntington College (Nov. 16) and Asbury College (Nov. 18) with 
an asterisk and a footnote indicating that the games were later administratively forfeited. 
MSU Is an affllTTlOttve action equal opportunity educattonal Institut ion. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 
Eagle Basketball Game Information 
Morehead State University vs. University of Tennessee-Martin 
Dec. 5, 1998 - Johnson Are na (6,500), Morehead, Ky. - Game 6 
Morehead State (2-3) Probable Lineup 
F-33-Erik Brown ( 18.8 ppg., 5.8 rpg.) 
(6-5, 210, Fr., Lexington, Ky.) 
F-44-Scott Charity ( 12.0 ppg., 6.8 rpg.) 
(6-7, 225, Jr. , San Diego, Calif.) 
C-42-Dewayne Krom (6.6 ppg., 2.2 rpg.) 
(6-9, 225, So., Roann, Ind.) Or 
G-22-Brett Bohanan (14.8 ppg., 2.5 rpg.) 
(6-4, 200, Jr. , Canton, lll .) 
G-23-Jcremy Webb (5.8 ppg., 3.3 rpg.) 
(6-6, 205, Jr., Olive Hill , Ky.) 
Head Coach: Kyle Macy (5-26 in his second year at MSU and 
in his career) 
Officials 
Bob Perlman, Mark Davis, Terry Murphy 
The Series 
UT-Martin (3-4) Probable Lineup 
F- 3- Ben Corley (6.3 ppg., 3.0 rpg.) 
(6-5, 195, Fr., Fort Wayne, Ind.) 
F-44-Joe Crumby ( 11.3 ppg., 3.6 rpg.) 
(6-8, 220, Sr., Nashville, Tenn .) 
C-45-Ryan DeMichael ( 12.0 ppg., I 0.0 rpg.) 
(6-9, 225, Sr., Woodhaven, Mich.) 
G- 5-Sean Griffin ( 11.4 ppg., 4.1 rpg.) 
(6- 1, 185, So., Charlotte, N.C.) 
G- I 0-Andrae Betts (8.4 ppg., 3.9 rpg.) 
(5-9, 150, Fr., Marion, Ind.) 
Head Coach: Cal Luther (62- 135 in his 8th year at UTM and 
489-447 in the 38th year of his career) 
The series, which dates to 1991-92 is tied at 7-7. The Skyhawks have won the last three meetings. 
MSU's Next Game 
With final exams coming up, the Eagles will not be in action again until Dec. 17 when Jacksonville State will visit Johnson Arena. 
Tipoff time will be 7 :30 p.m. EST. 
Brown Named Ohio Valley Conference Freshman of the Week 
MSU's Erik Brown (Lexington, Ky., Bryan Station High School) is the Ohio Valley Conference Freshman of the Week. In MSU's 
Vanderbilt and Marshall road games, he scored 42 points (21.0) and grabbed 13 rebounds (6.5). He had a game-high 26 points at Marshall 
and l 6 points at Vanderbi lt. 
Docks Out 2-4 More Weeks With Hand Fracture 
Morehead State senior point guard Ted Docks is expected to be out 2-4 more weeks with the slight fracture of the navicular bone 
of his right hand he suffered in MSU's win over Asbury College. 
In MSU's two 1998-99 wins, Docks had scored 13 points, handed out 14 assists and made IO steals. The Canton, Mich., native 
ranks fourth on MSU's all-time assist list. 
Cleaver Academically Ineligible 
Junior guard Brad Cleaver has been declared academical ly ineligible and will remain so through Saturday's game which is MSU's 
final game of the semester. Pending successful completion of his academic schedule for this term, the NCAA has reinstated his eligibility 
effective with MSU's Dec. 17 game vs. Jacksonvi lle State. However, at that point Cleaver wil l begin serving a six-game suspension based 
on the fact that he played in six games (two exhibition games and two regular season games) while ineligible. He could re turn for MSU's 
Jan. 7 home game against Austin Peay. 
Eagle Quarterback David Dinkins Joins BasketbaJJ Team, Former FootbaWBaseball Standout Chris Berry Expecte to Join Soon 
David Dinkins, a 6-2, 189-pound sophomore from Pittsburgh, Pa., and Schenley High School, has joined the Eagle basketball team 
and saw action against Murray State. As the quarterback for the Eagle football team this season, he set numerous records and became only 
the third individual in NCAA Division I-AA history to both pass for 1,000 yards and rush for 1,000 yards in the same season. Dinkins will 
wear number 15 tonight. 
Chris Berry, a 5-10, 185-pound senior from London, Ky., and South Laurel High School could join the basketball squad as soon 
as the UT-Martin game. Berry lettered four years in football and four years in baseball at MSU, setting several school records and leading 
NCAA Division I-AA in punt returns in 1997. He was a high school all-stater in basketball, baseball and football at South Laurel. He 
served as a student coach for the Eagle football team in I 998. 
The Murray State Game 
Playing short-handed with Docks injured, Bohanan suspended and Cleaver academically ineligible, MSU lost 90-59 to preseason 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Ohio Valley Conference pick Murray State Thursday evening. A complete box score for that game is included in this notes package. 
MSU Competes in its 66th Season of Intercollegiate Basketball 
Morehead State is in its 66th year of intercollegiate basketball. Overall , MSU is 843-789. Former Kentucky Wildcat All-
American Kyle Macy is the 11th head coach in Eagle history. 
Eagles Sign Two During November Signing Period 
Justin Cornell, a 6-5 guard from Louisville (Ky.) Fern Creek High School, and Billy Howell, a 6-10, 230-pound center from 
Garrison, Ky., and Lewis County High School have signed national letters-of-intent to play basketball for Morehead State. 
MSU and the Ohio Valley Conference Statistics 
As a team, Morehead State holds the following Ohio Valley Conference statistics rankings: 
Scoring Offense- I st (80.0) Scoring Defense-9th (82.6) 
Scoring Margin-5th (-2.6) Free Throw %- Ist (72. l ) 
Field Goal %-2nd (46.2) Field Goal% Defense-8th (49.3) 
3-Pt. Field Goal %-3rd (40.9) 3-Pt. Field Goal% Defense-10th (42.9) 
Rebounding Margin-5th (+3.6) Blocked Shots-4th (3.4) 
Assists-1st ( 19.0) Steals-2nd (10.9) 
Turnover Margin-tie 2nd (even) 3-Pt. Field Goals Made-3rd (7.6) 
MSU individuals hold the following league rankings: 
Erik Brown - 3rd in scoring (18.8), 14th in rebounding (5.8) and tied for 5th in blocked shots ( 1.2). 
Scott Charity - tied for 8th in rebounding (6.8), 8th in FG % (50.0) and tied for 7th in blocked shots (1.0). 
Brett Bohanan - 8th in scoring (14.8), 7th assists (4.0), tied for 8th in FT% (80.0), 6th in 3-pt. FG % (48. I), tied for 2nd in 3-pt. FG Made 
(3.2) and tied 4th iri assist/turnover ratio ( 1.6). 
Brad Cleaver is ranked in several different categories but will drop out of the rankings following the UT-Martin game because he will then 
fail to meet the requirement of having played in 75% of MSU's games. 
Jeremy Webb - tied for 7th in assist/turnover ratio (1.3). 
Kyle Umberger - 12th in rebounding (6.2). 
Other Games in the Ohio Valley Conference on Dec. S 
Murray State at Eastern Kentucky (4: 15 p.m. EST) 
Tennessee Tech at Middle Tennessee (7:30 p.m. EST) 
Eastern Illinois at Austin Peay (7:45 p.m. EST) 
Southeast Missouri at Tennessee State (7:45 p.m. EST) 
The Kyle Macy Television Show 
The Kyle Macy Television Show can be seen weekly on WKYT-TV, Lexington. Future shows can be seen on Dec. 12 (Saturday, 
12:30 p.m.), Dec. 19 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.), Dec. 26 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Jan. 2 (Saturday, 12:30 pm.), Jan 9 (Saturday, 6:0 p.m.), Jan. 
17 (Sunday, 5 p.m.), Jan. 23 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Jan. 30 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Feb. 6 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Feb. 13 (Saturday, 6:30 
p.m.), Feb. 20 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.) and Feb. 27 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.). 
Eagle Basketball On The Air 
Host Communications again owns the radio broadcast rights to Morehead State University Eagle Basketball games. Award-
winning sportscaster Chuck Mraz will serve as the voice of the Eagles on the Morehead State Basketball Network. In the Morehead area, 
Eagle games can be heard on WIKO-FM, 96.3. 
Injury Updates 
(See note on Docks earlier in this notes package.) Junior college transfer Bernard Evans will likely red-shirt this season as he 
continues to recover from a knee injury suffered prior to enroll ing at MSU. 
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Highs and Lows 
MSU Team Highs 
97-Huntington ( 11 -16-98) 
+30-Asbury (1 1- 18-98) 
59-Asbury ( ( 11- 18-98) 
56-Huntington ( 11 -1 1-98) 
38-twice 
76-Asbury (11-1 8-98) 
.633 (38-60)-Huntington ( 11-16-98) 
13-Vanderbilt (11-24-98) 
30-Vanderbilt ( 11-24-98) 
.556 (10- 18)-Huntington ( 11 -16-98) 
16-Marshall ( 11-28-98) 
2 1-Marshall ( 11-28-98) 
.933 ( 14-15)-Asbury ( 11-18-98) 
33-Marshall ( 11-28-98) 
+9-Huntington ( 11- 16-98) 
24-Vanderbilt ( 11-24-98) 
27-twice 
27-Huntington ( 11 -16-98) 
8-Vanderbilt ( 11 -24-98) 
17-Huntington ( 11 -16-98) 
MSU Individual Highs 
26-Brown vs. Marshall ( 11-28-98) 
I I-Charity vs. Marshall ( 11-28-98) 
LO-Brown vs. Huntington (11-16-98) 
22-Brown vs. Murray State ( 12-3-98) 
.889(8-9)-Charity vs. Asbury ( 11-18-98) 
6-Cleaver vs. Vanderbilt ( 11-24-98) 
MSU Team Lows 
59-Murray State (12-3-98) 
-31-Murray State ( 12-3-98) 
31-Murray State ( 12-3-98) 
28-Murray State ( 12-3-98) 
23-twice 
60-twice 
.365 (23-63)-Murray State ( 12-3-98) 
2-Murray State ( 12-3-98) 
13-Murray State ( 12-3-98) 
.154 (2- 13)-Murray State (12-3-98) 
LO-Vanderbilt (1 1-24-98) 
15-twice 
.579 (11-19)-Murray State (12-3-98) 
31-twice 
-5-Vanderbilt ( 11 -24-98) 
12-Asbury (11-18-98) 
12-Murray State (12-3-98) 
13-Asbury (I l -18-98) 
0-Huntington (1 1-16-98) 
3-Murray State ( 12-3-98) 
9-Cleaver vs. Vanderbilt ( 11 -24 -98) & Bohanan vs. Vanderbilt ( 11-24-98) 
.667 (6-9)-Cleaver vs. Vanderbilt (11-24-98) 
6-Krom vs. Asbury (11-1 8-98) & Brown vs. Marshall ( 11-28-98) 
7-Brown vs. Murray State ( 12-3-98) 
100 (6-6)-Krom vs. Asbury ( 11 -18-98) & Brown vs. Marshall (1 1-28-98) 
8-Docks vs. Asbury (11-18-98) 
4-Brown vs. Vanderbilt (1 1-24-98) 
6-Docks vs. Huntington (1 1- 16-98) & Cleaver vs. Asbury (11-18-98) 
Morehead State University Basketball 
Season and Career Highs 
Bret Bohanan 
Season and Career Highs - Points-18 (Huntington), Rebounds-3 (twice), Assists-7 (Huntington), Steals-3 (Huntington) 
Erik Brown 
Season and Career Highs - Points-26 (Marshall), Rebounds-? (twice), Assists-4 (twice), Steals-2 (twice), Blocked Shots-4 
(Vanderbilt) 
Scott Charity 
Season and Career Highs - Points-20 (Asbury), Rebounds- 11 (Marshall), Assists-5 (Asbury), Blocked Shots-2 (twice) 
Brad Cleaver 
Season and Career Highs - Points-20 (Vanderbilt), Rebounds-? (Marshall), Assists-7 (Marshall), Steals-6 (Asbury) 
Ted Docks 
Season Highs - Points-9 (Huntington), Rebounds-3 (Asbury), Assists-8 (Asbury), Steals-6 (Huntington) 
Career Highs - Points-14 (Tennessee State, 1997-98), Rebounds- I I (Tennessee Tech, 1997-98), Assists-12 (Austin Peay, 
1997-98), Steals-6 (twice) 
Thomas Jen.kins 
Season Highs - Points-2 (Marshall), Rebounds-6 (Murray State), Assists-0 
Career Highs - Points-13 (Southeast Missouri , 1997-98), Rebounds-6 (3 times), Assists-3 (twice in 1997-98) 
Dewayne Krom 
Season Highs - Points- 16 (Asbury), Rebounds-9 (Asbury) 
Career Highs - Points-18 (Eastern Kentucky, 1997-98), Rebounds- 16 (Southeast Missouri, 1997-98) 
Dwane Samuels 
Season and Career Highs - Points- IO (Asbury), Rebounds-3 (twice) 
Kyle Umberger 
Season and Career Highs - Points-14 (Marshall), Rebounds-? (Marshall), Steals-2 (Huntington) 
Jeremy Webb 
Season Highs - Points-8 (twice), Rebounds-6 (Asbury), Assists-4 (Huntington), Steals-3 (Huntington) 
Career Highs - Points-1 9 (Evansville, 1997-98), Rebounds-13 (Eastern Illinois, 1997-98), Assists-4 (twice), Steals-4 
(Tennessee Tech, 1997-98) 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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12-5-98 
Tennessee-Martin Captures Win In Morehead State's Conference Opener, 91-77 
MOREHEAD, KY - Tennessee-Martin jumped out to a 6-0 lead in the first 33 seconds of the game and 
extended it to as much as a 17-point first-half advantage en route to giving the Skyhawks a women's basketball 
victory over Morehead State, 91-77, in the Ohio Valley Conference opener for the Lady Eagles on Saturday 
night at the Ellis T. Johnson Arena in Morehead, Ky. The victory pushes the Skyhawks' record to 4-2 overall 
and 2-0 in league play. MSU drops to 1-3 overall and 0-1 in the OVC. 
It was only the third game for the Lady Eagles in the last 22 days and the first home contest since Nov. 
14. Tennessee-Martin tied the series at seven with the win and it was the Skyhawks' fourth straight victory over 
the Lady Eagles. 
"I thought the 14-5 start in the first 3:15 of the game was the determining factor," said Lady Eagles' head 
coach Laura T. Litter. "I was pleased with the kids' effort to fight back, but it was that mental lapse that made 
the difference." 
It was the third consecutive game in which the Lady Eagles fell into a deep hole early, recovered to close 
the gap with a run in the middle of the frame, before letting the opponent pull out to another big lead just before 
the half. UTM scored its first three baskets off of quick MSU turnovers and eventually built the lead to as much 
as 17 on two occasions in the first half. Morehead State was able to cut the margin down and actually take the 
lead at 36-34 with 2:56 remaining after a 22-3 run. However, Tennessee-Martin scored the final 12 points of the 
first half and lead at intermission, 48-36. In the second half, the Skyhawks held a double-digit edge throughout 
the rest of the game, with the Lady Eagles able to close the margin to 10 only once early in the final stanza. 
MSU got balanced scoring with six players in double figures. Leading the way for the second straight 
outing off the bench was freshman guard Margaret Klee (Mayslick, Ky./St. Patrick's HS), who tallied 16 points 
and had six offensive rebounds. Freshman guard Heidi Daulton (Georgetown, Ohio/Georgetown HS) added 14 
points, four assists and four steals in another strong performance. Junior guard Domonique Mitchell 
(Louisville, Ky./Pleasure Ridge Park HS) added 11 points and tied for team-high honors in rebounds with nine 
and assists with four. Junior forward Cisha Brazley (Memphis, Tenn./Ft. Campbell (Ky.) HS) also notched nine 
rebounds. 
"We need to build on our balanced scoring attack," said Litter. "We have some young kids coming off 
the bench that can score, we just need to do a better job of finding them and getting them the ball." 
Tennessee-Martin had three players reach double digits in points, paced by the effort of junior center 
Zabrina Harris with 24. Junior guard Tamika Brown tall ied 20 points and tied with freshman' forward Tracy 
Webb with six assists. Webb also added 14 points. Senior guard Tessa Fields posted a game-high nine 
assists, while junior center Chastity Bohannan collected a team-best nine rebounds. 
On Monday, the Lady Eagles will return to the court to face Murray State, who lost at Eastern Kentucky 
tonight to drop to 0-5, at 7 p.m., in the Ellis T. Johnson Arena. After Monday's contest, MSU will have 12 days 
off before returning for games on back-to-back-to-back nights, beginning with Mercer in the first-round of the 
Lady Blazer Classic in Birmingham, Ala., on Dec. 19 and ending with a road contest at UNC Asheville on Dec. 
21. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
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College Basketball Played 12-5-98 
Morehead State 74, UT Martin 64 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Erik Brown scored 23 points and Brett Bohanan added 20 points to lead 
Morehead State to a 74-64 Ohio Valley Conference victory over UT Martin Saturday evening in 
Morehead. 
The Eagles, now 3-3 overall and 1-1 in the OVC, scored the game's final 10 points over the 
final 2:39 of the game. Brown scored four points and Bohanan and Chris Berry scored three points 
each in the run. Berry, a senior who was a standout for the Eagle footbal l and baseball teams for the 
past four years, was playing his first collegiate basketball game. 
Berry, a 5-1 1, 185-pound native of London, Ky., joined the squad on Friday and had 
practiced with the team once. MSU is playing without senior point guard Ted Docks, who is out for 
two to four more weeks with a broken hand and junior shooting guard Brad Cleaver, who wi ll miss 
a total of eight games while academically ineligible. 
The Skyhawks, now 3-5 overall and 1- 1 in the league, got 29 points from Joe Crumby and 
17 points each from Ryan DeMichael and Jason Ohlsen. 
"We got a huge boost from Chris Berry and his winning attitude," said Morehead State Coach 
Kyle Macy. "Between he and David Dinkins (MSU's record-setting quarterback who also joined 
the squad this week), we look to get some of the competitiveness and desire that they bring. 
"This was a big game for us as a team. We didn't want to lose two in a row at home to start 
the conference season." 
MSU led by as many as eight points in the first half and was on top 33-29 at halftime. The 
game was tied five times in the second half. UT Martin held its last lead, 62-61 , with 4:59 left in 
the game when DeMichael hit a free throw to complete a three point play. Berry countered with a 
three-pointer with 4:09 to put the Eagles on top 64-62. Ohlsen hit a layup with 3: 12 left in the 
contest to set the stage for MSU's 10-0 run to end the game. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
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MSU Men's Rifle Squeezes Out Victory in Austin Peay Match 
MOREHEAD, KY - The Morehead State men's rifle team won one of the closest matches 
of its young season on Saturday afternoon at the Button Auditorium in Morehead. MSU's men 
outlasted the MSU women, 1,449 to 1,446 and Austin Peay 1,417, in the Eagles second home 
dual match of the season, in which only the air rifle event was contested. It is the last competition 
for the Eagles for the next six weeks. 
The contest comes after a three-week layoff since their last two competitions, both strong 
performances Nov. 13 and 15 at the UK Invitational Tournament and the Buckeye International 
Rifle Match, respectively. 
Morehead State also defeated APSU at home last year in a tri-meet that included 
Cincinnati. The MSU men took first with a 1,504, with the women in second at 1,454, Austin Peay 
in third in 1,266, and Cincinnati in fourth in 999. 
Posting Saturday's highest score was Eagle senior Aaron Reed (Shelbyville, Ky./Shelby 
County HS) with a 95-93-97-96=381 . In last year's competition, he had the match's second-best 
score with a 379. Today, Reed beat out MSU women's team member sophomore Jenny Waller 
(Washington, Pa./lCS International Correspondence), with a 93-96-93-97=379. With the third-
highest score, Austin Peay's sophomore Brandy Butler collected a 94-95-94-93=376. Butler, who 
also led the Lady Govs last year, improved dramatically on her 339 last December total. 
Rounding out the victorious MSU men's squad was senior Kevin Cook (Eubank, 
Ky./Pulaski County HS) at 90-93-91 -93=367, freshman Chad Hayes (Louisville, Ky./Atherton HS) 
at 90-91-84-86=351 , and freshman Eric Terhune (Lexington, Ky./Wheaton Christian HS) at 84-
89-89-88=350. 
For the Lady Eagles, freshman Brooke Mccann (Onalaska, Wis./Holmen HS) posted the 
fourth-best score on the day at 89-92-96-91 =368. Joining her among the runners-up were 
freshman Allutia Miller (Mt. View, Mo./Winona HS) at 90-94-82-84=350 and senior Mary Hafey 
(Maloneton, Ky./Greenup County HS) at 88-85-85-91 =349. 
For Austin Peay, junior Carol Guerra shot an 83-90-93-90=356, with freshman Stephanie 
Schmidt right behind at 90-87-85-92=354. Junior Katherine Blaise rounded out the squad with an 
80-78-89-84=331 . Freshman Cathy Jones notched a 74-72-66-73=285, competing as an 
independent. 
Morehead State will have a busy week when the team returns to action at the end of 
January. On the 23rd, the Eagles will travel to the Rose-Hulman Invitational , followed by the 
Tennessee-Martin Invitational on the 30th, and the double-meet--Withrow Invitational and Ohio 
Valley Conference Championships--in Murray, Ky., on the 31st. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational lnstiMlon. 
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UPO BOX 1023 
Morehead State Drops To Murray State at Home, 87-73 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 
MOREHEAD, KY - In contrast to its last three games, the Morehead State women's 
basketball team was able to take an early lead in Monday's contest with Murray State, but the 
outcome was the same as the previous three outings, as the Racers claimed an 87-73 victory in the 
Ellis T. Johnson Arena. The win gave Murray State its first victory of the season to improve to 1-6 
overall and 1-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference, while the Lady Eagles dropped their fourth straight 
contest to fall to 1-4 and 0-2, respectively, on the young campaign. 
It was the fourth straight victory for Murray over Morehead State, but the Lady Eagles 
continue to own the advantage in the series at 27-23. 
Morehead State captured an early lead at 9-4, but gradually the Racers closed the gap and 
pulled ahead at 10-9 with 14:50 before intermission. Murray pushed the margin to 10 on two 
occasions, but the Lady Eagles were able to get it back down to two at 25-23 with 7:50 left in the 
half. The score remained within six until the break, when Murray State had a 43-42 edge. In the 
second stanza, Morehead State moved the score to 44-43 within a minute of the start of the half, 
but was unable to maintain the edge. The Racers had as much as a 19-point advantage late in the 
game, but the Lady Eagles were able to score the final three points to bring the total to a 14-point 
differential. 
Sophomore forward Monika Gadson led all scorers with a career-high 24, while adding her 
collegiate-best with 13 rebounds for the victors. Junior center Danelle Watts added 14 points and a 
game-best 18 rebounds. Her rebound total was the most for a Racer since March 2, 1996. Three 
others reached double figures in scoring, including senior guard Bobbi Coltharp with 15 points, while 
also tying for a team-high five assists. Senior forward Sarah Higgins added 14 points and six 
rebounds, while freshman center Tierney Pugh posted 11 points. 
Morehead State got a 16-point performance from freshman forward Laurie Vincent 
(Greenville, Ky./Muhlenberg South HS), her career-best outing and the first time this year she has 
led the team in the department. Vincent was near perfect from the line at 9-of-10. Freshman guard 
Heidi Daulton (Georgetown, Ohio/Georgetown HS) continued her strong campaign with 15 points 
on four three-pointers, plus three assists and three steals. Junior forward Cisha Brazley (Memphis, 
Tenn./Ft. Campbell (Ky.) HS) added 13 points, while freshman forward Diana Vardijan (Glenview, 
111./Glenbrook South HS} had her second consecutive game in double figures with 1 o points. 
The Lady Eagles will have 12 days off before returning for games on back-to-back-to-back 
nights, beginning with Mercer in the first-round of the Lady Blazer Classic in Birmingham, Ala., on 
Dec. 19, staying in town for the second and final game of the tournament, then ending the trip with a 
road contest at UNC Asheville on Dec. 21. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educatlonal Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Eagle Basketball Game Information 
Morehead State University vs. Jacksonville State University 
Dec. 17, 1998 - Johnson Arena (6,500), Morehead, Ky. - Game 7 
Morehead State (3-3) Probable Lineup 
F-33-Eri_k Brown ( 19.5 ppg., 5.3 rpg.) 
(6-5, 2 I 0, Fr. , Lexington, Ky.) 
F-44-Scott Charity ( 11 .2 ppg., 5 .8 rpg.) 
(6-7, 225, Jr., San Diego, Calif.) 
C-42-Dewayne Krom (6.2 ppg., 2.2 rpg.) 
(6-9, 225, So., Roann, Ind.) 
G-22-B rett Bohanan ( 15.8 ppg., 2 .8 rpg.) 
(6-4, 200, Jr., Canton, [II.) 
G-23-Jeremy Webb (5.2 ppg., 3.2 rpg.) 
(6-6, 205, Jr., Olive Hill , Ky.) 
Head Coach: Kyle Macy (6-26 in his second year at MSU and 
in his career) 
Officials 
Gary Maxwell , Olandis Poole, Tom Stinnett 
The Series 
Jacksonville State (5-4) Probable Lineup 
F- 10-Alex Beason ( 10.8 ppg., 3.9 rpg.) 
(6-5, 190, So., Albertville, Ala.) 
F-32-Shawn Philpotts (5.0 ppg., 3.7 rpg.) 
(6-7, 230, Jr., Fayetteville, N.C.) 
C-52-Wes Fowler (5.2 ppg. , 4 .9 rpg.) 
(6-8, 205, Jr., Somerville , Ala.) 
G- 3-Marlon Gurley ( 15.3 ppg., 2.6 rpg.) 
(6-1, 170, Jr., Huntsville, Ala.) 
G-22-Rashard Willie ( 10.3 ppg., 4.4 rpg.) 
(5- 10, 170, Fr., Huntsville, Ala.) 
Head Coach: Mark T urgeon (5-4 in his first year at JSU and in 
his career) 
The schools will be meeting for the ftrst time in men' basketball. 
Upcoming for MSU 
Morehead State will play at Wright State on Saturday, Dec. 19 ( 1:05 p.m. EST) and at Florida on Tuesday, Dec. 22 (7:05 p.m. 
EST) before returning home to take on Evansville on Tuesday, Dec. 29 (8 p.m. Esn. 
Docks Improving 
Morehead State senior point guard Ted Docks, who has been out since the Asbury game with a slight fracture of the navicular bone 
of his right hand, had the cast removed last Thursday (Dec. I 0). He has had some limited practice during the past week but is still expected 
to miss the Jacksonville State game. His status for the Wright State, Florida and Evansville games will be determined following another 
visit to the doctor on Thursday. He is expected to be near I 00 percent for MSU's return to conference play in early January. In two games 
in 1998-99, Docks has scored 13 points, handed out 14 assists and made 10 steals. The Canton, Mich., native ranks fourth on MSU's all-
time assist list. 
Cleaver Begins Suspension 
Junior guard Brad Cleaver, who has been academically inel igible for all 1998-99 games to this point, has had his e ligibi lity 
reinstated by the NCAA pending successful completion of his academic schedule for the fall term. Beginning with the Jacksonville State 
game, Cleaver will begin serving a six-game suspension based on the fact that he played in six games (two exhibition games and four 
regular season games) while ineligible. He could return for MSU's Jan. 7 home game against Austin Peay. 
Current Eagle QB David Dinkins and Former Football/Baseball Standout Chris Berry Join Basketball Squad 
David Dinkins, a 6-2, 189-pound sophomore from Pittsburgh, Pa., and Schenley High School, hasjoi_ned the Eagle basketball team 
and saw action against Murray State. As the quarterback for the Eagle football team this season, he set numerous records and became only 
the third individual in NCAA Division I-AA history to both pass for 1,000 yards and rush for 1,000 yards in the same season. Dinkins will 
wear number 15. 
Chris Berry, a 5- 10, 185-pound senior from London, Ky., and South Laurel High School joined the basketball squad prior to the 
UT Martin game. In that contest, he hit four of four from the fie ld, including two of two from three-point range, and one of one from the 
free throw line. He scored 11 points and had two steals in 11 minutes. Berry lettered four years in football and four years in baseball at 
MSU, setting several school records and leading NCAA Division I-AA in punt returns in 1997. He was a high school all-stater in 
basketball , baseball and football at South Laurel. He was a student coach for the Eagle football team in 1998. He will wear number I 0. 
The UT Martin Game 
Erik Brown (23) and Brett Bohanan (20) combined for 43 points as Morehead State evened its Ohio Valley Conference record 
at 1- 1 with a 74-64 win over UT Martin on Dec. 5. Joe Crumby had 19 points to lead the Skyhawks. Freshman Kyle Umberger had a 
season-high 15 rebounds for MSU. A complete box can be found in this notes package. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
MSU Competes in its 66th Season of Intercollegiate Basketball 
Morehead State is in its 66th year of intercollegiate basketball. Overall, MSU is 845-789. Former Kentucky Wildcat All-
American Kyle Macy is the 11th head coach in Eagle history. 
Eagles Sign Two During November Signing Period 
Justin Cornell, a 6-5 guard from Louisville (Ky.) Fem Creek High School, and Billy Howell, a 6-10, 230-pound center from 
Garrison, Ky., and Lewis County High School have signed national letters-of-intent to play basketball for Morehead State. 
MSU and the NCAA Statistics 
In the final NCAA statistical report of 1998, MSU holds the following rankings: As a team, MSU is tied for 17th in three-pointers 
made per game and is tied for 24th in three-point field goal percentage. Erik Brown is tied for 49th in scoring. Brer Bohannan is tied for 
ninth in three-pointers made per game. 
MSU and the Ohio Valley Conference Statistics 
As a team, Morehead State holds the following Ohio Valley Conference statistics rankings: 
Scoring Offense-2nd (79.0) Scoring Defense-9th (79.5) 
Scoring Margin-4th (-0.5) Free Throw %-2nd (72.3) 
Field Goal %-2nd (47. 1) Field Goal% Defense-8th (48.7) 
3-Pt. Field Goal %-3rd (41.0) 3-Pt. Field Goal % Defense-10th (42.2) 
Rebounding Margin-4th (+4.5) Blocked Shots-3rd (3.3) 
Assists-1st (18.5) Steals-2nd (10.5) 
Turnover Margin-4th (-0.5) 3-Pt. Field Goals Made- I st (8.3) 
MSU individuals hold the following league rankings: 
Erik Brown - 3rd in scoring (19.5), 15th in rebounding (5.3) and tied for 5th in blocked shots (1.0). 
Scott Charity - 13th in rebounding (5.8), 5th in FG % (5 1.9) and tied for 5th in blocked shots ( 1.0). 
Brett Bohanan - 6th in scoring (1 5.8), tied for 7th in assists (4.0), 4th in 3-pt. FG % (45.2), 2nd in 3-pt. FG Made (3.8) and 5th in 
assist/turnover ratio (1.5). 
Jeremy Webb - tied for 10th in assist/turnover ratio (1.1 ). 
Kyle Umberger - 5th in rebounding (7.7). 
The Kyle Macy Television Show 
The Kyle Macy Television Show can be seen weekly on WKYT-TV, Lexington. Future shows can be seen on Dec. 19 (Saturday, 
6:30 p.m.), Dec. 26 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Jan. 2 (Saturday, 12:30 pm.), Jan 9 (Saturday, 6:0 p.m.), Jan. 17 (Sunday, 5 p.m.), Jan. 23 
(Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Jan. 30 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Feb. 6 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Feb. 13 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.), Feb. 20 (Saturday, 
12:30 p.m.) and Feb. 27 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.). 
Eagle Basketball On The Air 
Host Communications again owns the radio broadcast rights to Morehead State University Eagle Basketball games. Award-
winning sportscaster Chuck Mraz will serve as the voice of the Eagles on the Morehead State Basketbal l Network. In the Morehead area, 
Eagle games can be heard on WIKO-FM, 96.3. 
Injury Updates 
(See note on Docks earlier in this notes package.) Junior college transfer Bernard Evans will likely red-shirt this season as he 
continues to recover from a knee injury suffered prior to enrolling at MSU. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD STAT E UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 
Eagle Basketball Game Information 
Morehead State University vs. Wright State University 
Dec. 19, 1998 - Ervin J. Nutter Center (10,632), Dayton, Ohio - Game 8 
Morehead State (4-3) Probable Lineup 
F-33-Erik Brown (19.0 ppg., 5.0 rpg.) 
(6-5, 2 10, Fr. , Lexington, Ky.) 
F-44-Scott Charity ( 11 .4 ppg., 5.9 rpg.) 
(6-7, 225, Jr. , San Diego, Calif.) 
C-55-Kyle Umberger (6.6 ppg., 7 .6 rpg. ) 
(6-7, 225, Fr. , Ashland, Ky.) 
G-22-Brett Bohanan (I 5.5 ppg., 3.0 rpg.) 
(6-4, 200, Jr., Canton, Ill.) 
G-23-Jeremy Webb (5.2 ppg., 3.7 rpg.) 
(6-6, 205, Jr. , Olive Hill, Ky.) 




The series, which dates to 1975-76, is tied 2-2. 
Morehead State won the first two meetings in 197 5-76 and I 977-
78. Wright State has won the last two, both in 1992-93. 
Upcoming for MSU 
Morehead State will play at Florida on Tuesday, Dec. 22 
(7:05 p.m. EST) before returning home to take on Evansville on 
Tuesday, Dec. 29 (8 p.m. EST). 
Morehead State senior point guard Ted Docks, who has been out since the Asbury game with a slight fracture of the navicular bone 
of his right hand, had the cast removed on Dec. IO and now had been cleared to resume practice. He could begin to see limited action in the 
Wright State game. He is expected to be near 100 percent for MSU's return to conference play in early January. In two games in 1998-99, 
Docks has scored 13 points, handed out 14 assists and made IO steals. The Canton, Mich., native ranks fourth on MSU's all-time assist list. 
MSU and the NCAA Statistics 
In the final NCAA statistical report of 1998, MSU holds the following rankings: As a team, MSU is tied for 17th in three-pointers 
made per game and is tied for 24th in three-point field goal percentage. Erik Brown is tied for 49th in scoring. Brett Bohanan is tied for ninth 
in three-pointers made per game. 
MSU and the Ohio VaJJey Conference Statistics 
As a team, Morehead State holds the following Ohio Valley Conference statistics rankings: 
Scoring Offense-2nd (76.9) Scoring Defense-8th (76.7) 
Scoring Margin-4th ( +o. ! ) Free Throw %-2nd (7 1.2) 
Field Goal %-2nd (46.3) Field Goal% Defense-8th (48.6) 
3-Pt. Field Goal %-!st (38.5) 3-Pt. Field Goal % Defense-1 0th (42.0) 
Rebounding Margin-4th (+3.7) Blocked Shots-4th (3.3) 
Assists-I st (18.4) Steals-1st (10.4) 
Turnover Margin-3rd (+0.4) 3-Pt. Field Goals Made- I st (7.9) 
MSU individuals hold the following league rankings: 
Erik Brown - 3rd in scoring (19.0), tied for 18th in rebounding (5.0), tied for 5th in free throw% (77 .8) and tied for 8th in blocked shots (0. 9). 
Scott Charity - 13th in rebounding (5.9), tied for 5th in FG % (50.0) and tied for 8th in blocked shots (0. 9). 
Brett Bohanan - 6th in scoring (15.5), I 0th in assists (3.3), 4th in 3-pt. FG % ( 44.2) and 2nd in 3-pt. FG Made (3.8). 
Jeremy Webb - 6th in assists ( 4.1) and 3rd in assist/turnover ratio ( I . 7). 
Kyle Umberger - 5th in rebounding (7.6) and 9th in assist/turnover ratio (1.3). 
Cleaver Begins Suspension 
Junior guard Brad Cleaver, who was academically ineligible for all 1998-99 games up to Thursday' s Jacksonville State game, has 
had his eligibility reinstated by the NCAA following successful completion of his academic schedule for the fall term. With the Jacksonville 
State game, Cleaver began serving a six-game suspension based on the fact that he p layed in six games (two exhibition games and four regular 
season games) while ineligible. He could return for MSU 's Jan. 7 home game against Austin Peay. 
The Jacksonville State Game 
Erik Brown scored 16 points and Brett Bohanan scored 14 points and hit two key free throws with seven seconds remaining in the 
game as Morehead State defeated Jacksonville State 64-60 Thursday evening in Morehead. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Scott Charity had 13 points for the Morehead State, now 4-3 on the season. Jeremy Webb handed out 10 assists as he continued to 
fill in at point guard for injured Eagle senior Ted Docks. 
Jacksonville State, 5-5, got a game-high 21 points from Marlon Gurley and 11 points each from Alex Beason and Niki Okolovitch. 
Seventeen of Gurley's points came in the first half. 
MSU scored 22 points off 21 Jacksonville State turnovers and had 14 second chance points. 
Current Eagle QB David Dinkins and Former Football/Baseball Standout Chris Berry Join Basketball Squad 
David Dinkins, a 6-2, 189-pound sophomore from Pittsburgh, Pa., and Schenley High School, has joined the Eagle basketball team. 
As the quarterback for the Eagle football team this season, he set numerous records and became only the third individual in NCAA Division 
I-AA history to both pass for 1,000 yards and rush for 1,000 yards in the same season. Dinkins will wear number 15. 
Chris Berry, a 5-10, 185-pound senior from London, Ky., and South Laurel High School joined the basketball squad prior to the UT 
Martin game. In that contest, he hit four of four from the field, including two of two from three-point range, and one of one from the free throw 
line. He scored 11 points and had two steals in 11 minutes. Berry lettered four years in football and four years in baseball at MSU. setting 
several school records and leading NCAA Division I-AA in punt returns in 1997. He was a high school all-stater in basketball, baseball and 
football at South Laurel. He was a student coach for the Eagle football team in 1998. He will wear number JO. 
MSU Competes in its 66th Season of Intercollegiate Basketball 
Morehead State is in its 66th year of intercollegiate basketball. Overall, MSU is 846-789. Former Kentucky Wildcat All-American 
Kyle Macy is the 11th head coach in Eagle history. 
Eagles Sign Two During November Signing Period 
Justin Cornell, a 6-5 guard from Louisville (Ky.) Fem Creek High School, and Billy Howell, a 6-10, 230-pound center from Garrison, 
Ky., and Lewis County High School have signed national letters-of-intent to play basketball for Morehead State. 
The Kyle Macy Television Show 
The Kyle Macy Television Show can be seen weekly on WKYT-TV, Lexington. Future shows can be seen on Dec. 19 (Saturday, 
6:30 p.m.), Dec. 26 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Jan. 2 (Saturday, 12:30 pm.), Jan 9 (Saturday, 6:0 p.m.), Jan. 17 (Sunday, 5 p.m.), Jan. 23 
(Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Jan. 30 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Feb. 6 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Feb. 13 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.), Feb. 20 (Saturday, 12:30 
p.m.) and Feb. 27 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.). 
Eagle Basketball On The Air 
Host Communications again owns the radio broadcast rights to Morehead State University Eagle Basketball games. Award-winning 
sportscaster Chuck Mraz will serve as the voice of the Eagles on the Morehead State Basketball Network. In the Morehead area, Eagle games 
can be heard on WIKO-FM, 96.3. 
Injury Updates 
(See note on Docks earlier in this notes package.) Sophomore Thomas Jenkins was ill and missed the Jacksonville State game. He 
is doubtful for the Wright State contest. Junior college transfer Bernard Evans will likely red-shirt this season as he continues to recover from 
a knee injury suffered prior to enrolling at MSU. 
Miscellaneous Player Notes 
You would probably have to go back to the l 930's to find a Morehead State student-athlete who has scored points in both football 
and basketball and scored a run in baseball. Senior Chris Berry, who joined the basketball team recently and scored 11 points against UT-
Martin, is MSU's all-time leading scorer in football and is among the top five run-scorers in Eagle baseball history. 
Freshman Erik Brown has scored in double figures in all seven of his games as a collegian. 
Sophomore Dewayne Krom showed signs of"coming to life" in the Jacksonville State game. Coming off the bench for the first 
time this season, Krom scored seven points, grabbed five rebounds and blocked three shots in 19 minutes of play. 
One of MSU's steadiest performers this season has been freshman Kyle Umberger. He is averaging I 0. 7 rebounds in his last 
three games. 
Junior Jeremy Webb improved his assist/turnover ratio when he had 10 assists and only one turnover in 40 minutes against 
Jacksonville State. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
12-19-98 
Morehead State Falls in Opening-Round Game of Lady Blazer Classic 
BIRMINGHAM, AL -- The Morehead State women's basketball team returned from a 12-day 
layoff by opening play in the Lady Blazer Classic at the Bartow Arena on the campus of UAB in 
Birmingham, Ala., on Saturday afternoon. However, MSU's return did not provide a favorable result for 
the Lady Eagles, as their opening-round opponent, Mercer, captured a 76-51 victory in the first game 
ever between the two teams. 
With the win, the Bears advanced to the championship game of the tournament and will play 
host UAB, an 85-57 winner over Arkansas-Pine Bluff, at 5 p.m. ET. The Lady Eagles (1-5/0-2 in the 
Ohio Valley Conference) lost their fifth straight game and will face the Golden Lionettes in the 
consolation contest at 3 p.m. ET. 
Morehead State had three leads on the day, but they all came early in the game as Mercer 
slowly pulled away from MSU behind 52 percent first-half shooting. After being down by as much as 
seven, the Lady Eagles went on a 7-0 run over a 2:21 stretch late in the opening stanza, but were shut 
out for the final 3:37 to trail at the break, 33-24. Nine points was as close as MSU could get to MU in 
the second half, as the Bears again used deadly outside shooting to gain as much as a 31-point edge, 
before the Lady Eagles closed out the scoring by tallying the contest's final six points. 
Junior forward Vette Robinson (Louisville, Ky./Pleasure Ridge Park HS) paced the team in 
scoring with 11 points and hit all three of the team's made free throws. MSU finished the game 3-of-7 
in that category, its fewest made and attempted all season. Following Robinson in scoring was 
freshman forward Laurie Vincent (Greenville, Ky./Muhlenberg South HS) with 10 points. Sophomore 
forward Megan Kellough (Chillicothe, Ohio/Paint Valley HS) added seven points and a team-high six 
rebounds, while freshman guard Heidi Daulton (Georgetown, Ohio/Georgetown HS) posted squad-
best totals in assists, with a career-high five, and steals, with three. 
Mercer (4-5) held the edge in rebounding (48-30) and shooting, finishing with 50.8 percent from 
the field and 38.5 percent from behind the three-point stripe. Senior guard Carrie Harper led the Bears 
in scoring with 17 points on 7-for-11 shooting. She also added five rebounds, three assists and three 
steals. Senior forward Alicia Mangrum was next with 15 points on 7-of-13 shooting and eight 
rebounds. Freshman forward Tracy Henry tallied a game-best 11 rebounds, while senior guard 
Christen Edwards did the same with six assists, to help Mercer snap a three-game losing streak. 
MSU will continue its stretch of three games in three days before breaking for the holidays 
tomorrow when they face Arkansas-Pine Bluff in the first meeting ever between the two teams at 3 
p.m. ET in the Bartow Arena. On Monday, the Lady Eagles will head to Asheville, N.C., to face UNC 
Asheville at 3 p.m., in the Justice Center. Morehead State is 0-2 all time versus the Bulldogs, having 
squared off twice during the 1996-97 season. Monday's game will mark the only time this year 
Morehead State will play in consecutive games. After the tilt with UNCA, the Lady Eagles will have off 
until a non-conference home contest with Wright State on Tuesday, Dec. 29 at 5:45 p.m. in the Ellis T. 
Johnson Arena. 
MSU is an affinnative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
12-20-98 
Morehead State Captures Victory in Consolation Game, Daulton Named to All-Tournament Team 
BIRMINGHAM, AL - Christmas came a few days early for the Morehead State women's basketball 
team, which received a much-needed victory in the middle of a three-game-in-three-day stretch prior to breaking 
for the holidays. MSU defeated Arkansas-Pine Bluff, 66-57, on Sunday afternoon in the Bartow Arena on the 
campus of UAB to claim a third-place finish on the final day of the Lady Blazer Classic in Birmingham, Ala. The 
win snapped a five-game losing streak for the Lady Eagles and improved their record to 2-5 (0-2 in the Ohio 
Valley Conference), while the Golden Lionettes fell to 0-7 with the loss. It was the first-ever meeting between 
the two teams. 
UAB went on to win the tournament for the sixth consecutive year. The Lady Blazers defeated Mercer in 
the finals , 74-54. The Bears toppled MSU in the opening round, 76-51. Freshman guard Heidi Daulton 
(Georgetown, Ohio/Georgetown HS) was named to the all-tournament team after scoring 21 points (including 13 
in the first half) on a team season-best five three-pointers, while also matching her team season-high total of 
five assists, which she previously had recorded the night before. Joining Daulton (who finished the weekend 
with 23 points, 10 assists, four rebounds and four steals) on the all-tournament team were Juwanna Polk 
(Arkansas-Pine Bluff), Carrie Harper (Mercer), Deanna Jackson (UAB) and Felicia Jackson (UAB) as the MVP. 
"I was really proud of how we played this afternoon," MSU Coach Laura Litter commented. "We 
executed our offense and played hard on defense all night long. I was especially pleased with the play of 
Domonique Mitchell (Louisville, Ky./Pleasure Ridge Park HS), Heidi Daulton and Megan Kellough (Chillicothe, 
Ohio/Paint Valley HS), who really carried us to this much-needed victory. I just hope we can build on it 
tomorrow night and gain some confidence going into the break." 
The emotions in the game hit a pinnacle at the 6:02 mark of the first half when UAPB head coach 
Kenneth Conley received two technical fouls and was ejected from the game. After that point, the contest 
became a more competitive and aggressive battle which was not decided until the final minutes of the game. 
UAPB jumped out to a 12-2 lead after a 10-0 run in the first 6:27 of the game. However, the Lady 
Eagles responded with a 24-2 run of their own, highlighted by freshman guard Margaret Klee (Mayslick, Ky./St. 
Patrick's HS) making five of six consecutive free throws on a personal and the double-technical foul with just 
under six minutes in the half. MSU eventually claimed a six-point advantage at the intermission, 34-28, only the 
second time this year Morehead State has held the edge at the break. 
The second half was close throughout with the lead changing hands 11 times. The Lady Eagles took 
control after Klee nailed a three-pointer with 3:58 remaining, giving MSU a lead it would not relinquish. 
Kellough, Daulton and Mitchell also made key baskets in the waning moments of the contest to thwart a late 
Golden Lionette surge. 
Kellough, a sophomore forward, was second to Daulton on the Lady Eagles in scoring with 11 points, 
while adding four steals in her second straight strong outing. Mitchell, a junior guard, sparked the squad off the 
bench with 10 clutch points, seven rebounds and four assists, while Klee also added 10 points and seven 
rebounds. Freshman forward Laurie Vincent (Greenville, Ky./Muhlenberg South HS) had six points and a 
team-best nine rebounds. 
Arkansas-Pine Bluff was led by a quartet of players. Polk, a senior center, and Shantell Reed, a senior 
guard, each tallied 14 points, while senior forward Katrina Williams added 13 points and a game-best 13 
rebounds. Sophomore guard Cherbritta Scott posted game highs in assists (six) and steals (four). 
MSU will continue its stretch of three games in three days before breaking for the holidays tomorrow 
when they face UNC Asheville at 3 p.m. at the Justice Center in Asheville, N.C. After that contest, the Lady 
Eagles will have off until a non-conference home game with Wright State on Tuesday, Dec. 29 at 5:45 p.m. in 
the Ellis T. Johnson Arena. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
12-21-98 
Lady Eagles End Road Trip With Overtime Loss To UNC Asheville 
ASHEVILLE, NC -- Coach Laura L. Litter's Morehead State women's basketball squad 
completed its final set of games before the holiday break, a stretch of three contests in three days, 
with a disheartening loss to UNC Asheville, 66-64, in overtime on Monday night at the Justice 
Center in Asheville, N.C. It was the first win of the season for injury-riddled UNC Asheville (1-10), 
while MSU, which ended the road trip with a 1-2 record, fell to an overall 2-6 mark (0-2 in the Ohio 
Valley Conference). The loss dropped the Lady Eagles' record in the series to 0-3. 
After a sluggish first period in which UNC Asheville held the advantage throughout the half 
and secured a 28-25 lead at the break, MSU rallied to close the gap and eventually tie the score at 
32 with 16:34 to play, in the first of six second-half ties. The Bulldogs pulled to a 10-point 
advantage with 6:56 to play, but a 13-2 run over the next 4:43, highlighted by a jumper by freshman 
guard Margaret Klee (Mayslick, Ky./St. Patrick's HS), put the Lady Eagles in the lead 56-55. 
MSU had a chance to win the contest late in the game, but a three-point play by freshman 
guard K'Shaki Short knotted the score at 60 with 12 seconds to play in regulation. The Lady Eagles, 
which had relinquished two, two-point leads in overtime also had an opportunity to gain the victory 
the extra frame, but down one, freshman guard Heidi Daulton (Georgetown, Ohio/Georgetown HS) 
was unable to convert two free throws with three seconds remaining and UNCA senior forward Elisa 
Fellers completed the scoring after hitting on the second of her two free throws with 2.2 ticks left on 
the clock. 
Junior forward Vette Robinson (Louisville, Ky./Pleasure Ridge Park HS) led the visitors in 
scoring with 11 points, all coming in the second half and overtime, before fouling out with 34 
seconds to play in the extra period. Two other Lady Eagles reached double digits, including 
freshman forward Laurie Vincent (Greenville, Ky./Muhlenberg South HS) and Daulton each with 10 
points. Sophomore forward Megan Kellough (Chillicothe, Ohio/Paint Valley HS) and Klee each 
followed with eight points. Vincent also added nine rebounds and four steals to pace the squad in 
both categories. 
Morehead State held UNC Asheville to 35 percent shooting from the field, but was hurt by its 
own 39 percent free throw shooting and 26 turnovers, including 18 in the first half. UNCA out-
rebounded the visitors, 50-42, helped by the performance of Fellers, who notched a game-best 20 
points and 11 rebounds for the Bulldogs. Short chipped in 12 points and five assists to aid to the 
winning cause. 
MSU will take eight days off before returning to play a non-conference home contest with 
Wright State on Tuesday, Dec. 29 at 5:45 p.m. in the Ellis T. Johnson Arena. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institut ion. 
Sports Information 
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12-27-98 
Morehead State to Play Wright State in Non-Conference Contest 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351- l689 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Coach Laura L. Litter ' s Morehead State women 's basketball team returns 
from the holidays to face Wright State in a non-conference contest, the final tune-up before beginning its 
league campaign. The two teams will square off on Tuesday at 5:45 p.m. at the Ellis T . Johnson Arena in 
Morehead . 
The Lady Eagles enter with a 2-6 overall record (0-2 in the Ohio Valley Conference) , while Wright 
State posts a 3-7 mark, having won its last game, 62-54 , on Dec. 2 L against Ball State . It will be the 10th 
game in the history of the series, with Morehead State winning the first five games and Wright State 
taking the last five to notch the series at an even 5-5 . The two teams battled last season in Dayton, Ohio, 
with the Raiders collecting a 98-75 victory. 
MSU las t played three games on three consecutive nights , Dec. 19-21. The Lady Eagles dropped 
the opening game of the Lady Blazer Classic in Birmingham, Ala. , to Mercer , 76-5 1, but returned the next 
day to defeat Arkansas-Pine Bluff, 66-57 , to finish third in the tournament. On the 21st, MSU lost an 
overtime tilt at UNC Asheville, 66-64. 
Freshman guard Heidi Daulton (Georgetown, Ohio/Georgetown HS) was named to the all-
tournament team at the Lady Blazer Classic after scoring 2 1 points on a team season-best five three-
pointers in the consolation game. During the two days in Birmingham, she tallied 23 points , 10 assists, 
fou r rebounds and four steals. Daulton also added 10 points in the loss to UNC Asheville . Sophomore 
forward Megan Kellough (Chillicothe, Ohio/Paint Valley HS) also had a set of strong performances 
during the stretch . Playing perhaps her best games of the season, Kellough averaged 8.7 points, while 
leading the team in rebounding with six against Mercer and adding fou r steals versus Arkansas-Pine 
Bluff. Also playing well were junior forward Vette Robinson (Louisville , Ky ./Pleasure Ridge Park HS), 
who led the team in scoring twice , and freshman forward Laurie Vincent (Greenville, Ky ./Muhlenberg 
South HS), who topped the squad in rebounding twice, during the three outings. 
Wright State enters the contest having won twice in its last three games. The Raiders have been 
paced by the efforts of sophomore forward Reggen Stewart, who paces the team in scoring with 12.3 
points per game. She collected 24 points and 10 rebounds in the team 's victory over Ball State . The 
Raiders only other double-figure scorer is junior forward Lenora Combs at 10.4 ppg. The squad's top 
rebounder is junior forward Jess Yan De r Geest at 7 . 1 per game. She is also the team's third-leading 
scorer at 9 .9 ppg. 
As a unit , Wright State has struggled on offense, averaging only 57.9 points per game and 
converting on only 38 percent of its shots from the field and 28 percent from behind the three-point line. 
However, with four six-footers on its 12-player roster, the Raiders have been successful at rebounding, 
collecting 36.5 per game. 
Morehead State will return to its conference play following the Wright State matchup . The Lady 
Eagles are next slated to face Eastern Illinois in Charleston, Ill. , on Saturday, Jan. 2 at 5 :45 p .m. ET, and 
then Southeast Missouri State in Cape Girardeau, Mo., on Monday, Jan. 4 at 6:30 p.m. ET. MSU will 
then return home for two games beginning with Austin Peay on Thursday, Jan. 7 at 5:45 p .m. in the Ellis 
T . Johnson Arena. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Eagle Basketball Game Information 
Morehead State University vs. University of Florida 
Dec. 22, 1998 - Stephen C. O'Connell Center (12,000), Gainesville, Fla.-Game 9 
Morehead State (4-4) Probable Lineup 
F-33-Erik Brown (18.8 ppg., 5.0 rpg.) 
(6-5, 210, Fr., Lexington, Ky.) 
F-44-Scott Charity ( 11.1 ppg., 5.8 rpg.) 
(6-7, 225, Jr. , San Diego, Calif.) 
C-55-Kyle Umberger (6.0 ppg. , 7.0 rpg.) 
(6-7, 225, Fr., Ashland, Ky.) 
G-22-Brett Bohanan (15.4 ppg., 4 .1 rpg.) 
(6-4, 200, Jr. , Canton, Ill.) 
G-23-Jeremy Webb (5.0 ppg., 3.1 rpg.) 
(6-6, 205, Jr. , Olive Hill , Ky.) 
Head Coach: Kyle Macy (7-27 in his second year at MSU and 
in his career) 
Docks Improving 
The Series 
Florida won the only meeting, 82-73 in 1969-70. The 
game was the season-opener for MSU and was the first game of 
the Sunshine Classic in Jacksonville, Fla. The Eagles lost to 
Jacksonville on the second night of the Classic. 
Upcoming for MSU 
After a few days off for the Christmas Holiday, the 
Eagles will return to practice on Saturday (Dec. 26). MSU will 
play host to Evansville on Tuesday, Dec. 29 (8 p.m. EST). That 
games is the nightcap of a doubleheader. The Lady Eagles play 
host to Wright State in the opening game at 5:45 p.m. EST. 
Morehead State senior point guard Ted Docks, who has been out since the Asbury game with a slight fracture of the navicular bone 
of his right hand, had the cast removed on Dec. 10 and now has been cleared to resume practice and play. Docks dressed for the Wright 
State game but did not play. He could begin to see limited action in the Florida game. He is expected to be near 100 percent for MSU's 
return to conference play in early January. In two games in 1998-99, Docks has scored 13 points, handed out 14 assists and made IO steals. 
The Canton, Mich., native ranks fourth on MSU's all-time assist list. 
MSU and the NCAA Statistics 
In the final NCAA statistical report of 1998, MSU holds the following rankings: As a team, MSU is tied for 17th in three-pointers 
made per game and is tied for 24th in three-point field goal percentage. Erik Brown is tied for 49th in scoring. Brett Bohanan is tied for 
ninth in three-pointers made per game. 
MSU and the Ohio Valley Conference Statistics 
As a team, Morehead State holds the following Ohio Valley Conference statistical rankings: 
Scoring Offense-2nd Scoring Defense-8th 
Scoring Margin-4th Free Throw %-2nd 
Field Goal %-2nd Field Goal % Defense-8th 
3-Pt. Field Goal %- 1st 3-Pt. Field Goal % Defense- I 0th 
Rebounding Margin-4th Blocked Shots-4th 
Assists-1st Steals- I st 
Turnover Margin-3rd 3-Pt. Field Goals Made- I st 
MSU individuals hold the following league rankings: 
Erik Brown - 3rd in scoring, tied for 18th in rebounding, tied for 5th in free throw % and tied for 8th in blocked shots. 
Scott Charity - 13th in rebounding, tied for 5th in FG % and tied for 8th in blocked shots. 
Brett Bohanan - 6th in scoring, 10th in assists, 4th in 3-pt. FG % and 2nd in 3-pt. FG Made. 
Jeremy Webb - 6th in assists and 3rd in assist/turnover ratio. 
Kyle Umberger - 5th in rebounding and 9th in assist/turnover ratio. 
Cleaver Begins Suspension 
Junior guard Brad Cleaver, who was academically ineligible for all 1998-99 games up to Thursday's Jacksonville State game, has 
had his eligibility reinstated by the NCAA following successful completion of his academic schedule for the fal l term. With the Jacksonville 
State game, Cleaver began serving a six-game suspension based on the fact that he played in six games (two exhibition games and four 
regular season games) while ineligible. He could return for MSU's Jan. 7 home game against Austin Peay. 
The Wright State Game 
Morehead State held Wright State to 32.7 percent shooting and forced 23 turnovers and had 13 steals, yet lost 64-58 to the Raiders 
Saturday afternoon in Dayton, Ohio. WSU dominated the boards, 44-29, and went to the free throw line 41 times to only 14 times for the 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Eagles. WSU hit 27 of 41 from the charity line to seven of 14 for MSU. MSU outscored the Raiders by 14 points from the field. Erik 
Brown had 17 points and led MSU in scoring for the fifth consecutive game. Brett Bohanan had 15 points. WSU's Keion Brooks had 
a game-high 23 points. 
Current Eagle QB David Dinkins and Former Football/Baseball Standout Chris Berry Join Basketball Squad 
David Dinkins, a 6-2, 189-pound sophomore from Pittsburgh, Pa., and Schenley High School, has joined the Eagle basketball 
Learn. As the quarterback for the Eagle football team this season, he set numerous records and became only the third individual in NCAA 
Division I-AA history Lo both pass for 1,000 yards and rush for 1,000 yards in the same season. Dinkins will wear number 15. 
Chris Berry, a 5- 10, 185-pound senior from London, Ky., and South Laurel High School joined the basketball squad prior to the 
UT Martin game. In that contest, he hit four of four from the field, including two of two from three-point range, and one of one from the 
free throw line. He scored 11 points and had two steals in 11 minutes. Berry lettered four years in football and four years in baseball at 
MSU, setting several school records and leading NCAA Division I-AA in punt returns in 1997. He was a high school all-stater in 
basketball, baseball and football at South Laurel. He was a student coach for the Eagle football team in 1998. He will wear number 10. 
MSU Competes in its 66th Season of Intercollegiate Basketball 
Morehead State is in its 66th year of intercollegiate basketball. Overall, MSU is 846-790. Former Kentucky Wildcat All-
American Kyle Macy is the 11th head coach in Eagle history. 
Eagles Sign Two During November Signing Period 
Justin Cornell , a 6-5 guard from Louisville (Ky.) Fern Creek High School, and Billy Howell, a 6-10, 230-pound center from 
Garrison, Ky., and Lewis County High School have signed national letters-of-intent to play basketball for Morehead State. 
The Kyle Macy Television Show 
The Kyle Macy Television Show can be seen weekly on WKYT-TV, Lexington. Future shows can be seen on Dec. 26 (Saturday, 
12:30 p.m.), Jan. 2 (Saturday, 12:30 pm.), Jan 9 (Saturday, 6:0 p.m.), Jan. 17 (Sunday, 5 p.m.), Jan. 23 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Jan. 30 
(Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Feb. 6 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Feb. 13 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.), Feb. 20 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.) and Feb. 27 (Saturday, 
6:30 p.m.). 
Eagle Basketball On The Air 
Host Communications again owns the radio broadcast rights to Morehead State University Eagle Basketball games. Award-
winning sportscaster Chuck Mraz will serve as the voice of the Eagles on the Morehead State Basketball Network. In the Morehead area, 
Eagle games can be heard on WIKO-FM, 96.3. 
Injury Updates 
(See note on Docks earlier in this notes package.) Sophomore Thomas Jenkins is ill and has missed the last two games. He is 
expected to return to practice on Dec. 26. Junior college transfer Bernard Evans will likely red-shirt this season as he continues to recover 
from a knee injury suffered prior to enrolling at MSU. 
Miscellaneous Player Notes 
You would probably have to go back to the l 930's to find another Morehead State student-athlete who has scored points in both 
football and basketball and scored a run in baseball. Senior Chris Berry, who joined the basketball team recently and scored 11 points 
against UT-Martin, is MSU's all-time leading scorer in football and is among the top five run-scorers in Eagle baseball history. 
Junior Brett Bohanan has hit at least three three-pointers in each of the seven games he has played this season. 
Freshman Erik Brown has scored in double figures in all eight of his games as a collegian. He has led the Eagles in scoring 
in six of eight games, including the last five in a row. 
Sophomore Dewayne Krom showed signs of "coming to life" against Jacksonville State and Wright State. Coming off the 
bench for the first two time this season, Krom scored seven points, grabbed five rebounds and blocked three shots in 19 minutes of 
play against JSU and had eight points and three rebounds in 18 minutes of play at WSU. 
One ofMSU's steadiest performers this season has been freshman Kyle Umberger. He is averaging 8.4 rebounds in his last 
four games. 
Junior Jeremy Webb improved his assist/turnover ratio when he had 10 assists and only one turnover in 40 minutes against 
Jacksonvi lle State. 
Morehead State University Basketball 
Season and Career Highs 
Chris Berry 
Season and Career Highs - Points- I I (UT Martin), Rebounds-O, Assists-2 (Wright State), SteaJs-2 (UT Martin) 
Bret Bohanan 
Season and Career Highs - Points-20 (UT Martin), Rebounds-I I (Wright State), Assists-7 (Huntington), Steals-3 
(Huntington) 
Erik Brown 
Season and Career Highs - Points-26 (Marshall), Rebounds-7 (twice), Assists-4 (twice), Steals-3 (Wright State), Blocked 
Shots-4 (Vanderbilt) 
Scott Charity 
Season and Career Highs - Points-20 (Asbury), Rebounds- 11 (Marshall), Assists-5 (Asbury), Blocked Shots-2 (twice) 
Brad Cleaver 
Season and Career Highs - Points-2O (Vanderbilt), Rebounds-7 (Marshall), Assists-7 (Marshall), Steals-6 (Asbury) 
David Dinkins 
Season and Career Highs - Points-2 (Murray State), Rebounds- I (Murray State) 
Ted Docks 
Season Highs - Points-9 (Huntington), Rebounds-3 (Asbury), Assists-8 (Asbury), Steals-6 (Huntington) 
Career Highs - Points-14 (Tennessee State, 1997-98), Rebounds- I I (Tennessee Tech, 1997-98), Assists-12 (Austin Peay, 
1997-98), Steals-6 (twice) 
Thomas Jenkins 
Season Highs - Points-2 (Marshall), Rebounds-6 (Murray State), Assists-O 
Career Highs - Points-13 (Southeast Missouri, 1997-98), Rebounds-6 (3 times), Assists-3 (twice in 1997-98) 
Dewayne Krom 
Season Highs - Points-16 (Asbury), Rebounds-9 (Asbury) 
Career Highs - Points-18 (Eastern Kentucky, 1997-98), Rebounds-16 (Southeast Missouri, 1997-98) 
Dwane Samuels 
Season and Career Highs - Points-IO (Asbury), Rebounds-3 (twice) 
Kyle Umberger 
Season and Career Highs - Points- 14 (Marshall), Rebounds- 15 (UT Martin), Steals-3 (UT Martin) 
Jeremy Webb 
Season Highs - Points-8 (twice), Rebounds-6 (twice), Assists- IO (Jacksonville State), Steals-4 (Wright State) 
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Highs and Lows 
MSU Team Highs 
97-Huntington (11-16-98) 
+30-Asbury ( I 1- 18-98) 
59-Asbury ( (I 1-18-98) 
56-Huntington ( l l - 11-98) 
38-twice 
76-Asbury ( 11-18-98) 
.633 (38-60)-Huntington ( 11-16-98) 
13-Vanderbilt (11-24-98) 
30-Vanderbilt (11-24-98) 
.556 (10-18)-Huntington ( 11-16-98) 
16-Marshall ( 11-28-98) 
21-Marshall (11-28-98) 
.933 (14-15)-Asbury ( 11-18-98) 
33-Marshall (11-28-98) 
+9-twice 
27-Wright State (12-19-98) 
27-twice 
27-Huntington ( 11-16-98) 
8-Vanderbilt ( 11-24-98) 
I ?-Huntington ( 11- I 6-98) 
MSU Individual Highs 
26-Brown vs. Marshall (1 1-28-98) 
IS-Umberger vs. UT Martin (12-5-98) 
JO-Brown vs. Huntington ( 11-16-98) 
22-Brown vs. Murray State (12-3-98) 
.889(8-9)-Charity vs. Asbury ( l l - 18-98) 
MSU Team Lows 
58-Wright State (12-19-98) 
-3 l-Murray State ( I 2-3-98) 
28-Jacksonville State (12-17-98) 
25-Wright State ( 12-19-98) 
23-3 times 
54-Wright State ( 12-19-98) 
.365 (23-63)-Murray State (12-3-98) 
2-Murray State (12-3-98) 
13-Murray State (12-3-98) 
.154 (2-13)-Murray State ( 12-3-98) 
?-Wright State (12-19-98) 
14-Wright State (12-19-98) 
.500 (7-14-Wright State (12-19-98) 
29-Wright State (12-19-98) 
-14-Wright State ( 12-19-98) 
12-Asbury (11-18-98) 
12-Murray State ( 12-3-98) 
13-Asbury ( 11-18-98) 
0-twice 
3-Murray State (12-3-98) 
6-Cleaver vs. Vanderbi lt (l 1-24-98) & Bohanan vs. UT Martin (12-5-98) 
15-Bohanan vs. UT Martin (12-5-98) 
.667 (6-9)-Cleaver vs. Vanderbilt (11-24-98) 
6-K.rom vs. Asbury (11-18-98) & Brown vs. Marshall ( 11-28-98) 
7-Brown vs. Murray State (12-3-98) 
100 (6-6)-K.rom vs. Asbury ( 11-18-98) & Brown vs. Marshall ( I 1-28-98) 
JO-Webb vs. Jacksonville State ( 12-17-98) 
4-Brown vs. Vanderbilt ( 11-24-98) 
6-Docks vs. Huntington ( 11-16-98) & Cleaver vs. Asbury (1 1-18-98) 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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Eagle Basketball Game Information 
Morehead State University vs. University of Evansville 
Dec. 29, 1998 - Ellis T. Johnson Arena (6,500), Morehead, Ky.-Game 10 
Morehead State (4-5) Probable Lineup 
F-33-Erik Brown (19.1 ppg., 5.2 rpg.) 
(6-5, 210, Fr. , Lexington, Ky.) 
F-52-Kyle Umberger (5.8 ppg., 6.7 rpg.) 
(6-7, 225, Fr. , Ashland, Ky.) 
C-42-Dewayne Krom (6.7 ppg., 3.0 rpg.) 
(6-9, 225, So., Roann, Ind.) 
G-14-Ted Docks (5.7 ppg., 2.7 rpg.) 
(6-4, 200, Jr., Canton, Ill.) 
G-23-Jeremy Webb (4.9 ppg., 3.3 rpg.) 
(6-6, 205, Jr., Olive Hill , Ky.) 
Head Coach: Kyle Macy (7-28 in his second year at MSU and 
in his career) 
Officials 
Jeff Faircolth, Tracy Woodson, R.T. Day 
The Series 
Evansville (8-3) Probable Lineup 
F-21-Adam Seitz (7.3 ppg., 3.8 rpg.) 
(6-3, 180, Fr., Petersburg, Ind.) 
F-32-Craig Snow (14.3 ppg., 5.6 rpg.) 
(6-7, 220, So, Mt. Carmel, Ill .) 
C-50-Kwame James (10.5 ppg., 4.2 rpg.) 
(6-8, 255, Jr. , Trin City, Trinadad) 
G- 5-Marcus Wilson (18.3 ppg., 3.7 rpg.) 
(6-3, 189, Sr., South Bend, Ind.) 
G- 11-Jeremy Stanton (4.3 ppg., 3. 1 rpg.) 
(6- 1, 175, So, Normal, Ill.) 
Head Coach: Jim Crews (240-153 in his 14th year at UE and 
in his career) 
Evansville leads I 0-4 in a series that dates to 1947-48. The Purple Aces won last year's game, 78-48 in Evansville. 
Upcoming for MSU 
MSU will return to conference play in a big way with four Ohio Valley Conference contests in eight days. The Eagles will play 
at Eastern Illinois on Saturday, Jan. 2 (8:05 p.m. CST) and at Southeast Missouri on Monday, Jan. 4 (7:30 p.m. CST) before returning home 
to take on Austin Peay on Thursday, Jan. 7 (8:00 p.m. EST) and Tennessee State on Saturday, Jan. 9 (2:05 p.m. EST). The Tennessee State 
game will be televised on Fox SportsSouth. 
Brown Named OVC Rookie of the Week for the Third Time 
For the third time already this season, Erik Brown has been named the OVC Rookie of the Week. In games against Jacksonville 
State and Wright State, he averaged 16.5 points. He has led MSU in scoring in the last six games. 
Docks Improving 
Morehead State senior point guard Ted Docks, who suffered a slight fracture of the navicular bone of his right hand in the Asbury 
game, returned to action in the Florida game. He is expected to be near 100 percent for MSU's return to conference play in early January. 
The Canton, Mich., native ranks fourth on MSU's all-time assist list. 
MSU and the NCAA Statistics 
In the final NCAA statistical report of 1998, MSU helf the following rankings: As a team, MSU was tied for 17th in three-pointers 
made per game and was tied for 24th in three-point field goal percentage. Erik Brown was tied for 49th in scoring. Brett Bohanan was 
tied for ninth in three-pointers made per game. 
MSU and the Ohio Valley Conference Statistics 
As a team, Morehead State holds the following Ohio Valley Conference statistical rankings: 
Scoring Offense-2nd Scoring Defense-9th 
Scoring Margin-5th Free Throw %-4th 
Field Goal %-4th Field Goal % Defense-7th 
3-Pt. Field Goal %-1st 3-Pt. Field Goal % Defense-9th 
Rebounding Margin-5th Blocked Shots-6th 
Assists- I st Steals-1st 
Turnover Margin-3rd 3-Pt. Field Goals Made- I st 
MSU individuals hold the following league rankings: 
Erik Brown - 3rd in scoring, 14th in rebounding, 6th in free throw % and 9th in steals. 
Scott Charity - 12th in rebounding and 6th in FG %. 
Brett Bohanan - tied for 9th in scoring, 7th in assists, 4th in 3-pt. FG %, 2nd in 3-pt. FG Made and 9th in assist/turnover ratio. 
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Jeremy Webb - tied for 7th in assists and 7th in assist/turnover ratio. 
Kyle Umberger - 8th in rebounding. 
Cleaver Serves Suspension 
Junior guard Brad Cleaver, who was academically ineligible for all 1998-99 games up to the Jacksonville State game, has had his 
eligibility reinstated by the NCAA following successful completion of his academic schedule for the fal l term. With the Jacksonville State 
game, Cleaver began serving a six-game suspension based on the fact that he played in six games (two exhibition games and four regular 
season games) while ineligible. He could return for MSU' s Jan. 7 home game against Austin Peay. 
The Florida Game 
The nationally-ranked Florida Gators, now 8-1 on the season, put on an outstanding offensive show in their 117-70 win over MSU 
on Dec. 22. Six Gators scored in double figures led by Greg Stolt with 19 points. Erik Brown scored 22 points and Scott Charity added 
15 points for the Eagles. 
Current Eagle QB David Dinkins and Former Football/Baseball Standout Chris Berry Join Basketball Squad 
David Dinkins, a 6-2, 189-pound sophomore from Pittsburgh, Pa., and Schenley High School, has joined the Eagle basketball 
team. As the quarterback for the Eagle football team this season, he set numerous records and became only the third individual in NCAA 
Division I-AA history to both pass for 1,000 yards and rush for 1,000 yards in the same season. Dinkins will wear number 15. 
Chris Berry, a 5-10, 185-pound senior from London, Ky., and South Laurel High School joined the basketball squad prior to the 
UT Martin game. In that contest, he hit four of four from the field, including two of two from three-point range, and one of one from the 
free throw line. He scored 11 points and had two steals in 11 minutes. Berry lettered four years in football and four years in baseball at 
MSU, setting several school records and leading NCAA Division I-AA in punt returns in 1997. He was a high school all-stater in 
basketball, baseball and football at South Laurel. He was a student coach for the Eagle football team in 1998. He will wear number I 0. 
MSU Competes in its 66th Season of Intercollegiate Basketball 
Morehead State is in its 66th year of intercollegiate basketball. Overall, MSU is 846-791. Former Kentucky Wildcat All-
American Kyle Macy is the 11th head coach in Eagle history. 
Eagles Sign Two During November Signing Period 
Justin Cornell, a 6-5 guard from Louisville (Ky.) Fern Creek High School, and Billy Howell, a 6-10, 230-pound center from 
Garrison, Ky., and Lewis County High School have signed national letters-of-intent to play basketball for Morehead State. 
The Kyle Macy Television Show 
The Kyle Macy Television Show can be seen weekly on WKYT-TV, Lexington. Future shows can be seen on Jan. 2 (Saturday, 
12:30 pm.), Jan 9 (Saturday, 6:0 p.m.), Jan. 17 (Sunday, 5 p.m.), Jan. 23 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Jan. 30 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Feb. 6 
(Saturday, 12:30 p.m.), Feb. 13 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.), Feb. 20 (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.) and Feb. 27 (Saturday, 6:30 p.m.). 
Eagle Basketball On The Air 
Host Communications again owns the radio broadcast rights to Morehead State University Eagle Basketball games. Award-
winning sportscaster Chuck Mraz will serve as the voice of the Eagles on the Morehead State Basketball Network. In the Morehead area, 
Eagle games can be heard on WIKO-FM, 96.3. 
Injury Updates 
(See note on Docks earl ier in this notes package.) Sophomore Thomas Jenkins missed the last three games due to illness. He is 
questionable for the Evansvi lle game. Junior forward Scott Charity has a sprained foot but should see action against Evansville. Junior 
guard Brett Bohanan has a sprained ankle, and he is questionable for the Evansville game. Junior college transfer Bernard Evans will red-
shirt this season as he continues to recover from a knee injury suffered prior to enrolling at MSU. 
Miscellaneous Player Notes 
You would probably have to go back to the l 930's to find another Morehead State student-athlete who has scored points in both 
football and basketball and scored a run in baseball. Senior Chris Berry, who joined the basketball team recently and scored 11 points 
against UT-Martin, is MSU's all-time leading scorer in football and is among the top five run-scorers in Eagle baseball history. 
Junior Brett Bohanan hit at least three three-pointers in each of MSU's first seven games before being shut out from behind 
the arc at Florida. 
Freshman Erik Brown, a three-time OVC Rookie of the Week honoree in 1998-99, has scored in double figures in all nine 
of his games as a collegian. He has led the Eagles in scoring in seven of nine games, including the last six in a row. 
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Highs and Lows 
MSU Team Highs 
97-Huntington (11-16-98) 
+30-Asbury (11-18-98) 
59-Asbury ( ( 11-18-98) 
56-Huntington ( 11-11-98) 
38-twice 
76-Asbury (11- 18-98) 
.633 (38-60)-Huntington (11-16-98) 
13-Vanderbilt (11-24-98) 
30-Vanderbilt (11-24-98) 
.556 ( 10-18)-Huntington (11-16-98) 
18-Florida (12-22-98) 
26-Florida (12-22-98) 
.933 (14-15)-Asbury (11-18-98) 






17-Huntington (1 1-16-98) 
MSU Individual Highs 
26-Brown vs. Marshall (11-28-98) 
15-Umberger vs. UT Martin ( 12-5-98) 
IO-Brown vs. Huntington (11-16-98) 
24-Brown vs. Florida (12-22-98) 
.889(8-9)-Charity vs. Asbury (11-18-98) 
MSU Team Lows 
58-Wright State (12-19-98) 
-47-Florida (12-22-98) 
28-J acksonville State ( 12-17-98) 
25-Wright State (12-19-98) 
24-Florida (12-22-98) 
54-Wright State (12-19-98) 
.348 (24-69)-Florida (12-22-98) 
2-Murray State ( 12-3-98) 
11-Florida ( 12-22-98) 
.154 (2-13)-Murray State ( 12-3-98) 
?-Wright State (12-19-98) 
14-Wright State (12-19-98) 
.500 (7-14-Wright State ( 12-19-98) 
29-Wright State (12-19-98) 
-14-Wright State (12- 19-98) 
12-Asbury (11-18-98) 
12-Murray State (12-3-98) 
13-Asbury (11-18-98) 
0-3 times 
3-Murray State (12-3-98) 
6-Cleaver vs. Vanderbilt (11-24-98) & Bohanan vs. UT Martin (12-5-98) 
15-Bohanan vs. UT Martin (12-5-98) 
.667 (6-9)-Cleaver vs. Vanderbilt (11-24-98) 
?-Charity vs. Florida (12-22-98) 
IO-Charity vs. Florida ( 12-22-98) 
100 (6-6)-Krom vs. Asbury (11 - 18-98) & Brown vs. Marshall ( 11-28-98) 
l 0-Webb vs. Jacksonville State (12-17-98) 
4-Brown vs. Vanderbilt ( 11-24-98) 
6-Docks vs. Huntington ( 11-16-98) & Cleaver vs. Asbury (11-18-98) 
Morehead State University Basketball 
Season and Career Highs 
Chris Berry 
Season and Career Highs - Points-11 (UT Martin), Rebounds-3 (Florida), Assists-2 (Wright State), Steals-3 (Florida) 
Bret Bohanan 
Season and Career Highs - Points-20 (UT Martin), Rebounds-11 (Wright State), Assists-7 (Huntington), Steals-3 
(Huntington) 
Erik Brown 
Season and Career Highs - Points-26 (Marshall), Rebounds-7 (3 times), Assists-4 (twice), Steals-3 (twice), Blocked 
Shots-4 (Vanderbilt) 
Scott Charity 
Season and Career Highs - Points-20 (Asbury), Rebounds- 11 (Marshall), Assists-5 (Asbury), Blocked Shots-2 (twice) 
Brad Cleaver 
Season and Career Highs - Points-20 (Vanderbilt), Rebounds-7 (Marshall), Assists-7 (Marshall), Steals-6 (Asbury) 
David Dinkins 
Season and Career Highs - Points-2 (Murray State), Rebounds- I (Murray State) 
Ted Docks 
Season Highs - Points-9 (Huntington), Rebounds-3 (twice), Assists-8 (Asbury), Steals-6 (Huntington) 
Career Highs - Points-14 (Tennessee State, 1997-98), Rebounds-11 (Tennessee Tech, 1997-98), Assists-12 (Austin Peay, 
1997-98), Steals-6 (twice) 
Thomas Jenkins 
Season Highs - Points-2 (Marshall), Rebounds-6 (Murray State), Assists-0 
Career Highs - Points- 13 (Southeast Missouri, 1997-98), Rebounds-6 (3 times), Assists-3 (twice in 1997-98) 
Dewayne Krom 
Season Highs - Points-16 (Asbury), Rebounds-9 (Asbury) 
Career Highs - Points-18 (Eastern Kentucky, 1997-98), Rebounds-16 (Southeast Missouri, 1997-98) 
Dwane Samuels 
Season and Career Highs - Points-10 (Asbury), Rebounds-3 (twice) 
Kyle Umberger 
Season and Career Highs - Points- 14 (Marshall), Rebounds-15 (UT Martin), Steals-3 (UT Martin) 
Jeremy Webb 
Season Highs - Points-8 (twice), Rebounds-6 (twice), Assists- IO (Jacksonvi!Je State), Steals-4 (Wright State) 
Career Highs - Points-19 (Evansville, 1997-98), Rebounds-13 (Eastern Illinois, 1997-98), Assists-4 (twice), Steals-4 
(twice) 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
12-29-98 
Van Der Geest Leads Wright State To Victory Over Morehead State In Women's Basketball 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Junior forward Jess Van Der Geest was nearly perfect on Tuesday 
night in helping Wright State to an 88-64 victory over Morehead State in a women's basketball 
contest at the Ellis T. Johnson Arena. Van Der Geest finished 1 0-of-1 O from the field, but 3-for-5 
from the free throw line for a game-high 23 points to raise the visitor's record to 4-7. Morehead 
State dropped to 2-7 (0-2 in the Ohio Valley Conference} with the loss in its final non-conference 
contest before it returns to OVC play this weekend. It was the sixth straight victory for Wright 
State over the Lady Eagles, who now own a 6-5 all-time series edge. 
Wright State scored first and never relinquished its lead, owning a 45-24 halftime 
advantage. The Raiders built on their lead throughout the first half and the 21-point edge at the 
break was their largest in the opening period. WSU kept up the intensity in the second half, 
pushing the advantage to as much as 30 (81-51} at 5:19, before settling for the 24-point final. 
Three Morehead State players reached double figures in scoring, led by freshmaA guard 
Heidi Daulton (Georgetown, Ohio/Georgetown HS} with 13. Sophomore forward Megan 
Kellough (Chillicothe, Ohio/Paint Valley HS}, who has upped her play since moving into the 
starting lineup four games ago, added 12 points, while freshman forward Diana Vardijan 
(Glenview, 111./Glenbrook South HS} matched her career high with 1 0 points. MSU was 
hampered by an unusually thin bench. The Lady Eagles were without the services of three 
players and another, junior forward Vette Robinson (Louisville, Ky./Pleasure Ridge Park HS}, 
who had eight points, who was sick and did not start for the first time all season. 
Van Der Geest led all scorers, but was followed by Raider sophomore guard Chanda 
Hollingsworth with 18 points. Junior forward Lenora Combs added 15 points, a game-best 10 
rebounds and four assists for Wright State, while sophomore guard Amber Williams rounded out 
the Raiders in double figures with 11 points. Sophomore guard Mandy Jelinek tall ied nine points 
and eight assists. 
Morehead State will play its first OVC contest in a month, when the Lady Eagles travel to 
face Eastern Illinois in Charleston, Ill. , on Saturday at 5:45 p.m. ET, and then Southeast Missouri 
State in Cape Girardeau, Mo., on Monday at 6:30 p.m. ET. MSU will then return home for two 
games beginning with Austin Peay on Thursday, Jan. 7 at 5:45 p.m. in the Ellis T. Johnson 
Arena. 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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12-31-98 
Lady Eagle Basketball Goes Back on the Road For Two OVC Games 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Coach Laura L. Litter will hope to tum around the fortunes of her Morehead State 
women's basketball team in 1999 as the Lady Eagles will begin the new year by returning to Ohio Valley 
Conference play. MSU begins a five-day, two-game trip with Eastern Illinois at the Lantz Gym in Charleston, Ill. , 
on Saturday, Jan. 2 at 5:45 p.m. ET, and then follows with Southeast Missouri State at the Show Me Center in 
Cape Girardeau, Mo., on Monday, Jan. 4 at 6:30 p.m. ET. 
The Lady Eagles enter with a 2-7 overall record (0-2 in the OVC) after dropping a home game with 
Wright State on Tuesday, 88-64. Three Morehead State players reached double figures in scoring, led by 
freshman guard Heidi Daulton (Georgetown, Ohio/Georgetown HS) with 13. Sophomore forward Megan 
Kellough (Chillicothe, Ohio/Paint Valley HS) added 12 points, while freshman forward Diana Vardijan 
(Glenview, 111./Glenbrook South HS) matched her career high with 1 O points. 
Morehead State will play its first league contest in nearly a month when it matches up with Eastern 
Illinois. The Lady Eagles last played a conference game on Dec. 7 against Murray State in Morehead. The 
Panthers (1 -7/0-2), the only team which trails MSU in the OVC standings this season, lags behind in the five-
game series between the two squads, 2-3. The two teams split last year's meetings. EIU lost at MSU, 88-64, 
on Jan. 5, but captured a 76-56 decision in Charleston on Jan. 31 . 
Southeast Missouri, however, is on the other end of the spectrum. The Otahkians are the surprise 
leaders of the conference with a 2-0 mark (7-2 overall). SEMO is 10-4 all-time against the Lady Eagles, 
although the two teams played two close contests last season. MSU won at home in overtime on Jan. 3, 98-95, 
but lost, also in overtime, 82-74, on Feb. 2 in Cape Girardeau. 
Although the Lady Eagles have struggled in their last several outings, Litter has found a lineup which has 
provided her with some consistency. Daulton, who as just a freshman has been the team's most productive 
performer, leads the squad in scoring (12.3 points per game), three-pointers made (23) , assists (30) and steals 
(24) , while starting in each contest. Junior forward Vette Robinson (Louisville, Ky./Pleasure Ridge Park HS) is 
the only other double-figure scorer at 10.1 ppg and owns the third-best field goal percentage (41 .9) having 
started all but one game. Kellough joins the duo averaging 7.3 ppg and is playing her best basketball of the 
season since moving into the starting lineup four games ago. The other two starters, freshman forward Laurie 
Vincent (Greenville, Ky./Muhlenberg South HS) and junior forward Cisha Brazley (Memphis, Tenn./Ft. 
Campbell (Ky.) HS) give the team rebounding and tenacious defense. 
EIU has a one-woman wrecking crew. Junior center Leah Aldrich averages 22.9 points (tops in the 
OVC) and six rebounds per game, while hitting on 59 percent of her shots from the field. Sophomore guard 
Lorie Moore has been the team's floor general, leading the way with team highs in assists (37) and steals (17). 
Saturday will only be the third home game of the year for the Panthers, who have not played in Lantz Gym since 
Nov. 30. 
Southeast Missouri will host Eastern Kentucky on Saturday before meeting MSU on Monday. The 
Otahkians have won five straight, but have been off since Dec. 12. SEMO has started the same five players in 
all nine games, but it has its own dominant force. Freshman center Pam Iverson tops the conference in four 
categories, free throw percentage (1 .000), overall rebounding (8.4 per game), defensive rebounding (5.67 per 
game) and blocked shots (1 .67 per game). Junior swingman Paula Corder is the team's leading scorer (14.8 
ppg) and three-point shooter (46.2 percent) , and is second in free throw percentage (90.2). As a team, SEMO 
leads the OVC in 11 of 21 categories. 
After the weekend set, Morehead State returns to Kentucky for two home contests at the Ellis T. 
Johnson Arena. The Lady Eagles will play Austin Peay on Thursday, Jan. 7 at 5:45 p.m., then Tennessee State 
on Saturday, Jan. 9 at 4:30 p.m. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
1998 Eagle Softball 
Morehead State University 
1998 Eagle Roster 
No Name POS CL Hometown 
9 Shannon Bender OF So Copley, Ohio 
13 Angie Brooker 2B Jr Lowell, Ohio 
3 Alma Chapman C/3B Jr Bourbon, Ind. 
16 Sascha Cox OF Jr Lafayette, Ind. 
7 Lesley Curtis IF Fr Vanceburg, Ky. 
11 Dana Fohl OF Fr North Canton, Ohio 
15 Heather Hoying IF Fr Englewood, Ohio 
20 Heather Hughes OF Fr Catawba, Ohio 
42 Christy Lainhart IF So Louisville, Ky. 
12 Maria Lanzi C/IF Fr Pittsburgh, Pa. 
24 Melisa Mitterniller P /OF Fr Pacifica, Calif. 
5 Susan Pape p Sr Archbold, Ohio 
21 Genine Pellegrino p Fr Broadview Heights, Ohio 
14 Nola Queen IF Fr Culloden, W.Va. 
24 Jonti Robinson IF Fr Tracy, Calif. 
2 Kelly Stewart C So Lexington, Ky. 
10 Molly Surratt p Fr Rushville, Ill. 
30 Amy Wilkinson IF So Georgetown, Ohio 
Northern Kentucky University Norse 
No Name POS CL Hometown 
5 Stephanie Rowland OF Jr Cincinnati, Ohio 
6 Jamie Moore p Fr Middletown, Ohio 
7 Becky Bulach IF Fr Hamilton, Ohio 
8 Kelly Coyle IF Fr Edgewood, Ky. 
9 Shannon Storm IF Sr Cincinnati, Ohio 
10 Jill Kaliszewski IF Fr Erie, Pa. 
12 Andrea Thompson IF Jr Middletown, Ohio 
13 Reagan Larbes C/IF Sr Amelia, Ohio 
14 Holly Trauth OF So Cincinnati, Ohio 
16 Leane Seassa IF Fr New Hartford, N .Y. 
17 Vanessa Jones C Fr Schaumburg, Ill. 
18 Kerry McKee IF Fr Fairfield, Ohio 
21 Kim Bina P/IF Fr Union, Ky. 
22 Lori Hayes IF/OF Sr Fairfield, Ohio 
24 Leah Hanna IF Sr West Chester, Ohio 
Head Coach: Mary Biermann 
Assistant Coach: Angela Walter 
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2 Kelly Stewart, C 
3 Alma Chapman, C/IF 
5 Susan Pape, P 
7 Lesley Curtis, IF 
9 Shannon Bender, OF 
JO Molly Surratt, P 
11 Dana Fohl, OF 
12 Maria Lanzi, C/IF 
13 Angie Brooker, IF 
14 Nola Queen, TF 
15 Heather Hoying/IF 
16 Sascha Cox, OF 
20 Heather Hughes, OF " 
21 Genine Pellegrino, P 
23 Melisa Mittemil/er, PIOF 
.24 Jonti Robinson, IF 
30 Amy Wilkinson, IF 
42 Christy Lainhart, IF 
Morehead State Coaching Staff 
Head Coach: Jennifer VanSickle 
Graduate Assistants: Chris Kamin, Chirs Sunderhaus 
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MSU Quick Facts 
Founded: 1922 Conference: Ohio Valley, NCAA Division I 1997 Record: 25-30-1 
Enrollment: approximately 8,300 Stadium: University Softball Field 1997 Conference Record: 11-19 (7th) 
Colors: Blue and Gold Dimensions: 215' left, 205' center, 215' right Starters Returning/Lost: 4/6 
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1998 Eagles 
No Name Pos. Ht. Cl. Hometown/High School 
1 Kambi Meyer OH 5-8 Jr Muncie, Ind./Muncie Burris 
3 Jessica Shaffer OH 5-10 So Sunbury, Ohio/Big Walnut 
4 Rachel Smith RH/OH 5-11 Sr Fort Wayne, lnd./Bishop Luers 
5 Emily Bell s 5-7 Jr Santa Fe, N.M./Santa Fe 
6 Kristin Humpert OH/RH 5-10 Sr Ft. Mitchell, Ky./Notre Dame Academy 
7 Rachell Messmer s 5-7 So Newport, Ky./Newport Central Catholic 
8 Sandy Castrucci DS/OH 5-8 So Cincinnati, Ohio/McAuley 
9 Lauren Mackey OH 5-10 Sr Louisville, Ky./Sacred Heart Academy 
10 Arny Adams OH 5-9 Jr Crestwood, Ky./South Oldham 
11 Elizabeth Gabriele MB 5-10 Sr Kettering, Ohio/Chaminade-Julienne 
12 Carla Imperatore MB/RI-I 5-11 So Newport Richey, Fla./River Ridge 
13 Rachel Johnson MB 5-11 Sr Indianapolis, Ind./Beech Grove 
14 Kristin Bailey s 5-9 Fr Indianapolis, Ind./Cathedral 
15 Sarah Brown MB 5-10 Sr North Vernon, Ind./Jennings County 
Head Coach: Mike Swan (Manchester '79) 
Assistant Coaches: Arny Dettmer (Huntington '93), Denny Murphy (Morehead State '99) and Wes Vance (Morehead State '99) 
Returnees 
*Lauren Mackey - 4.83 kpg, 3.8 dpg 
*Elizabeth Gabriele - 2.58 kpg, 50 total blocks 
*Rachel Johnson - 3 .25 kpg, 51 total blocks 
*Rachell Messmer - 12.45 apg 
*Sarah Brown - 2.09 dpg 
*Rachel Smith - 2.15 kpg, .312 sapg 
Kristin Humpert - .222 sapg, 1.87 dpg 
Arny Adams - .263 sapg, 1.453 dpg 
Kam bi Meyer - 1. 63 kpg 
Sandy Castrucci - 1.25 dpg 
Carla Imperatore - .333 hitting pct. 
Jessica Shaffer - 2.12 kpg, 2.94 dpg 
Emily Bell - 10.5 apg (1996) 




























Ted Docks G 
Brad Cleaver G 
Thomas Jenkins G-F 
Bren Bohanan G 
Jeremy Webb F 
Erik Brown F 
Travis Williams F 
Dewayne Krom C 
Scott Charity F 
Dwane Samuels F-C 
Kyle Umberger F 




Ht Wt Cl Hometown/Higlr Sc/1001/JC 
5-8 165 Sr Canton, Mich./Plymouth Canton 
6-3 195 Jr Murray, Ky./Calloway County/Kansas City CC 
6-4 195 So Martin, Ky.I Allen Central 
6-4 200 Jr Canton, lll./Canton/Spoon River JC 
6-6 205 Jr Olive Hill, Ky./West Carter 
6-5 210 Fr Lexington, Ky./Bryan Station 
6-4 175 Fr Auburn, Ky./Logan County 
6-9 225 So Roann, lnd./Northfield 
6-7 225 Jr San Diego, Calif./Scripps Rand/Santa Rosa JC 
6-8 210 Jr Richmond, Va .. /Hennitage/Hiwassee CC 
6-7 225 Fr Ashland, Ky./Paul Blazer 
Head Coach : Kyle Macy (Kentucky '80) 
Assistant Coach es: Wayne Breeden, Darrin Hom, Diego McCoy 
Sports Reach Crusaders 
Numerical 
Name Pos Ht College 
Troy Thomas G 6-0 Morehead State 
Malachai Allen F 6-6 Middle Tennessee 
Joe Kilroy G 6-4 Cumberland 
Cory Wilson C 6-8 Lincoln Memorial 
Tyrell Ware G-F 6-3 Virginia lntermont 
Leo Clark G 6-3 Virginia lntermont 
Kengatta Perry G 6-2 Lipscomb 
Mark Fothergill C 6-9 Maryland 
Cedric Tenner F 6-4 Campbellsville 
John Williams G 6-4 Morehead State 
John Allen F 6-6 Eastern Kentucky 
Derrick Crayton C-F 6-7 Arkansas-Little Rock 
Jeff Arington F 6-5 Georgetown College 
Head Coach : Robby Speer 
A Look at the 1998-99 Eagles 
With the growing pains associated with his first year in charge of 
the Morehead State University Eagle basketball program behind 
them, Coach Kyle Macy and his staff begin the 1998-99 campaign 
with increased optimism and a feeling that their program is moving 
in the right direction. 
The Eagles should be better at every position, either through im-
provement of the veterans or through the addition of an excellent 
group of newcomers. 
Only four players return from last season's 3-23 squad. They are 
Jeremy Webb (F, 6-5, Jr., I 0.3 ppg., 5.3 rpg.), the leading returning 
scorer and rebounder, Dewayne Krom (C, 6-8, So., 9.6 ppg., 4.6 
rpg.), Ted Docks (G, 5-8, 5.3 ppg., 4.5 apg.) and Thomas Jenkins 
(G-F, 6-4, So., 3.3 ppg., 2.1 rpg.). 
Webb and Krom were the team's most consistent players down the 
stretch in 1997-98. Webb will again contend for a starting wing 
spot, but could also see action inside. Krom's outstanding freshman 
season makes him the top candidate for the starting center spot. 
Docks, who worked extremely hard during the off-season, has 
improved in all areas of the game and will battle again for the start-
ing nod at point guard. 
Jenkins made seven starts in 24 games and gained valuable expe-
rience. 
Nine newcomers will join the four returnees. 
Brett Bohanan (G, 6-4, Jr.) averaged 17.4 points and hit 115 three-
pointers last season at Spoon River College. He brings excellent 
size and shooting ability to the wing. 
Erik Brown (F, 6-5, Fr.) was one of the most celebrated high 
school players in Kentucky last season. He averaged 23.5 points 
and 8.4 rebounds at Lexington Bryan Station High School. 
Scott Charity (F, 6-7 , Jr.) averaged 10 points and six rebounds 
against excellent junior college competition in California and should 
be a solid performer on the front line. 
Brad Cleaver (G, 6-3, Jr.) , a native of Murray, Ky., signed with 
MSU after earning all-conference honors at Kansas City Commu-
nity College. He average 17 points and could be one of the top 
three-point shooters to enter OVC competition this season. 
Dwane Samuels (C-F, 6-8, Jr. ) signed with MSU during the No-
vember, 1997, signing period. As with Charity, he will provide im-
portant help on the front line. 
Kyle Umberger (F, 6-7, Fr.) is the second leading career scorer 
in the storied history of Ashland (Ky.) Paul Blazer High School. He 
averaged 19 points and IO rebounds as a senior. 
Bernard Evans (F, 6-5, Jr.), from St. Petersburg Community Col-
lege and Covington (Ky.) HolmesHigh School, James Myers (G, 
6- 1, Fr.), from Pittsburgh's Schenley High School, and Travis Wil-
liams (F, 6-4, Fr.), from Logan County (Ky.) High School are walk-
on candidates. 
"We're extremely excited as a coaching staff," Macy said," be-
cause the attitude and work eithic of this year's squad is so much 
improved. All of our players are interested in working hard and 
getting better." 
The non-conference portion of this year's schedule, includes trips 
to Florida and Vanderbilt and a home game against Evansville. 
Morehead State 
1998-99 Eagle Basketball 
Schedule 
November 
5 Slovakia (exhibition) 
11 Sports Crusaders (exhibition) 
16 Huntington 
18 Asbury 
24 at Vanderbilt 
28 al Marshall 
December 
3 *Murray State 
5 •UT-Martin 
17 Jacksonville State 
19 at Wright State 
22 at Florida 
29 Evansville 
January 
2 *at Eastern Illinois 
4 •at Southeast Missouri 
7 •Austin Peay 
9 •Tennessee State 
12 •at Murray State 
16 *at Eastern Kentucky 
21 *at Middle Tennessee 
23 •at Tennessee Tech 
28 *Eastern Illinois 
30 *Southeast Missouri 
February 
2 •at UT-Martin 
4 •at Austin Peay 
6 *at Tennessee State 
13 •Eastern Kentucky 
18 *Middle Tennessee 
20 •Tennessee Tech 
23 OVC Tournament, first round 
26-27 OVC Tournament 
Home games in bold 
*OVCGames 






























7:30 p.m., Nov. 30 




Tickets Available at the Adron Doran University 
Center. 
Proceeds benefit the Morehead State University 
Eagle Basketball Program. 
